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1 NUMBER SYSTEM

Notes

Module Approach/Description

Algebra is generalized form of arithmetic. It may be recalled that the study of 
numbers begins with natural numbers without which we would not be able to 
count. The system of natural numbers is extended to rational number system.

To be able to measure all lengths in terms of a given unit, the rational numbers 
have to be extended to real numbers. The concept of exponents and radicals 
would facilitate simplification of repeated multiplication.

Algebraic expressions and polynomials would be introduced with the help 
of four fundamental operations on unknowns. Equating two algebraic 
expressions or polynomials leads to equations.

The study of linear and quadratic equations would be taken up to solve 
problems of daily life. Arithmetic Progression is a special type of number 
pattern. The learners would be studying arithmetic progressions in details 
through day-to-day life examples.

Module-I Algebra

1. Number System 2. Exponents and Radicals 3. Algebraic expressions and 
Polynomials 4. Special Products and factorization 5. Linear Equations 6. 
Quadratic Equations 7. Arithmetic Progressions

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about 
the basics of Algebra and various other topics like Special Products and 
factorization, Linear Equations,- Quadratic Equations and Arithmetic 
Progressions with practical examples.

CD Mathematics



Introduction
Algebra is a branch of mathematics in which one expresses relations among quantities 

by using symbols to represent these quantities. The symbols are called the variables. 
In this class we shall allow the variables to represent real numbers only. One can carry 
out manipulations and computations using variables just as one does with numbers.

That is, one may substitute real numbers for the variables in the expression and 
the resulting value will also be a real number. Once a quantity or a mathematical 
statement is expressed in terms of variables, it is possible to substitute specific 

numerical values for those variables.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

This makes algebra a very powerful tool. For this reason, the subject of algebra has 
very wide application, not only within mathematics, but also in other disciplines and 
in real life. The notion of real numbers is fundamental to the whole of mathematics. 
The real number system was well understood only in the nineteenth century.

The need for extending the rational numbers arose quite early in the history of 
mathematics. Pythagoreans knew that V2 was not a rational number.

Certain constructions involving irrational numbers can be found in Shulbha 

Sutras, which date back to around 800 BCE. Aryabhata (476-550) had found 

approximations to tc.

Indian mathematicians like Brahmagupta (598-670) and Bhaskaracharya (1114- 
1185) had made contributions to the understanding of the real numbers system 
and algebra. In his work Brahmagupta had solved the general quadratic equation 

for both positive and negative roots.

Bhaskaracharya solved quadratic equations with more than one unknown and 
found negative and irrational solutions. The most important real number zero was 

the contribution by Indians.

Rene Descartes (1596-1650) introduced the term “real” to describe roots of.a 
polynomial equation distinguishing them from imaginary ones. A rigorous 
construction of real number system was due to Richard Dedekind (1831-1916).

Richard Dedekind 
(1831-1916)

CDMathematics



Non-negative counting numbers excluding zero are called Natural Numbers.CLASS-10
Mathematics N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Whole Numbers
All-natural numbers including zero are called Whole Numbers.

W = 0,1, 2, 3,4, 5,Notes

Integers
All-natural numbers, negative numbers and 0, together are called Integers.

Z = -3,-2,- 1, 0, 1,2, 3,4,

Rational Numbers
The number ‘a’ is called Rational if it can be written in the form of r/s where V 
and ‘s’ are integers and s ^ 0,

Q = 2/3, 3/5, etc. all are rational numbers.

How to find a rational number between two given numbers?
To find the rational number between two given numbers ‘a’ and ‘b\

a + b
2

Example:
Find 2 rational numbers between 4 and 5.

Solution:
To find the rational number between 4 and 5

a + b 4-1-5 9
2 = 2 = 2

To find another number we will follow the same process again.

1/ 9\ /1\ 17 2 V ^ 2/ (2) 2 17
4

G) Mathematics



Hence the two rational numbers between 4 and 5 are 9/2 and 17/4. CLASS-10
MathematicsRemark; There could be unlimited rational numbers between any two rational 

numbers.

Irrational Numbers

The number ‘a’ which Cannot be written in the form of p/q is called irrational, 
where p and q are integers and q ^ 0 or you can say that the numbers which are 

not rational are called Irrational Numbers.
Notes

Example-V?, Vll etc.

Real Numbers
All numbers including both rational and irrational numbers are called Real 
Numbers.

R = - 2, - (2/3), 0,3 and V2

Real Numbers and their Decimal Expansions

1. Rational Numbers
If the rational number is in the form of a/b then by dividing a by b we can get two 

situations.

©Mathematics
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a. If the remainder becomes zero
While dividing if we get zero as the remainder after some steps then the decimal 
expansion of such number, is called terminating.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Example:
7/8 = 0.875

Notes
b. If the remainder does not become zero
While dividing if the decimal expansion continues and not becomes zero then it 
is called non-terminating or repeating expansion.

Example:
1/3 = 0.3333....

It can be written as 0.3

Hence, the decimal expansion of rational numbers could be terminating or non
terminating recurring and vice-versa.

2. Irrational Numbers
If we do the decimal expansion of an irrational number then it would be non - 
terminating non-recurring and vice-versa, i. e. the remainder does not become 
zero and also not repeated.

Example:
71 = 3.141592653589793238

Representing Real Numbers on the Number Line
To represent the real numbers on the number line we use the process of successive 
magnification in which we visualize the numbers through a magnifying glass on 
the number line.

Example:

Mark 4.26 on the number line up to 4 decimal places.

Step 1: The number lies between 4 and 5, so we divide it into 10 equal parts. Now 
for the first decimal place, we will mark the number between 4.2 and 4.3.

Mathematics



Step 2: Now we will divide it into 10 equal parts again. The second decimal place 
will be between 4.26 and 4.27.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Step 3: Now we will again divide it into 10 equal parts. The third decimal place 
will be between 4.262 and 4.263.

Step 4: By doing the same process again we will mark the point at 4.2626.

Notes5i .
4:7 4.81 4.1 42 43 44 45 46 49

i 1

4. 4264.2? 4.28 4.294.214.224.23 424 4.25++
4.274.26

4.262 4.26B i2fi 4^*7 4.26S 4269•261

4.2634.262
4.2621 4.2623 4.2625 . 42621 42S29

♦ 42626 4262142622

Operations on Real Numbers
1. The sum, difference, product and quotient of two rational numbers will be 

rational.

Example:

3 7 10 5
^4 + 4_ 2

7 3 .4
^ 4 ~ 4 ^ 4- = 1

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10 7 3 21
^ 4 X 4 = 16Mathematics

7 3 7
4~4 = 3

Notes 2. If we add or subtract a rational number with an irrational number then the 
outcome will be irrational.

Example:
If 5 is a rational number and V? is an irrational number then 5 + V? and 5 - V? are 
irrational numbers.

3. If we multiply or divide a non-zero rational number with an irrational number 
then also the outcome will be irrational.

Example:
if 7 is a rational number and V5 is an irrational number then ?V7 and 7/V5 are 
irrational numbers.

4. The sum, difference, product and quotient of two irrational numbers could be 
rational or irrational.

Example:

Vs + Vs = 2V3 

V2 - V2 = 0
(irrational + irational = irrational) 

(irrational - irrational - rational) 

(irrational x irrational = rational)(Vis). (V6) = 6
Vl3 (irrational 4- irrational = rational)
Vl3

Finding Roots of a Positive Real Number ‘x’ geometrically and mark it on the 
Number Line
To find Vx geometrically
1. First of all, mark the distance x unit from point A on the line so that AB = x 

unit.
2. From B mark a point C with the distance of 1 unit, so that BC = 1 unit.

© Mathematics
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3. Take the midpoint of AC and mark it as 0. Then take OC as the radius and 
draw a semicircle.

4. From the point B draw a perpendicular BD which intersects the semicircle at 
point D.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

The length of BD = Vx.
To mark the position of Vx on the number line, we will take AC as the number 
line, with B as zero. So C is point 1 on the number line.

Now we will take B as the centre and BD as the radius, and draw the arc on the 

number line at point E.

D

B+ t—x

Now-E is Vx on the number line.

Identities Related to Square Roots 

If p and q are two positive real numbers

i-Vpq = A/p^

*> (p_^E

4-(p + N/q)(p-%/q) = p2-q

S.(7p + 1/q)(Vr + -^) = VF + -/P® + Vv: + Vrq®
g-CVp + v^)2 = p + 2Vpq + q '

©Mathematics
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Examples:
1. Simplify

(3+V7)(s-vn).

CLASS-10
Mathematics

We will use the identity

(Vp +-/q)^+^) = Vf + Tps + Vqf+Vqs
(3 + V7)(5 - Vll) = 15 + SV? + 3Vn + V77

2. Simplify

(Vs+Vn)(V5-Vn)

We will use the identity

(Vp+Vq)(Vp - Vq) = p - q
(V5 + VTT)(Vs - Vii) = s - ii = - 6

Rationalizing the Denominator
Rationalize the denominator means to convert the denominator containing square 
root term into a rational number by .finding the equivalent fraction of the given 
fraction.

For which we can use the identities of the real numbers.

Example:
Rationalize the denominator of 7/ (7- V3).

Solution:
(p + a/cQ(p - Vq) = p2 - q

7 + VI _ 7(7 + Vs) _ 49 + 7^3 

7-V3 7 + V3

here.We will use the identity

7
4649-3

Laws of Exponents for Real Numbers
If we have a and b as the base and m and n as the exponents, then

1. am x an =am+n

G5 Mathematics
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2. (am)n = amn CLASS-10
Mathematicsm

m-n3. m > n= a

4. am bm = (ab)m

5. aO = 1
Notes

6. al = a

7. 1/an = a-n
• Let a > 0 be a real number and n a positive integer.

Then Va-b, ifb*1 ■= a and b > 0

in - a»

• Let a > 0 be a real number. Let m and n be integers such that m and n have no 
common factors other than 1, and n > 0. Then,

XR m

Example:
Simplify the expression (2x3y4) (3xy5)2.

Solution:
Here we will use the law of exponents

am x an =am+n and (am)n = amn

(2x3y4)(3xy5)2 
(2x3y4)(3 2 x 2 ylO) 
18. x3. x2. y4. ylO 
18. x3+2. y4+10 
18x5yl4

Number System Exercise -1.1

Question: 1
Is 0 a rational number? Can you write it in the form P/Q, where P and Q are 
integers and Q ^ 0? • .

©Mathematics
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Solution:
Yes, 0 is a rational number and it can be written in P + Q form provided that Q?

0 is an integer and it can be written various forms, for example 
0-2,0-100,0-95 etc.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Question: 2
Find five rational numbers between 1 and 2Notes

Solution:
Given that to find out 5 rational numbers between 1 and 2

Rational number lying between 1 and 2

1 + 2
2

= 3/2
= 1 < 3/2 < 2

Rational number lying between 1 and 3/2

1+1
2

= 5/4
= 1 < 5/4 < 3/2

Rational number lying between 1 and 5/4

2

Rational number lying between 3/2 and 2 
= 9/8
= 1 < 9/8 < 5/4

Rational number lying between 3/2 and 2

| + 2
2

= 7/4
= 3/2 < 7/4 < 2

(S Mathematics
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Rational number lying between 7/4 and 2 CLASS-10
Mathematics7

t 4- 2

2

= 15/8
= 7/4 <15/8 <2

NotesTherefore, 1 < 9/8 < 5/4 < 3/2 < 7/4 < 15/8 < 2

Question: 3
Find out 6 rational numbers between 3 and 4

Solution:
Given that to find out 6 rational numbers between 3 and 4

We have,

3 x 7/7 = 21/7 and 
4x6/6 = 28/7

We know 21 < 22 < 23 < 24 < 25 < 26 < 27 < 28 

21/7 < 22/7 < 23/7 < 24/7 < 25/7 < 26/7 < 27/7 < 28/7 
3 < 22/7 < 23/7 < 24/7 < 25/7 < 26/7 < 27/7 < 4

Therefore, 6 rational numbers between 3 and 4 are

22/7, 23/7, 24/7, 25/7, 26/7, 27/7

Similarly, to find 5 rational numbers between 3 and 4, multiply 3 and 4 respectively 
with 6/6 and in order to find 8 rational numbers between 3 and 4 multiply 3 and 
4 respectively with 8/8 and so on.

Question: 4
Find 5 rational numbers between 3/5 and 4/5

Solution:
Given to find out the 5 rational numbers between 3/5 and 4/5

To find 5 rational numbers between 3/5 and 4/5, 3/5 and 4/5 with 6/6

We have, 
3/5x6/6=18/30 
4/5 x 6/6 = 24/30

©Mathematics



We know 18 < 19 < 20 < 21 < 22 < 23 < 24
18/30 < 19/30 < 20/30 < 21/30 < 22/30 < 23/30 < 24/30
3/5 < 1930 < 20/30 < 21/30 < 22/30 < 23/30 < 4/5

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Therefore, 5 rational numbers between 3/5 and 4/5 are 19/30, 20/30,21/30,22/30, 
23/30

Question: 5

Answer whether the following statements are true or false? Give reasons in 
support of your answer.

' Notes

(i) Every whole number is a rational number
(ii) Every integer is a rational number
(iii) Every rational number is an integer
(iv) Every natural number is a whole number
(v) Every integer is a whole number
(vi) Every rational number is a whole number

Solution:

(i) True. As whole numbers include and they can be represented

For example - 0/10, 1/1, 2/1, 3/1 And so on.

(ii) True. As we know 1,2,3,4 and so on, are integers and they can be represented 
in the form of 1/1, 2/1, 3/1,4/1.

(iii) False. Numbers such as 3/2, 1/2, 3/5, 4/5 are rational numbers but they are 
not integers.

(iv) True. Whole numbers include all of the natural numbers.

(v) False. As we know whole numbers are a part of integers.

(vi) False. Integers include -1,-2, -3 and so on...which is not whole number

Number System Exercise -1.2

Question: 1

Express the following rational numbers as decimals:

(i) 42/100

(ii) 327/500

(iii) 15/4

Mathematics



Solution: CLASS-10
Mathematics

(i) By long division method

100) 42(0.42

400

200
Notes

200

0

Therefore, 42/100 = 0.42

(ii) By long division method

500)327.000(0.654

3000

2700

2500

2000

2000

0

Therefore, 327/500 = 0.654

(iii) By long division method

4)15.00(375

12

30

28

20

20

0

Therefore, 15/4 = 3.75

©Mathematics



Question: 2

Express the following rational numbers as decimals:
CLASS-10
Mathematics

(i) 2/3

00-(4/9)

(iii)-(2/15)
Notes

(iv)-(22/13)

(v) 437/999

Solution:

(i) By long division method

3) 2.0000(0.66

18

20

18

2

Therefore, 2/3 = 0.66

(ii) By long division method

9) 4.000(0.444

3600

4000

3600

4000

3600

400

Therefore, - 4/9 = - 0.444

GD Mathematics



(iii) By long division method CLASS-10
Mathematics15) 2.00( 1.333

15

50

45

Notes50

45

50

45

5

Therefore, 2/15 = -1.333

(iv) By long division method

13) 22.0Q0( 1.69230769

13

90

78

120

117

30

26

4d|

39

100

91

90

78

120

117

3

©Mathematics



Therefore, -22/13 = - 1.69230769CLASS-10
Mathematics (v) By long division method

999)437.0000(0.43743

3996

Notes 3740

2997

7430

6993

4370

3996

3740

2997

743

Therefore, 437/999 = 0.43743

Question: 3

Look at several examples of rational numbers in the form of p/q (q ^ 0), where 
p and q are integers with no common factor other than 1 and having terminating 
decimal representations. Can you guess what property q must satisfy?

Solution:

A rational number p/q is a terminating decimal 

only, when prime factors of q are q and 5 only. Therefore, 

p/q is a terminating decimal only, when prime 

factorization of q must have only powers of 2 or 5 or both.

G*) Mathematics
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2 EXPONENTS AND RADICALS

Notes
Introduction to Exponents and Powers

The exponents tell us that how many times the number should be multiplied. It is 
called the Exponential form. This is written like this:

■^Exponent

Power

Here 10 is the base and 9 is the exponent and this complete number is the power. 
We pronounce it as 10 raised to the power 9. The exponent could be positive or 
negative.

This tells us that the number 10 will be multiplied 9 times, like, 10 x 10 * 10 * 
10x10x10x10x10x10

Powers with Negative Exponents

The exponents could be negative also and we can convert them in positive by the 
following method.

1-3 _100
100s

This shows that for any non-zero negative integers a,

1
3Tm = ma

where m is the positive integer and am is the multiplicative inverse of a-m.

QT)Mathematics



Laws of Exponents
If we have a and b as the base and m and n as the exponents, then

CLASS-10
Mathematics

ExampleLaws of Exponents
73 x 74 = 73+4 = V^ — gtn+n

(73^4= 73*4 — 712(am)n
74ara
— = 74-3 = 71 = 7Notes > n— = aan 7

7343 (7x 4)3 = 283ambm= (ab)n
7° = 1a°= 1

1 V = 1a - a
1

== a n 73an

Some More Examples

1(6-3)4 = 6-3X4 = 6-13 =

1
(32)4 = 6 -3x4 = 6“12 = 31°

(x2)"3 =X^2X-3) = x 

(3x2y3)2 = 32x2x2 y3x2 - 9x4y6

6

Use of Exponents to Express Small Numbers in Standard Form
Sometimes we need to write the numbers in very small or large form and we can 
use the exponents to represent the numbers in small numbers.

1. Standard form to write the natural numbers like xyzOOOOOO

Step 1: First of all count the number of digits from left leaving only the first digit.

Step 2: To write it in exponent or standard form, write down the first digit.

Step 3: If there are more digits in the number then put a decimal after the first 
digit and then write down the other digits until the zero comes. And if there are 

no digits after the first digit then skip this step.
*-■ *

a' '
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Step 4: Now place a multiplication sign and then write down the counted digits 
in the first step as the exponent to the base number 10.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

2 x 109
2.ppppOOOOG V

Notes2,000,000,000

Example:
Express 1730000000000 in exponent form.

Solution:

In standard form, the number 1730000000000 will be written as 1.73 x 1012.

2. Standard form to write decimal numbers like 0.00000....xyz.

Step 1: First of all count the number of digits from the decimal point to the last 
digit.

Step 2: If there is only one digit after the zeros then simply write down that digit. 
Place a multiplication sign and write down the counted digits in step-1 with a 
negative sign as the exponent to base number 10.

Step 3: If there are two or more non-zero digits at the end of the number. Then, 
write down the digits followed by a decimal point after the first digit and the other 
non-zero digits.

Step 4: Now calculate the number of digits in the first step and minus the number 
of digits appearing after the decimal point.

Step 5: Place a multiplication sign and write down the counted digits in step-4 
with a negative sign as an exponent to base number 10.

2 x TO -9

0.000000002

©Mathematics



Example:
Express 0.000000000000073 in exponent form.

CLASS-10
‘ Mathematics

Solution:
In standard form, the number will be written as 7.3 x 10-14.

Comparing Very Large and Very Small Numbers
To compare the very large or very small numbers we need to make their exponents 
same. When their exponents are the same then we can compare the numbers and 

check which number is large or small.

Notes

Example
Compare the two numbers 4.56 x 108 and 392 x 107.

Solution
To compare these numbers, we need to make their exponents same.

4.56 x 108
392 x 107 = 39.2 x 108

As the exponents are the same, we can easily see that which number is larger.

392 x 107 > 4.56 x 108

Remark: To add and subtract also we need to make their exponents same and 
then they can be easily added or subtracted.

Laws of Exponents

1. How to multiply powers with the same base?
If we have to multiply the powers which have the same base then we have to add 

the exponents.

am x an = am + n

Example
83 x 84 = 83 + 4 = 87

2. How to divide powers with the same base?
If we have to divide the powers which have the same base then we have to subtract 
the exponents.

© Mathematics
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Example

48 1—x = B Notes3 0><'r

3. How to take the power of a power?
If we have to take the power of a power then we have to multiply the exponents.

(am)n = amn

Example
(83)4 = 83 x 4 = 812

4. How to multiply the powers with the same exponents?
If we have to multiply the powers where the base is different but exponents are 
same then we will multiply the base.

ambm = (ab)m

Example
8343 = (8x 4)3 = 323

5. How to divide the powers with the same exponents?
If we have to divide the powers where the base is different but exponents are 
same then we will divide the base.

am mS'
mb

Example

,3 3
= 23

3 .44

©Mathematics
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6. Numbers with Exponent Zero
Any number with zero exponents is equal to one irrespective of the base.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

a° = l

Example
8° = 1

Notes
7. Numbers with Exponent One
Any number with one as the exponent is equal to the number itself.

al = a

Example
81 =8

8. Power with a Negative Exponent
Negative exponents can be converted into positive exponents.

1
— = a“nan

Example

i-8’3
83

Miscellaneous Examples 

Example: 1

(Sjc5(2x-1)4)2 

(3/)J 

S2 ‘ C*5)2 • f (2x -1)412 

32'(>'7)2

25Jt,0(2x-I)8

s^fe-i)4^2 Power rule for a quotient.m
3/

\ •

. Power ndeforpjnpciuGis

Power rule for exponents
9.J?

■ i

i •4. .'• »;

© Mathematics
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CLASS-10Example: 2
Mathematics

.-9..3 -9-f- 3-8x y
■y-7 ..8 ~Xx y

= x-9+7 y-5

-2 -5 = x y
Notes

1
2 J>x y

Expressing Large Numbers in the Standard Form
If we have to write very large numbers then to make them easy to read and 
understand we can write them in the standard form using decimals and exponents 

from 1.0 to 10.0.

85 = 8.5 x 10 = 8.5 x 101 
850 = 8.5 x 100 = 8.5 x 102 
8500 = 8.5 x 1000 = 8.5 x 103 
8500 = 8.5 x 10000 = 8.5 x 104 

and so on.

;v:1

f Exercise - 2.11
1. ; Simplify:

<i) fi25}l. (it) 16tt. (in) (-iOOO)T-

2. Evaluate (((25'
3. If (aV® + ar1^)2 = 9/2, ien find fte value of tyP — fat x:-> 1.
4. Simplify and toce find the value of = 27.
5. Find the radius of the spherical tank whose yolumeds 327r/3 tmiK.

7 +‘ ‘

■ ■ ■-*)■

27^-{k}(3^)k (v) 274*
~tx3.
T

6. SimpUf}? by rationalising the denominator.
1 ; • 1 ■ •11 i7. Simplify

8. If x. — v/2 + \/3 find

* .
3 — vS — v? 47 — s/§ ■. 45 — ;45 4§ — 2

#-2'

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10
Mathematics

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS 

AND POLYNOMIALS
Notes

Algebraic expressions
An Algebraic Expression is the combination of constant and variables. We use the 
operations like addition, subtraction etc to form an algebraic expression.

Variable
A variable does not have a fixed value .it can be varied. It is represented by letters 
like a, y, p m etc.

Constant

A constant has a fixed value. Any number without a variable is a constant.

Example

1.2x + 7

Here we got this expression by multiplying 2 and x and then add 7 to it.

In the above expression, the variable is x and the constant is 7.

2. y2

We get it by multiplying the variable y to itself.

Terms of an Expression

Terms
To form an expression, we use constant and variables and separate them using 
the operations like addition, subtraction etc. these parts of expressions which we 
separate using operations are called Terms.

4x - y + 7
In the above expression, there are three terms, 4x, - y and 7.

Mathematics



CLASS-10Factors of a Term
Every term is the product of its factors. As in the above expression, the term 4x is 
the product of 4 and x. So, 4 and x are the factors of that term.

Mathematics

We can understand it by using a tree diagram.

-ab + 2b2 - 3a2Expression Notes

2b2-abTerms

Factors fc -1 3 a a-1 a b 2

Coefficients
As you can see above that some of the factors are numerical and some are 
algebraic i.e. contains variable. The numerical factor of the term is called the 
numerical coefficient of the term.

In the above expression,

-1 is the coefficient of ab 
2 is the coefficient of b2 
-3 is the coefficient of a2.

Parts of an Expression
.. ...

Coefficients

i

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10 Here in the above figure, you can identify the terms, variables, constants and 
coefficients.Mathematics

Like and Unlike Terms

Like Terms are the terms which have same algebraic factors. They must have the 
same variable with the same exponent.

Unlike Terms are the terms which have different algebraic factors.Notes

22a2 + 3a‘ + 7a - 72xz + 3x - 5

Like termsThree terms

2x2 + 3x - 5 does not contain any term with same variable.

2a2 + 3a2 + 7a - 7 contains two terms with same variable i.e. 2a2 and 3a2.so these 
are like terms.

Monomials, Binomials, Trinomials and Polynomials

Expressions Meaning Example
Monomial 5x2, 7y, 3abAny expression which has only 

one term.

Binomial Any expression which has two, 
unlike terms.

5x2+ 2y, 2ab - 3b

Trinomial 5x2+2y + 9xy, x + y-3Any expression which has 
three, unlike terms.

Polynomial Any expression which has one 
or more terms with the variable 
having non-negative integers as 
an exponent is a polynomial.

5x2+ 2y + 9xy + 4 and all 
the above expressions are 
also polynomial.

© Mathematics
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Mathematics
Coefficientn

j UJMonomial Variable Constant
Binomial

THnomia-:
->r“

Noteso

Remark: All the expressions like monomial, binomial and trinomial are also a 

polynomial.

Addition and Subtraction of Algebraic Expression

1. Addition of Like Terms
\

If we have to add like terms then we can simply add their numerical coefficients 
and the result will also be a like term.

Example
Add 2x and 5x.

Solution
2x + 5x
= (2 x x) + (5 x x)
= (2 + 5) x x (using distributive law) 
=7 x x = 7x

2. Subtraction of Like Terms.
If we have to subtract like terms then we can simply subtract their numerical 
coefficients and the result will also be a like term.

Example
Subtract 3p from lip.

Solution
llp-3p 

= (H-3) p
= 8p

QDMathematics



3. Addition of unlike terms

If we have to add the unlike terms then we just have to put an addition sign 
between the terms.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Example

Add 9y, 2x and 3

Solution

We will simply write it like this- 
9y + 2x + 3

4. Subtraction of Unlike Terms

If we have to subtract the unlike terms then we just have to put minus sign between 
the terms.

Example

Subtract 9y from 21.

Solution

We will simply write it like this- 
21 - 9y

5. Addition of General Algebraic Expression

To add the general algebraic expressions, we have to arrange them so that the like 
terms come together, then simplify the terms and the unlike terms will remain the 
same in the resultant expression.

Example

Simplify the expression: 12p2 - 9p + 5p- 4p2 - 7p + 10

Solution

_ First we have to rearrange the terms.

12p2 -4p2 + 5p - 9p - 7p + 10 
= (12 - 4) p2 + (5 - 9 - 7) p + 10 

= 8p2 + (- 4 - 7) p + 10
= 8p2 + (-11) p + 10 
= 8p2- lip + 10

Mathematics



CLASS-106. Subtraction of General Algebraic Expression

While subtracting the algebraic expression from another algebraic expression, we 
have to arrange them according to the like terms then subtract them.

Subtraction is same as adding the inverse of the term.

Mathematics

Example

Subtract 4ab- 5b2 - 3a2 from 5a2 + 3b2 - ab Notes

Solution

5a2 + 3b2 - ab 
-3a2-5b2 + 4ab

+
8a2 +8b2 - Sab

Finding the Value of an Expression

1. Expressions with One Variable

If we know the value of the variable in the expression then we can easily find the 
numerical value of the given expression.

Example

Find the value of the expression 2x + 7 if x = 3.

Solution

We have to put the value of x = 3.

2x + 7 
= 2(3)+ 7 
= 6 + 7
= 13

2. Expressions with two or more variables

To find the value of the expression with 2 variables, we must know the value of 
both the variables.

Example
Find the value of y2 + 2yz + z2 if y = 2 and z = 3.

<0Mathematics



Solution

Substitute the value y = 2 and z = 3.
CLASS-10
Mathematics> •

y2 + 2yz + z2 
= 22 + 2(2) (3)+ 32 
= 4+12 + 9
= 25

Notes
Formula and Rules using Algebraic Expression
There are so many formulas which are made using the algebraic expression.

Perimeter Formulas
1. The perimeter of an equilateral triangle = 31 where 1 is the length of the side 

of the equilateral triangle by 1 and I is variable which can be varied according 
to the size of the equilateral triangle.

2. The perimeter of a square = 41 where 1 = the length of the side of the square.
3. The perimeter of a regular pentagon = 51 where 1 = the length of the side of 

the Pentagon and so on.

Area formulas
1. The area of the square = a2 where a is the side of the square
2. The area of the rectangle = 1 * b = lb where the length of a rectangle is 1 and 

its breadth is b
3. The area of the triangle = 1/2 x b x h where b is the base and h is the height of 

the triangle. Here if we know the value of the variables given in the formulas 
then we can easily calculate the value of the quantity.

Example
What is the perimeter of a square if the side of the square is 4 cm?

4 cm

4 cm

© Mathematics



CLASS-10Solution

The perimeter of a square = 41 Mathematics

1 = 4 cm 
4 x 4 = 16 cm

•i*

■r*

•rZ- ■

Rules for the Number Pattern

1. If we denote a natural number by n then its successor will always be (n + 1). 
If n = 3 then n + 1 will be 3 + 1 = 4.

2. If we denote a natural number by n then 2n will always be an even number 
and (2n + 1) will always be an odd number. If n = 3 then 2n = 2(3) = 6(even 
number), n = 3 then 2n + 1 ^ 2(3) +1=7 (odd number)

3. If we arrange the multiples of 5 in ascending order then we can denote it by 
5n. If we have to check that what will be the 11th term in this series then we 
can check it by 5n. n = 11 so 5n = 5(11) = 55.

j:--

Notes

Pattern in geometry

The number of diagonals which we can draw from one vertex of any polygon is 
(n - 3) where n is the number of sides of the polygon.

How many diagonals can be drawn from the one vertex of a hexagon?

B C

0*

DA

XII

FG

The number of diagonals will be (n -3).

The number of sides in a hexagon is 8 so (n - 3) = (8 - 3) = 5

©Mathematics
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4 SPECIAL PRODUCTS AND 

FACTORIZATION
Notes

Factoring

The process of factoring is essential to the simplification of many algebraic 
expressions and is a useful tool in solving higher degree equations. In fact, the 
process of factoring is so important that very little of algebra beyond this point 
can be accomplished without understanding it.

In earlier chapters the distinction between terms and factors has been stressed. 
You should remember that terms are added or subtracted and factors are multiplied. 
Three important definitions follow.

Terms occur in an indicated sum or difference. Factors occur in an indicated 
product.

An expression is in factored form only if the entire expression is an indicated 
product.

!q Factored Form Not in Factored Form

lx + 3/4- z 

2(x +•)>)■ 4* 2

Example I 2x(* 4\y) 

Example 2 (x 4-- 2y)

Example 3 (* + 4)(*? + 3x - l); (x + y)(2x -y)$

Note in these examples that we must always regard the entire expression. Factors 
can be made up of terms and terms can contain factors, but factored form must 
conform to the definition above.

Factoring is a process of changing an expression from a sum or difference of 

terms to a product of factors.

Note that in this definition it is implied that the value of the expression is not 
changed - only its form.

Mathematics



REMOVING COMMON FACTORS CLASS-10
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this section, you should be able to:
1. Determine which factors are common to all terms in an expression.
2. Factor common factors.

NotesIn the previous chapter we. multiplied an expression such as 5(2x + 1) to obtain 
lOx + 5. In general, factoring will “undo” multiplication. Each term of lOx + 5 
has 5 as a factor, and lOx + 5 = 5(2x + 1).

To factor an expression by removing common factors proceed as in example 1.

Example 1 Factor 3x2 4- 6x<>' ~F Story*,
Solution First list the factors of each term.

3.x2 has factors 1, 3, x\ (JJ), and 3xK 
6xy has factors I, 2, 3, 6, x, 2xt (Sx). 6x.y, and »oon. 

has factors x. (3J), 9x;xy, xy*;.md soon.

3x is the greatest common factor of all three terms.

Next look for factors that are common to all terms, and search out the greatest 
of these. This is the greatest common factor. In this Case, the greatest common 
factor is 3x.

Proceed by placing 3x before a set of parentheses.

3x(

The terms within the parentheses are found by dividing each term of the original 
expression by 3x.

3x% -f- 6xy -f 9xf « 3x(x + 2y + 3/)

Note that this is the distributive property. It is the reverse of the process that we 

have been using until now.

The original expression is now changed to factored form. To check the factoring 
keep in mind that factoring changes the form but not the value of an expression. If the 
answer is correct, it must be true that 3x(x 4- 2y 4- By1) ** 3x2 4* 6xj? 4- 9xyl, 
. Multiply to see that this is true. A second check is also necessary for factoring - 
we must be sure that the expression has been completely factored. In other words,

QDMathematics



“Did we remove all common factors? Can we factor further?”CLASS-10
Mathematics If we had only removed the factor “3” from 3x2 + 6xy + 9xy2, the answer would

be

3(x2 + 2xy + 3xy2).

Multiplying to check, we find the answer is actually equal to the original expression. 
However, the factor x is still present in all terms. Hence, the expression is not 
completely factored.

Notes

This expression is factored but not completely factored.

For factoring to be correct the solution must meet two criteria:
1. It must be possible to multiply the factored expression and get the original 

expression.
2. The expression must be completely factored.

Example 2 Factor 12x3 + 6x2 + 18x.

Solution

At this point it should not be necessary to list the factors of each term. You should 
be able to mentally determine the greatest common factor. A good procedure to 
follow is to think of the elements individually. In other words, don’t attempt 
to obtain all common factors at once but get first the number, then each letter 
involved. For instance, 6 is a factor of 12,6, and 18, and x is a factor of each term. 
Hence 12x3 + 6x2 + 18x = 6x (2x2 + x + 3). Multiplying, we get the original and 
can see that the terms within the parentheses have no other common factor, so we 
know the solution is correct.

Say to yourself, “What is the largest common factor of 12, 6, and 18?”

Then, “What is the largest common factor of x3, x2, and x?”

Remember, this is a check to make sure we have factored correctly. 

Example 3 Factor $$0 *f 2ahlc1 — lab*c.

Solution Wc note that a, and c arc common factors.

Hence + labW — laftc — ab7c(a 4\2c “ 3&). 

Check: aftcia + 2c — 2b) = (?b2c + la&c1 —

Again, multiply out as a check.

Mathematics



CLASS-10Example 4 Factor 2x - 4v -F 2. 
Solution The only common factor is 2.

Mathematics

2* - Ay + 2 - 2(.t - 2y + l>

Example 5 Factor 5:t^ -f lO^V- 4* ity1, 

So/wrio/i 5A'T T -Say1'''** Sjcy'fx1. 4/) Notes

Again, find the greatest common factor of the numbers and each letter separately. 

If an expression cannot be factored it is said to be prime.

Example 6 Factor 3x2r 4' 5* 4,2)4
Solution Since there is no common factor (except 1). this expression is: 

priim..

Remember that 1 is always a factor of any expression.

FACTORING BY GROUPING

OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this section, you should be able to:
1. Factor expressions when the common factor involves more than one term.
2. Factor by grouping.

An extension of the ideas presented in the previous section applies to a method 
of factoring called grouping.

First we must note that a common factor does not need to be a single term. For 
instance, in the expression 2y(x + 3) + 5(x + 3) we have two terms. They are 2y(x 
+ 3) and 5(x + 3). In each of these terms we have a factor (x + 3) that is made up 
of terms. This factor (x + 3) is a common factor.

Example I Factor2y0r4 3).4 5(x 4 3).
Solution Since (x 4 3) is a common fetor we have 0c 4 3)(2/ 4

Multiplying as in the prcvious chapter, we find (x 4 3)(2>* 4 5)
2>’{x 4 3) 4 5(x 4 3).

QDMathematics



CLASS-10 Factor 3x7(x + )’) -f Sx(x 4* >')•

Wc sec that x and (x -I- >>) are common factors.

Example 2 

Solution
Mathematics

+ )0 4 5x(jc 4 y) — x{x 4 y)($x 4 5)

**■-

Factor 5x(a 4 h) 4 (a 4 b).

5x(a 4 4 (a 4 « » (a 4 i)(5x 4 t )

Example 3 

SolutionNotes

Note that the expression 

lyix 4 3) 4 5(x 4 3} 

ts similar to the expression 

%yA 4 $A>
f;octoring 2yA 4- SA, we obtain 
A(2y 4 5).
So, factoring 2\ix 4 3)
4 5(x 4 3), wc have 
(a- 4 mty 4 5).

Sometimes when there are four or more terms, we must insert an intermediate 
step or two in order to factor.

Example 4 Factor lax 4 6y 4 a2x 4 lay.

Solution
First note that not all four terms in the expression have a common factor, but that 
some of them do. For instance, we can factor 3 from the first two terms, giving 
3(ax + 2y). If we factor a from the remaining two terms, we get a (ax + 2y). The 
expression is now 3(ax + 2y) + a (ax + 2y), and we have a common factor of (ax 
+ 2y) and can factor as (ax + 2y) (3 + a). Multiplying (ax + 2y) (3 + a), we get 
the original expression 3ax + 6y + a2x + 2ay and see that the factoring is correct.

lax 4 6y 4 a2x 4 lay = (ax 4 2j*)(3 4 a)
The first two terms

lax 4 (\v "* 3(<7a* 4 2v).
The remaining two terms 

a2x 4 2m- aiax 4 2>*}.
3(oa’ 4 2i') 4 a(ax 4 2yj is now 
a factoring problem

Mathematics



This is an example of factoring by grouping since we «grouped» the terms two 
at a time.

fexaropte 5 Factor ax - a% 4' 2x - fy.

Solution ax “• ay 4 2x ~~ Zy** a('x - y) 4 H-x - v)

CLASS-10
Mathematics

igg.

Example 6. Factor -&x. 4 3a 4 4x 4 6.

Solution lax 4 3a 4 4x -f 6 ^ a(lx 4 3) 4 2(ix 4 3)
(2^ 4 3)(a 4.. 2)'

Notes

Multiply (x - y) (a + 2) and see if you get the original expression.

Again, multiply as a check.

Sometimes the terms must first be rearranged before factoring by grouping can 

be accomplished.

Example 7 Factor 3ax + 2y + 3ay + 2x.

Solution

The first two terms have no common factor, but the first and third terms do, so we 
will rearrange the terms to place the third term after the first. Always look ahead 
to see the order in which the terms could be arranged.

'Sax 4 2y. 4 4 2x sss tax 4 Say 4 2x 4 2y.
.3a(X 4.>;) 4 '2(X.4yj 

Cx 4 y)C3a 4 2):3SS

In all cases it is important to be sure that the factors within parentheses are exactly 
alike. This may require factoring a negative number or letter.

Remember, the commutative property allows us to rearrange these terms- .

Multiply as a check.

Example 8 Factor ax - ay - 2x + 2y.

Solution
Note that when we factor a from the first two terms, we get a(x - y). Looking at 
the last two terms, we see that factoring +2 would give 2(-x + y) but factoring 
“-2” gives - 2(x - y). We want the terms within parentheses to be (x - y), so we 
proceed in this manner.

Mathematics



CLASS-10 ax — ay - 2x + 2y «= a(.v - j>) — 2(x - >>) 
= (x - y)(a - 2)Mathematics

ax ~ ay - 2x + 2y 
/ } /
nactQr(af factor ( -2)w-

Notes
FACTORING TRINOMIALS

OBJECTIVES
Upon completing this section, you should be able to:
1. Mentally multiply two binomials.
2. Factor a trinomial having a first term coefficient of 1.
3. Find the factors of any factorable trinomial.

A large number of future problems will involve factoring trinomials as products of 
two binomials. In the previous chapter you learned how to multiply polynomials. 
We now wish to look at the special case of multiplying two binomials and develop 
a pattern for this type of multiplication.

Example 1 Find the'product of {2x + 3)(3x — 4). 

Solution (2* + 3)Ox - 4) = 2x{ix - 4) + 3(3* - 4) 
“ 6xJ - 8x + 9x - 12 

= 6xJ +x - 12

Since this type of multiplication is so common, it is helpful to be able to find the 
answer without going through so many steps. Let us look at a pattern for this.

From the example (2x + 3)(3x - 4) = 6x2 + x - 12, note that the first term of the 
answer (6x2) came from the product of the two first terms of the. factors, that is
(2x)(3x).

6x*

(2x + 3){3x — 4)

Also note that the third term (-12) came from the product of the second terms of 
the factors, that is (+ 3) (-4).

© Mathematics
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-12 Mathematicsr \

(2x + 3)(3x “ 4)

We now have the following part of the pattern:

(ix 4' 3)(3jc “ 4)

isttemi:
Notes

Now looking at the example again, we see that the middle term (+x) came from a 
sum of two products (2x) (-4) and (3) (3x).

\2x 4 3)(3* “ 4)
■K-J

49x
J

“8x

For any two binomials we now have these four products:
1. First term by first term
2. Outside terms
3. Inside terms
4. Last term by last term

These products are shown by this pattern.

)x<
Jl

When the products of the outside terms and inside terms give like terms, they can 
be combined and the solution is a trinomial.

This method of multiplying two binomials is sometimes called the FOIL method.

FOIL stands for First, Outer, Inner, Last.

f J:

(a. 4 b}k 4 ti)
44
i■K

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10 It is a sh&ricufrffrethod for multiplying two binomials and its usefulness will be 

seen when we factor trinomials.
i

Mathematics i

5

I

I5x* 7 iji*'

f Fn
Example 1 X5x + f 7) •*= \5x} + 38x + 7

i

l!
I
I

3x

35x
i

!

You should memorize this pattern.

1st term last term

i

> ( )(
it

i

inner

iouter i

i
Again, maybe memorizing the word FOIL will help. i

Not only should this pattern be memorized, but the student should also learn to 
go from problem to answer without any written steps. This mental process of 
multiplying is necessary if proficiency in factoring is to be attained.

i
i
i
i

Example 3 (4x + 5)(3x - 2) = 12x? -t- 7* - 10
I

I
I

As you work the following exercises, attempt to arrive at a correct answer without 
writing anything except the answer. The more you practice this process, the better 
you will be at factoring.

Nowlhat we have established the pattern of multiplying two binomials, we are 
ready to factor trinomials. We will first look at factoring only those trinomials 
with a first term coefficient of 1.

Eicaniple4- Factorx1.4- lljc + 24 l

Solution
Since this is a trinomial and has no common factor, we will use the multiplication 
pattern to factor.

I
i

i

I

Mathematics
i
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CLASS-10 So the two equivalent ratios are 10:40 and 1: 4.
Mathematics To compare that the two ratios are equivalent or not we need to convert them 

in the form of like a fraction. Like fractions are the fractions with the same 
denominator..-f

Example

Check whether the ratios 2: 3 and 3: 4 are equivalent are not?Notes

Solution

To check, first, we need to make their denominator same.

.2 2 4
- •= - X - =
3 3 4 12

8

3 __ 3 3 _ 9
4 ~ 4 3 _ 12

9 8 3 2Which means - >
4 3

— > —
12 12

Hence the ratio 2:3 is not equivalent to 3:4.

Proportion

Proportion shows the equality between two ratios. If two ratios are in proportion 
then these must be equal.

;
the actual height ;qf building height of building in drawing

actual height of tree height of the' tree in the drawing

a G

Mathematics
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2:3
2 to 3

2 Notes

3
i

Example
Write the ratio of the height of Sam to John, where Sam’s height is 175 cm and 

John’s height is 125 cm.

Solution

The ratio of Sam’s height to John’s height is 175: 125 = 7: 5.

We can write it in fraction as 7/5.

Equivalent Ratios

The equivalent ratio is like the equivalent fractions so to find the equivalent ratio 
we need to write it in the form of a fraction. To find the equivalent ratio we need 
to multiply or divide the numerator and denominator with the same number.

Example

Find the two equivalent ratios of 5: 20.

Solution
First multiply it by 2.

5 2 10— x- = —
20 2 40

Then divide it by 5

s s i
20 S 4

©Mathematics
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8 PERCENTAGE AND ITS 

APPLICATIONSv
Notes

Module Approach/DescriDtion

The learners would be acquainted with applications of percentage to compound 
interest in the form of rate of growth (appreciation) and depreciation (decay) 
in detail. The Concept of Percentage, Computations involving percentage.

Applications of percentage to: profit and loss, simple interest, discount 
(single discount only), and compound interest. Buying under instalment 
plan. Calculation of interest under instalment plan has been discussed in this 

module.

Module-II Commercial Mathematics

8. Percentage and its Applications 9. Instalment Buying

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about the 
basics of Percentage and its Applications with practical examples. Apart from 
that Instalment Buying has also been explained in this module.

Introduction

Ratios
The ratio is used to compare two quantities. These quantities must have the same 
units.

The ratio is represented by which is read as “to”. We can write it in the form 

of “fraction”.

0 Mathematics



Review Questions

1. Solve 1/3 (x + y - 5) = y - z = 2x-11 = 9-(x + 2z)
2. One hundred and fifty students are admitted to a school. They are distributed 

over three sections A, B and C. If 6 students are shifted from section A to 
section C, the sections will have equal number of students. If 4 times of 
students of section C exceeds the number of students of section A by the 
number of students in section B, find the number of students in the three 
sections.

3. In a three-digit number, when the tens and the hundreds digit are interchanged 
the new number is 54 more than three times the original number. If 198 

is added to the number, the digits are reversed. The tens digit exceeds the 
hundreds digit by twice as that of the tens digit exceeds the unit digit. Find 
the original number.

4. Find the least common multiple of xy (k2 + 1) + k(x 2 + y2) and xy (k 2 - 1) 
+ k(x 2 -y2)

5. Find the GCD of the following by division algorithm
2x 4 + 13x 3 + 27x 2 + 23x + 7 , x 3 + 3x 2 + 3x + 1 , x 2 + 2x + 1

6. Reduce the given Rational expressions to its lowest form

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

(i)—---- —
' a28+231*+4

lOa:3- 25a:2 + 4x -10
<«)

-4-10ar

| 1 , .1

i i 2<jr
p q+r7. Simplify

8. Arul, Ravi and Ram working together can clean a store in 6 hours. Working
alone, Ravi takes twice as long to clean the store as Arul does. Ram need 
three times as long as Arul does. How long would it take each if they are 
working alone?

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 Solution;

(a + b)2"= a2 + 2ab + -b2 

(Here a = x2b--8) 

Added term

Mathematics

= 2ab
« 2:k x1 % 

* 16.%2

So, the answer is option {2};16jr2
Notes

9. The solution of 2x - 1 2 = 9 is equal to
(1)-1
(2)2
(3) -1,2
(4) None of these 

Solution; 
(2x4)2 “ 9 . 
(2x“l)a ~ 32 " 
'2x4 “±3
2x4 =3 and 2r4^-3 

2x = 4 2x - -2 

x = -f
So, the answer is (3) 4/2
x = 2

10. The values of a and b if 4x 4 - 24x 3 + 76x 2 + ax +b is a perfect square are 
(1) 100,120 
(2) 10,12
(3) -120 ,100
(4) 12,10 

Solution;
2 -6- 10

2 4 -24 a b
4

4 4 -24, 76 
-24. 36 M

4 42 10 40: a
40:4,20 1.00

0
i

So, the .answer is;3) -120,100

Mathematics
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Mathematics: 8
x2 -'25 .x2 + 6x+5

8x
(x+5)(x-5) (x+l)(x + 5)

;x(x+l)-8(x-5) 
“(x+5)(x-5)(x+l)

; x2 +x'-8x-fi0 
.(x + 5)(x-5)(x+l)

2.-7x440_________ ,
r;C>^)(>^5)(m)"(^Q25)fx4l)

. . , . _ x2-7x + 40
fe,theanswer,so®on@-u——

Notes

:2-7x+,40;X

m/ylf . is equal to7. The square root of •;

16 .-rV
(2),c&0) rH5 V

16 tc5
D 'SZ

(4)
5 | :y

Ans: (4)

Solution

16x^15 *
1 ?5^ F

16xz^

i5x?y?z3
‘ V' •

sr

r.
16xz?So; the answetvis option (4)

8. Which of the following should be added to make x4 + 64 a perfect square
(1) 4x2
(2) 16*2
(3) 8x2
(4) -8x2

QvMathematics



CLASS-10 Solution:
If k = 3, 6 and 8, we do not have the 

factor (x - 6)
So, the value k must be 5 
the answer is option (2)

3//-3 . 7y-7 .
V ' 3/

Mathematics

4.

Notes ,2,_v(«&
[l\y - 21)

21//J-'12i/-f21 (1)(3)
tr

Ans: fl)
Solution:

3y-3 : 7y-7 3(y-1)1; 3y2
7{y-l)3y2 yy

7
9y

So, the answer is option (1) =-~

12 ^5. ?/ + “ is not equal to

0)^ (2) y + ~
y.

vj ■?.1 (4) // + -(3) W-- +2 -2
11

•Ans: (2)
Solution
We Jcnow that a2 + b2# (a+b)2

"y2+(y) ly+7
So the answer is option (2) fy+“J

if

if

8x6. gives
a;2 - 25 irr Gx 4* 5

' za + 7ar+40— 7r + 40 (2)0) (i - 5){r+5)(3: +1)(x-5)(a- + 5)

ar +}()r* — 7a: 4* 40 (4)(3)
($ -.2r))(a; -fl)(:r8-$5)(* + l)

Ans: (3)

Mathematics



CLASS-10Multiple choice questions

1. A system of three linear equations in three variables is inconsistent if their 
planes
(1) intersect only at a point
(2) intersect in a line
(3) coincides with each other
(4) do not intersect 

Solution:
From the text boot it is clearly figured 

on pageNo.85.
So, the answer is option 4) do not 

intersect*"" "

Mathematics

Notes

2. The solution of the system x + y - 3x = -6, - 7y + 7z = 7, 3z = 9 is
(1) x-l>y==2sz = 3
(2) x = -1} y = 2, z = 3
(3) x--1, y =-2, z = 3
(4) x = 1, y = 2, z = 3 

Solution:
3z =9 

2 = 3 
-7y + = 7

' ^7=>-y -t:z:=l 
-y+ 3

;v = 2

rtiy-.:3z' --S1 '
x+ 2-3x3' = -6

■ - •

So, the answer is option' (1) 
;x = l/y f-2/2^3 . .

3. If (x - 6) is the HCF of x2 - 2x - 24 and x2 - kx - 6 then the value of k is
(1)3
(2)5
(3)6
(4)8

©Mathematics



Arithmetic ProgressionCLASS-10
Mathematics

(i) Arithmetic Progression is a 
tn = a + (n -l)d

a + d, a + 2d , a + 3d,....nth term is given by

' ,-r?'

2(ii) Sum to first n terms of an A.P. is
Notes

,n n»^ = -k+.l 
* 2(iii) If the last term 1 (nth term is given, then Sn = )

Geometric Progression

(i) Geometric Progression is a, ar , ar2 ,....,am-l . nth term is given by tn= ar
n-1

if r^l
T-l

(ii) Sum to first n terms of an G.P. is

(iii) Suppose r =1 then S n = na

&

1 — r
(iv) Sum to infinite terms of a G.P. a + ar + ar2 + is Where -l<r< 1

Special Series

2(i) The sum of first n natural numbers l+2 + 3 + + n =

(ii) The sum of squares of first n natural numbers

, ‘Mil +I){2/i 4-1)l2'-b22*S3
0

(iii) The sum of cubes of first n natural numbers

<2-
Infix 41)f 4:23 4^ =

2

(iv) The sum of first n odd natural numbers 1 + 3 + 5 + .... + (2n - 1) = n2

Mathematics



CLASS-10AM>GM 

a + b > 2VaVb
»• Mathematics

(a + b)Vab > 2A/abVab

(a + b)Vab > 2ab
Notes

2abVab >
a+b

GM > HM

The combination of above two inequalities shows that

AM > GM > HM < *

Questions for practice
1. Had Ravita scored 10 more marks in her Mathematics test out of 30 marks, 

9 times these marks would have been the square of her actual marks. How 
many marks did she get in the test?

2. A motor boat whose speed is 18 km/h in still water takes I hour more to go 
24 km upstream than to return downstream to the same spot. Find the speed 
of the stream.

3. In a class test, the sum of marks obtained by P in Mathematics and Science 
is 28. Had he got 3 more marks in Mathematics and 4 marks less in Science, 
the product of marks obtained in the two subjects would have been 180? Find 
the marks obtained in two subjects separately.

4. Solve for x:
V3x2 - 2>/2x - 2>/3 = 0

5. Solve for x:
x2W5x-70 = 0

Points to Remember

Fundamental theorem of arithmetic

Every composite number can be expressed as a product of primes and this 
factorization is unique except for the order in which the prime factors occur.

Mathematics



nCLASS-10
Harmonic Mean = / \Mathematics i 1

{*1 *2 X*
J

Harmonic mean is used when there are extreme observations. Like

Notes I ■ ■all
ISO 35 40 35 45 45

In this case if we will use arithmetic mean to find the average then we will get the 
inaccurate average.

Relation between AM, GM and HM
If a and b are two positive real numbers then

a-f-bAM -
2 t

GM = Vib

2ab __ GM^ 

a+b AM
HM = A

a b

(Vi - Vb)2 > 0

a + b - 2ViVb > 0

a + b > 2-VaVb

a— > Vab 
2

(E) Mathematics
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Where a and b are the two given positive numbers. CLASS-10
Mathematicsrvf.iy/; . 

.•SAVV.'Y
Let A and G be A.M. and G.M.

So

a + b ,—
y— and G = VabA =

Now let’s subtract the two means with each other

a + b 'ii< •__ i

yabA- G =
2I**."

a + b — 2Vab
2

(Va-Vd)2
> 0

2

This shows that A > G
Properties of relationship of A.M and G.M.

Property I: If the Arithmetic Mean and Geometric Mean of two positive numbers 
a and b are A and G respectively, then

A>G

As A - G > 0

Property II: If A be the Arithmetic Mean and G be the Geometric Mean between 
two positive numbers a and b, then the quadratic equation whose roots are a, b is

x2 - 2Ax + G2 = 0

Property III: If A is the Arithmetic Means and G be the Geometric Means 
between two positive numbers, and then the numbers are

A ± VA2 - G2

Harmonic Mean
Harmonic mean is calculated by dividing the number of items with the sum of the 

reciprocals of all the items.

©Mathematics
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Arithmetic Mean
Arithmetic mean is the average of the two numbers. If a, b and c are in Arithmetic 
Progression then the arithmetic mean of a and c will be

CLASS-10
Mathematics

(a + c)b =
2

Notes
_ n(n+l)Some Important Points

• Sum of first n positive integers is given by
• The difference between the sum of the first n terms and first (n - 1) terms is 

also the nth term of the given Arithmetic Progression.

sn 2

an = Sn - Sn-1

Geometric Mean
Geometric mean is the average of two numbers. If a and b are the two numbers 
then the geometric mean will be

GM = Vab

Relationship between A.M. and G.M.
As we have seen above ihe formula for the Arithmetic mean and the Geometric 
mean are as follows-

a + b ,—
“ - andGM ^ Vab

© Mathematics



CLASS-10The ratio between every term to the next term is constant.
MathematicsN^term

First term

3a,ar,ar2,ar3 ...arn

Common ratio

nth term of the Geometric Sequence

an = al r n -1

Sum of Geometric Series

_aA(l-r») 
n 1 - rFinite series

Infinite series with -1 < r < 1 1 ~ r

Sum does not exist.Infinite series with r > 1

Harmonic Progression
It is the reverse of Arithmetic Progression. If a, a + d, a + 2d 
Progression then the harmonic progression is

is an Arithmetic

i. i 

a'a+ d’ a + 2d’ "
1

nth term of Harmonic Progression

iT„ of H.P. =
Tn of A.P.

Remark: There is no special formula for finding the sum of the harmonic series 
so we can calculate the sum of the arithmetic series and then take the reciprocal 
of it which will be the sum of the harmonic series.

The harmonic series is divergent to infinity.

09Mathematics
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CLASS-10 12
Mathematics

2

r'
-r

= 4500
Notes

So the money collected in her bank in 12 months is Rs. 4500.

But when we have finite Arithmetic Progression or we know the last term of the 
sequence then the sum of all the given terms of the progression will be calculated
by

n r r1
- a -b./ 
2l JSn =

Where 1 = a + (n - 1) d i.e., the last term of the finite Arithmetic Progression. 

Remark: The sum of the infinite arithmetic sequence does not exist.

Example
Find the sum of the sequence 38, 36, 34, 32, 30.

Solution
Given

sn 2

5
Ss 2

5
2
17

Geometric Progression

A Geometric Progression is a sequence of numbers in which we get each term 
by multiplying or dividing a particular number to the previous term, except the 
first term.

© Mathematics



CLASS-10all = 24 + (11-1) -4 
= 24+ (10)-4 

=24 - 40
Mathematics* /

= -16

Arithmetic Series
The arithmetic series is the sum of all the terms of the arithmetic sequence.

Notes
The arithmetic series is in the form of

{a + (a + d) + (a + 2d) + (a + 3d) +....... }

Sum of first n terms of an Arithmetic series 

Sum of the first n terms of the sequence is calculated by
» i »

^[2o + (« - l)d]Sn =

Example
If Radha save some money every month in her piggy bank, then how much money 
will be there in her piggy bank after 12 months, if the money is in the sequence 

of 100,150, 200, 250,.... respectively?

j * ■ ■ ■

Solution
Given sequence is-

100, 150, 200, 250,...

a = 100 (first term)
d = 50 (common difference)
n = 12 (as we have to calculate money of 12 months)

Now we will put the values in the formula

Sn = J [2a + (n - l)d]

= ~ [2(100) + (12 - 1)50] 

= Y [200 +550]

©Mathematics



Here, a = 2 and d = 3CLASS-10
Mathematics d = 5- 2 = 8- 5 = ll-8 = 3

First term is a = 2
r.--

Second term isa + d = 2 + 3 = 5
£

r
Third term is a + 2d = 2 + 6;- 8 and so on.

Notes

Finite or Infinite Arithmetic Progressions

1. Finite Arithmetic Progression

If there are only a limited number of terms in the sequence then it is known as 
finite Arithmetic Progression.

229, 329, 429, 529, 629 ■ t

2. Infinite Arithmetic Progression

If there are an infinite number of terms in the sequence then it is known as infinite 
Arithmetic Progression

2, 4, 6, 8,10,12,14,16,18

The nth term of an Arithmetic Progression

If an is the nth term,al is the first term, n is the number of terms in the sequence 
and d is a common difference then the nth term of an Arithmetic Progression will
be

T T
tt‘* term 
in the 
sequence

1“ term 
in the 
sequence

number 
of tt-rm-.- 
in Site

• sequence

common
difference

Example

Find the 11th term of the AP: 24, 20, 16,...

Solution

Given a = 24, n = 11, d = 20 - 24 = - 4 
aan = a + (n-l)d

Mathematics



CLASS-10( iaMriMiipMa)
Mathematics

ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

Notes
Arithmetic Progressions

An Arithmetic Progression is a sequence of numbers in which we get each term 

by adding a particular number to the previous term, except the first term.

»

2, 4 4 8,10,12 . . .
common

(+2 +2 *2 f2 4-2j difference: 2

Each number in the sequence is known as term.

The fixed number i.e. the difference between each term with its preceding term 
is known as common difference. It can be positive, negative or zero. It is 
represented as ‘d\

Some Examples of Arithmetic Progressions

ExampleCommon difference Value of d

20, 30,40, 50,...d > 0; positive 10

100, 75,50, 25,0d < 0, negative -25

0 5, 5,5,5,..d = 0, zero

General form of Arithmetic Progression

#+£?,# + 2d, a+3d, ♦ • •

Where the first term is V and the common difference is ‘d\

Example

Given sequence is 2, 5, 8, 11, 14,...

©Mathematics



The nature of the roots of the equation depends upon the value of D, so it is called 
the discriminant.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

i

Notes

A-Discriminant

Value of discriminant No. of roots Value of roots

-b + VD -b - \/DD > 0 Two distinct real roots
2a 2a

b b 
2a'2aD = 0 Two equal and real roots

D < 0 No real roots Nil

(5 Mathematics
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CLASS-10Step 4; Now write LHS as perfect square and simplify the RHS.
■i
:!Mathematics

(■♦a' b2 - 4ac
4a2

Step 5: Take the square root on both the sides.

.Ib2 - 4acb Notesx+ — = +
4a22a

Step 6: Now shift all the constant terms to the RHS and we can calculate the 
value of x as there is no variable at the RHS.

b2 - 4ac b
x= ■+ 4a2 2a

>

3. Quadratic formula method

In this method, we can find the roots by using quadratic formula. The quadratic 

formula is

w. -b t vbz-4Gc
2a

!•
■Iwhere a, b and c are the real numbers and b2 - 4ac is called discriminant.

To find the roots of the equation, put the value of a, b and c in the quadratic 
formula. r

Nature of Roots

From the quadratic formula, we can see that the two roots of the Quadratic 

Equation are -

-b-Vb2-4ac-b+Vb2-4ac andX =T
2a2a

i

-b±VDorx = t2a

i
Where D = b2 -4ac

i
Mathematics
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1. Factorisation Method
t

In this method, we factorise the equation into two linear factors and equate each 
factor to zero to find the roots of the given equation.

Step 1; Given Quadratic Equation in the form of ax2 + bx + c = 0.

Step 2; Split the middle term bx as mx + nx so that the sum of m and n is equal to 
b and the product of m and n is equal to ac.

Step 3: By factorization we get the two linear factors (x + p) and (x + q)

CLASS-10
Mathematics

^ V

Notes

ax2 + bx + c = 0 = (x + p) (x + q) = 0

Step 4: Now we have to equate each factor to zero to find the value of x.

X2 _ 2x - 15 = 0 
<x h- 3)(x - 5) - O 

x 3 — O or x-5 = 0 
x = -3 or x = 5 

x « <-3, 5>

These values of x are the two roots of the given Quadratic Equation.

2. Completing the square method

In this method, we convert the equation in the square form (x + a)2 - b2 = 0 to 
find the roots.

Stepl: Given Quadratic Equation in the standard form ax2 + bx + c = 0. 

Step 2: Divide both sides by a

C
2

a
2

Step 3: ] I ~ j the constant on RHS then add square of the half of the coefficient 
. \2a/

or x i.e. on both sides

b c
x2 +-x = - a

22b c
x2 + 2 ------hX+2 a 2a,

Mathematics64



CLASS-10msMmm Mathematics
ni ic»'H

1 QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Notes

Quadratic Polynomial
'.fir

A polynomial, whose degree is 2, is called a quadratic polynomial. It is in the 
form of

p(x) = ax2 + bx + c, where a ^ 0

Quadratic Equation

When we equate the quadratic polynomial to zero then it is called a Quadratic 
Equation i.e., if

p(x) = 0, then it is known as Quadratic Equation.

Standard form of Quadratic Equation

ax2 + bx + c = 0
where a, b, c are the real numbers and a#)

Types of Quadratic Equations
1. Complete Quadratic Equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, where a#0, b^O, c^O
2. Pure Quadratic Equation ax2 = 0, where a#0,b = 0, c = 0

Roots of a Quadratic Equation

Let x = a where a is a real number. If a satisfies the Quadratic Equation ax2+ bx 
+ c = 0 such that aa2 + ba + c = 0, then a is the root of the Quadratic Equation.

As quadratic polynomials have degree 2, therefore Quadratic Equations can have 
two roots. So, the zeros of quadratic polynomial p(x) =ax2+bx+c is same as the 
roots of the Quadratic Equation ax2+ bx + c= 0.

Methods to solve the Quadratic Equations

There are three methods to solve the Quadratic Equations*

vs)Mathematics



2. A boat clovers .14 kms in upstream and 20 kms downstream in 7 hours. Also, it 
covers 22 kms upstream and 34 kms downstream in 10 hours. Find the speed 
of the boat in still water and of that the stream.

3. Draw the graph of 2x+y=6 and 2x-y+2=0. Shade the region bounded by these 

lines and x axis. Find the area of the shaded region
4. When you add two numbers and the number obtained by reversing the order 

of its digits is 165. If the both numbers differ by three, find the number.
5. A number say z is exactly the four times the sum of its digits and twice the 

product of the digits. Find the numbers.
6. Solve graphically 4x-3y+4=0, 4x+3y-20=0
7. There are two points on a highway a, b. They are 70 km apart. An auto starts 

from A and another auto starts from B simultaneously. If they travel in the 
same direction, they meet in 7 hours, but if they travel towards each other 
they meet in 1 hour. Find how fast the two autos are.

CLASS-10
Maih'emMcs

•Notes

(3 Mathematics



CLASS-10The arrows indicate the pairs to be multiplied. The product of the.upwafd arrow 
pairs is to be subtracted from the product of the downward arrow pairs.

By using this diagram, we have to write the equations as given jri general form 
then find the value of x and y by putting the values in the above notations.

Mathematics

y Interpretation of the pair of equations

Notes
Pair of Equations Patio Comparison Graphical Representation Algebraic Interpretation

ai bi 
3j b;

aiX4 biy * ci = 0 
«2X + bjy * C; s 0 Only one solutionIntersecting lines

atx + biy + Ct®© 
e:X + biy + C: = 0 Infinite solutionCoinettient tines

a, b; Cjaix + bjy 4 Ci = 0 
e^c + bjy * c; = 0 No solutionParallel lines

Equations Reducible to a Pair of Linear Equations in Two Variables *

There are some pair of equations which are not linear but can be reduced to the 
linear form by substitutions.

Given equations

ba
“ + “ = C
x y

We can convert these types of equations in the form of ax + by + c = 0

11- - m - = n 
Letx and^

Now after substitution the equation will be

am + bn = c

It can be easily solved by any of the method of solving Linear Equations.

Questions for practice
1. 6 men and 10 women can finish making pots in 8 days, while the 4 men and 

6 women can finish it in 12 days. Find the time taken by the one man alone 

from that of one woman alone to finish the work.

©Mathematics



Step 3: Now‘solve this Linear Equation in terms of x as it is in one variable only 

i.e. x.
CLASS-10
Mathematics

Step 4: Substitute the calculate value of x in the given equations and find the 
value of y.

2. Elimination method

In this method, we solve the equations by eliminating any one of the variables.

Step 1: Multiply both the equations by such a number so that the coefficient of 

any one variable becomes equal.

Step 2: Now add or subtract the equations so that the one variable will get 
eliminated as the coefficients of one variable are same.

Notes

Step 3: Solve the equation in that leftover variable to find its value.

Step 4: Substitute the calculated value of variable in the given equations to find 

the value of the other variable.

3. Cross multiplication method

Given two equations in the form of

alx + bly + cl = 0 and a2x + b2y + c2 = 0, where

(qa2 - C2at)
X =

(aib2 - a2b1)'

We write it in general form as

1X

c2ai) (aib2(bibs - b2q) (qa2 a2

To apply cross multiplication we use this diagram

a2x + b2y + c2 = O
1Vx

Mathematics
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CLASS-102. If the two lines coincide with each other, then there will be infinite solutions as 
all the points on the line will be the solution for the pair of Linear Equations. 
It is said to be dependent or consistent pair of equations.

Mathematics

4 t

'Notes

»

infinitely, many solutions

3. If the two lines are parallel then there will be no solution as the lines are not 
intersecting at any point. It is said to be an inconsistent pair of equations.

A

noVsolution

Algebraic Methods of Solving a Pair of Linear Equations

1. Substitution method
If we have a pair of Linear Equations with two variables x and y, then we have to 
follow these steps to solve them with the substitution method-

Step 1: We have to choose any one equation and find the value of one variable in 
terms of other variable i.e., y in terms of x.

Step 2: Then substitute the calculated value of y in terms of x in the other equation.

Mathematics >\y
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Mathematics

^ LINEAR EQUATIONS
/\s

Notes
A Linear Equation is an equation of straight line. It is in the form of

ax + by + c = 0

where a, b and c are the real numbers (a^O and b^O) and x and y are the two 
variables,

Here a and b are the coefficients and c is the constant of the equation.

Pair of Linear Equations
Two Linear Equations having two same variables are known as the pair of Linear 
Equations in two variables.

alx + bly + cl = 0

a2x + b2y + c2 = 0

Graphical method of solution of a pair of Linear Equations
As we are showing two equations, there will be two lines on the graph.
1. If the two lines intersect each other at one particular point then that point 

will be the only solution of that pair of Linear Equations. It is said to be a 
consistent pair of equations.

Mathematics
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• To factor the difference of two squares, use the rule CLASS-10
Mathematics

a* - b1 - {a - b)(a 4* b).

• To factor a perfect square trinomial, form a binomial with the square root of 
the first term, the square root of the last term, and the sign of the middle term 
and indicate the square of this binomial.

• Use the key number as an aid in- determining factors whose sum is the 
coefficient of the middle term of a trinomial.

*' • Notes

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10 txaiqfe'Z Factor llx* - 27,.
Solution We note a common factor of (3).

27 =* 3(4jcj w ?)

At this point we recognize 4xJ - 9 as the difference of two 
perfect squares.

Mathematics

•r!

r'

3Mx» ~ 9) - 3(2* - 3)(if + 3) 

So 12^ - 27 = 3(2^ - 3)02*.+.3);

r

Notes

A good procedure to follow in factoring is to always remove the greatest common 
factor first and then factor what remains, if possible.

SUMMARY

Key Words
• An expression is in factored form only if the entire expression is an indicated 

product.
• Factoring is a process that changes a sum or difference of terms to a product 

of factors.
• A prime expression cannot be factored.
• The greatest common factor is the greatest factor common to all terms.
• An expression is completely factored when no further factoring is possible.
• The possibility of factoring by grouping exists when an expression contains 

four or more terms.
• The FOIL method can be used to multiply two binomials.
• Special cases in factoring include the difference of two squares and perfect 

square trinomials.
• The key number is the product of the coefficients of the first and third 

terms of a trinomial.

Procedures
• To remove common factors, find the greatest common factor and divide each 

term by it.
• Trinomials can be factored by using the trial-and-error method. This uses the 

pattern for multiplication to find factors that will give the original trinomial.

first term last .term

( )( )
J

middle term

Mathematics



CLASS-10Remember, if step 2 is impossible, the trinomial is prime and cannot be factored.
Mathematics

COMPLETE FACTORIZATION &

OBJECTIVES -• ’XI i

Upon completing this section, you should be able to factor a trinomial using the 

following two steps:
1. First look for common factors.
2. Factor the remaining trinomial by applying the methods of this chapter.

.*r»

Notes

We have now studied all of the usual methods of factoring found in elementary 
algebra. However, you must be aware that a single problem can require more than 
one of these methods. Remember that there are two checks for correct factoring.
1. Will the factors multiply to give the original problem?
2. Are all factors prime?

Once a common factor has been found, you must check to see if the resulting 

trinomial is factorable.

Example 1 Factor lx1 + I Ox + 12.

Solution We notice that (2) is a common factor.

lx1 + IOjc + 12 - 2(x2 -{- 5x + 6)

Now if we leave the problem at this point, the first check works 
but how about the second?

Wc see that the factor (xl + Sx + 6) can now be factored 
into (x + 3)(x -h 2). The complete factorization then is 
2x* + I Ox -M2 — 2(x + 3)(x + 2).
Suppose in this example wc had looked at the problem 
2x* + lOx + 12 3^ simply used the trial and error method. 
We could get lx1 4* lOx 4- 12 = (2x + 4)(x 4 3).
Once again the first check works because the product gives the 
original. However, the factor (2x 4 4) has a common factor of 
(2). 2x 4 4 = 2(x 4 2).

Thus lx1 4 lOx 4 12 = 2(x 4 2)(x 4 3). Nothing short of 
this complete factorization is correct.

If a trinomial has any common factors, it is usually easier if they are factored 

first.

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 Example 5 factor 4x2 4- 3x — 10.Mathematics

Solution

Step 1 Find the key number (4) (-10) = -40.

Step 2 Find factors of (- 40) that will add to give the coefficient of the middle 
term (+3).* Notes

Steps 1 and 2 in this method are the same as in the previous method.

Step 3 Rewrite the original problem by breaking the middle term into the two 
parts found in step 2. 8x - 5x = 3x, so we may write

4x* + 3x — 10 = 4xl + 8x - Sjc 10.

Step 4 Factor this problem from step 3 by the grouping method studied in section
8-2

4xl + 8r - 5x - 10 * 4x(x -f 2) - 5(x 2)
(x 4-'2)(4x —'5)'

► X
to

This now becomes a regular factoring by grouping problem. 

4x2 + 3x “ 10-« (x 4- 2)(4x “ 5).Hence,

Again, there is only one possible pair of factors that can be obtained from a 
given trinomial.

Example6 Factor 3*1 - iOx - 8.

Solution Key number - “24.
Factors of key number that add to give - I d are ~12 and 2, 
Hence

3x2 - I Ox 8 - ;3X» - m + 2x - 8 
Mx ■» 4) + 2{x ~ 4) 

-■(x“4H3x-K2).
2!8

Mathematics



CLASS-10Again, this can be done in only one way.

, We know the product of the two first terms must give 4x2 and 4x is already in 

place. There is no choice other than x.

Mathematics

4x*

(4x + 2)

Note that in step 4 we could have started with the inside product instead of the 
outside product. We would have obtained the same factors. The most important 
thing is to have a systematic process for factoring.

We know that the product of the two second terms must be (-10) and (+ 2) is 
already in place. We have no choice other than (- 5).

•-10
>

(4* - 5)(x + 2)

We now have the factors of 4x2 + 3x — 10 as 
(4x - S)(x + 2).

Remember, if a trinomial is factorable, there is only one possible set of factors. 
Example^ Factor 3x2 — \Qx - ft.

Solution Key number = (3)(-~8j — —24

Factors of —24 that add to give (-10) are ( —12)(+2).
Using {— 12x) as the product of the outside terms, we find 
(3x)(—4) « — 12x.

(3x )( -4)

Looking back to the original problem 3jc2 lOx 7 8, we find 
the other terms to be x and 4 2.
Therefore, 3xJ — 10x — 8 ~ (3x + 2)(x — 4).

If no factors of the key number can be found whose sum is the coefficient of the 
middle terms, then the trinomial is prime and does not factor.

A second use for the key number as a shortcut involves factoring by grouping. It 
works as in example 5.
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(~Sx)
7>^

(+-8x)^5

The'p^sifele.ptrs

'Notes
Ci)C:“46)

C2M-20)
t“3)(20)
WK“W

' @F§)
<miy ^iir 
whose ittW
®X

The product of these two numbers is the “key number.”

Step 4 Using only the outside cross product, find factors of the first and third 
terms that will multiply to give the product. In this example we must find factors 
of 4x2 and -10 that will multiply to give +8x. These are 4x from 4x2 and (+ 2) 
from (-10).

Place these factors in the first and last positions in the pattern

(4x )( +2)
)

8x

There is only one way it can be done correctly.

Step 5 Forget the key number at this point and look back at the original problem. 
Since the first and last positions are correctly filled, it is now only necessary to 
fill the other, two positions.

4- lx - 10

4x*

(wx +i)

(5 Mathematics



CLASS-10OPTIONAL SHORTCUTS TO TRIAL-AND-ERROR FACTORING
Mathematics

OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this section, you should be able to:
1. Find the key number of a trinomial.
2. Use the key number to factor a trinomial.

In this section we wish to discuss some shortcuts to trial and error factoring. These 
are optional for two reasons. First, some might prefer to skip these techniques 
and simply use the trial-and-error method; second, these shortcuts are not always 
practical for large numbers. However, they will increase speed and accuracy for 
those who master them.

tigs-

Notes

The first step in these shortcuts is finding the key number. After you have found 
the key number it can be used in more than one way.

In a trinomial to be factored the key number is the product of the coefficients of 
the first and third terms.

a),YJ + for + (r

The product of these two numbers is the “key number.”

Example 1 In 6x2 - 23jc + 12 the key number is (6)0 2) *= 72.

Example 2 In 5x2 4* 13x - .6 the key number is (5){-6) = -30.

The first use of the key number is shown in example 3. 

Example 3 Use the key number to factor Ax1 4- 3x — 10.

Solution
Step 1 Find the key number. In this example (4) (-10) = -40.

Step 2 Find factors of the key number (-40) that will add to give the coefficient of 

the middle term (+ 3). In this case (+ 8) (-5) = -40 and (+ 8) + (-5) = +3.

Step 3 The factors (+ 8) and (- 5) will be the cross products in the multiplication 

pattern.

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 For factoring purposes, it is more helpful to write the statement as
Mathematics

& + lab* & *• U + bf. 
perfect square*-

9

a1 Ub 4 b*4

twice the product of the square: 
root of the first and third terms

Example 11 Factor 25x2 + 20x t 4*
Notes

Solution

1. 25x2 is a perfect square-principal square root = 5x.
.2. 4 is a perfect square-principal square root = 2.
3. 20x is twice the product of the square roots of 25x2 and
4. 20x = 2(5x) (2).

To factor a perfect square trinomial, form a binomial with the square root of the 
first term, the square root of the last term, and the sign of the middle term, and 
indicate the square of this binomial.

25**14 20.x 4(4

square rootsquare root

{5s 4 2)*

Thus, 25x2 + 20x + 4 = (5x + 2)2

Always square the binomial as a check to make sure the middle term is correct.

Example 12 25xs - 20x + 4 - (Sx -2)2

Example 13 9xz - 6x + 1 = (3x — 1)*

Example 14 x* + 8x + 16 = {x + 4>*

Example IS 4x* + 15x + 9

Not the special case of a perfect square trinomial.

15 42(2x) (3)

Mathematics



CLASS-10Where a = 5x and b = 4.
Mathematics

Special cases do make factoring easier, but be certain to recognize that a special 
case is just that-very special. In this case both terms must be perfect squares and 
the sign must be negative, hence “the difference of two perfect squares.”

The sum of two squares is not factorable. 
a1 4- fr1 ^ {a + h)2. Why? Notes

Example 5 x2 - 1 Not the special case, Why?

Example 6 4x* + 9 Not the special case. Why?

You must also be careful to recognize perfect squares. Remember that perfect 
square numbers are numbers that have square roots that are integers. Also, perfect 
square exponents are even.

Example 7 4x« - 9 = <2x> - 3)(2x3 + 3)

Example 8 x4 - 25 = (x1 - 5)(x» + 5)

Example 9 (a + b)1 - c1 = [(a + b) - c][(a + b) + c]

Example 10 (x + ^ - (p + k)2
= K* + >’) “ (p + k)) [(x + ^) + (p + A:)]

Students often overlook the fact that (1) is a perfect square. Thus, an expression 
such as x2 * 1 is the difference of two perfect squares and can be factored by 

this method.

Another special case in factoring is the perfect square trinomial. Observe that 
squaring a binomial gives rise to this case.

(a 4* b)2 ** (a + b)(a + b) •= a* + lab + b1

We recognize this case by noting the special features. Three things are evident.
1. The first term is a perfect square.
2. The third term is a perfect square.
3. The middle term is twice the product of the square root of the first and third 

terms.

©Mathematics
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middle term

From our experience with numbers, we know that the sum of two numbers is zero 
only if the two numbers are negatives of each other.

Notes

When the sum of two numbers is zero, one of the numbers is said to be the 
additive inverse of the other.

For example: (+ 3) + (-3) = 0, so + 3 is the additive inverse of - 3, also -3 is the 
additive inverse of +3.

Example I (3x - 4)(3x 4 4) - - 16

Example 2 (2* 4 l)(2x - 1) - 4x2 - I

Example 3 (5x — 6)(5x 4 6) 25x2 ** 36

In each example the middle term is zero. Note that if two binomials multiply to 
give a binomial (middle term missing), they must be in the form of (a - b) (a + b).y

(a ~ bXe v-F1 b) * a* ~~ b*

2The rule may be written as a 
find most helpful in factoring.

= (a - b) (a + b). This is the form you will

Reading this rule from right to left tells us that if we have a problem to factor and 
if it is in the form of a* “ , the factors will be (a - b) (a + b).

Example 4 Factor 25*1 ~ 16.

Solution

Here both terms are perfect squares and they are separated by a negative sign.

The form of this problem is (S.xf - (4)J (the form of a1- b1).
So

25.se1- 16 - (Sx + 4)(5x - 4).

Qs) Mathematics



Solution

Analyse:
1. The last term is negative, so unlike signs.
2. We must find products that differ by 5 with the larger number negative.
3. We eliminate a product of 4x and 6 as probably too large.
4. Try some combinations.

CLASS-10;m eril fl^« 
'iq^G tr. 
''ipjr

Mathematics

■*-v

l.n‘ ./-i

Remember, mentally try the various possible combinations that are reasonable. 
This is the process of “trial and error” factoring. You will become more skilled 
at this process through practice.

Notes

f •» Incorrect
Incorrect

(2x - 3)(2x + 2} 
(4x - + 3):

(4x - 3)(x + 2): Here the middle term is + 5x, which is the right number but the 
wrong sign. Be careful not to accept this as the solution, but switch signs so the 
larger product agrees in sign with the middle term.

(4x + 3)U - 2) gives the correct sign for the middle term. 

'4*J - Si: - 6 *= {4x + 3)(* - 2)

By the time you finish the following exercise set you should feel much more 
comfortable about factoring a trinomial.

SPECIAL CASES IN FACTORING

OBJECTIVES

Upon completing this section, you should be able to:
1. Identify and factor the differences of two perfect squares.
2. Identify and factor a perfect square trinomial.

In this section we wish to examine some special cases of factoring that occur 
often in problems. If these special cases are recognized, the factoring is then 
greatly simplified.

The first special case we will discuss is the difference of two perfect squares.

Recall that in multiplying two binomials by the pattern, the middle term comes 
from the sum of two products.

©Mathematics
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Even though the method used is one of guessing, it should be “educated guessing” 
in which we apply all of our knowledge about numbers and exercise a great deal 
of mental arithmetic. In the preceding example we would immediately dismiss 
many of the combinations. Since we are searching for 17x as a middle term, we 
would not attempt those possibilities that multiply 6 by 6, or 3 by 12, or 6 by 
12, and so on, as those products will be larger than 17. Also, since 17 is odd, we 
know it is the sum of an even number and an odd number. All of these things help 
reduce the number of possibilities to try.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

7 s'-

Notes

First find numbers that give the correct first and last terms of the trinomial. Then 
add the outer and inner product to check for the proper middle term.

Example 8 Factor 6%2 “ 23x •¥ 15.

Solution

First we should analyse the problem.
1. The last term is positive, so two like signs.
2. The middle term is negative, so both signs will be negative.
3. The factors of 6x2 are x, 2x, 3x, 6x. The factors of 15 are 1, 3, 5,15.
4. Eliminate as too large the product of 15 with 2x, 3x, or 6x. Try some reasonable 

combinations.

These would automatically give too large a middle term.

Middle term (™21x) 
Incorrect

Middle term (—'f9jr>
Incorrect

Middle term 33x)
Incorrect

Middle tisrm(—Bx) 
CORRECT

(2* - 5)(3x - 3)

(2x - 3K3x - 5)

(6x “ 3)(x - 5)

(6x - 5)(x ■” 3}

so

6x%?3x 4 15 “ :(6x - 5)(x — 3).

See how the number of possibilities is cut down.

Example 9 Factor 4x2 - 5x - 6.

(k) Mathematics



2. When the sign of the last term is negative, the signs in the factors must be 
unlike-and the sign of the larger must be like the sign of the middle term.

In the previous exercise the coefficient of each of the first terms was 1. When 
the coefficient of the first term is not 1, the problem of factoring is much more 
complicated because the number of possibilities is greatly increased.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Having done the previous exercise set, -you are now ready to try some more 
challenging trinomials.

Example 7 Factor fix2 4* 17* + 12.

Solution Factors of 6x2 arc x. 2x, 3x, and 6x Factors of 12 are 1,2, 3 4 
6, and 12.

Notes

Notice that there are twelve ways to obtain the first and last terms, but only one 
has 17x as a middle term.

(6x + !)(x + 12) 
(6* + 2)(x 4-6) 

(6x + 3)(x 4 4) 

(6x 4 12)(x 4 1) 
(6x 4 6)(x 4 2) 
(6* 4 4)(x 4 3) 
(2x 4 2)(3x 4 6) 
(2* 4 6)(3x 4 2) 
(2x 4 l)(3x 4 12) 
(2x 4 12)(3x 4 I) 

(2x 4 4)(3x 4 3) 
(2x 4 3)(3x 4 4)

Middle term 73x 

Middle term 38x 

Middle term 27x 

Middle term 18x 

Middle term I8x 

Middle term 22x 

Middle term 18x 

Middle term 22x 

Middle term 27x 

Middle term 38x 

Middle term 18x 

Middle term 17x

You could, of course, try each of these mentally instead of writing them out.

There is only one way to obtain all three terms:

(2x 4 3)(3x 4 4) “ 6x2 4 17x4 12.

In this example one out of twelve possibilities are correct. Thus, trial and error 
can be very time-consuming.

(3Mathematics



Therefore, when we factor an expression such as x2 + llx + 24, we know that
ijl)-

the product of the last two terms in the binomials must be 24, which is even, and 
their sum must be 11, which is odd.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Thus, only an odd and an even number will work. We need not even try 
combinations like 6 and 4 or 2 and 12, and so on.

Example S Factor x* — I lx -F 24.
Notes

Solution

Here the problem is only slightly different. We must find numbers that multiply to 
give 24 and at the same time add to give -11. You should always keep the pattern 
in mind. The last term is obtained strictly by multiplying, but the middle term 
comes finally from a sum. Knowing that the product of two negative numbers is 
positive, but the sum of two negative numbers is negative, we obtain

i\Sc + 24:* (x -

5s - '24.

Solution
We are here faced with a negative number for the third term, and this makes the 
task slightly more difficult. Since -24 can only be the product of a positive number 
and a negative number, and since the middle term must come from the sum of 
these numbers, we must think in terms of a difference. We must find numbers 
whose product is 24 and that differ by 5. Furthermore, the larger number must be 
negative, because when we add a positive and negative number the answer will 
have the sign of the larger. Keeping all of this in mind, we obtain

x2 - 5s 24 *■ (x F 3)..

The order of factors is insignificant.

8)U *1- 3}
> t m.x

by the commutative law of multiplication.

The following points will help as you factor trinomials:
1. When the sign of the third term is positive, both signs in the factors must be 

alike-and they must be like the sign of the middle term.

© Mathematics
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CLASS-10We will actually be working in reverse the process developedjn;th£>lastjexercise

-taw n:.' Mathematicsset.

First write parentheses under the problem.

+ 1 lx + 24
( x

Notes

We now wish to fill in the terms so that the pattern will give the original trinomial 
when we multiply. The first term is easy since we know that (x)(x) = x2.

x2

(* X* )

Remember, the product of the first two terms of the binomials gives the first 
term of the trinomial.

We must now find numbers that multiply to give 24 and at the same time add to 
give the middle term. Notice that in each of the following we will have the correct 
first and last term.

(x + \)(x + 24); ** x2 + 25x + 24
(x + 2)(x + 12) “ x2 4* 14x + 24
(x + 4)(x 4 6) ^ xz ■+ lOx +"24
(x 4 3)(x + 8) “ x2 + 1 lx + 24

Only the last product has a middle term of 1 lx, and the correct solution is

x*+ Mx + 24 = (x 4 3)(x:4 8),.

This method of factoring is called trial and error - for obvious reasons.

Some number facts from arithmetic might be helpful here.
1. The product of two odd numbers is odd.
2. The product of two even numbers is even.
3. The product of an odd and an even number is even.
4. The sum of two odd numbers is even.
5. The sum of two even numbers is even.
6. The sum of an odd and even number is odd.

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10How to solve proportion problems?
Mathematics

Example
If the cost of 8 strawberries is Rs. 64 then what will be the cost of 25 strawberries.

1
l

Notes

Solution
Using Unitary Method

Cost of 8 strawberries is 64 Rs,

64Cost of 1 strawberry ~ Rs, e

64Cost of 25 strawberries = Rs. X 25= Rs. 200
8

Solution using proportion
Let the cost of 25 strawberries = Rs. x

Then 8:25 = 64: x

8 64

25 x

To solve this we use the cross-Multiplication

64X25 = 200x =
8

Hence the cost of 25 strawberries is Rs. 200

Mathematics



Percentage
The percentage is another way of comparisons. In ratios we have to make the 
denominator same then only we can compare them but in percentage, we can 
compare by calculating the percentage of the given quantity.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

The percentage is the numerator of the fraction with the 100 denominators.

Notes
^mbol of Percentage

1 out of hundred or one hundredth =!% = — = 0.01
100

It shows the percentage if the total number of quantity is hundred.

part % 

whole ■ 100

Example
What is the percentage of boys and girls in the class of 100 students if the number 
of boys is 55 and the number of girls is 45?

Solution

Number of girls 4SPercentage of Girls = = 45%Total number of students in class 100

Number of Boys 55Percentage of Boys = = 55%Total number of students in class 100

Percentage if the total is not a hundred
If the total number of quantity is not hundred i.e. the denominator is not hundred 
then to find the percentage we need to make the denominator 100.

Example
Out of 4 bees, 2 are going right and 2 are going left. So what percentage of bees 

is going right?

Mathematics
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p0v
\

s?"

Notes

Solution

Unitary Method
Out of 4 bees, the number of bees going right are 2 
number of bees going right is

Hence, out of 100, the

2
-X 100 =■■
4

By making denominator 100

Out of 4 bees, the number of bees going right is 2.

2 i

- x— =
2b

Converting fractional numbers to percentage
Fractional numbers have different denominator and to convert them into 
percentage we have to multiply the fraction with the 100%.

Example .
Out of 15 fishes, 5 are red. What is the percentage of the red fishes?

©Mathematics
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SolutionCLASS-10
Mathematics

Percentage of red fishes = ^ X 100 = 33 ^ %
15 3

Converting decimals to percentage
To convert the decimal into a percentage, first, we need to convert the decimal 
into fraction then multiply it by 100%.

Notes

Example
Convert 0.65 into a percentage.

Solution
Multiply the decimal with the i00%. 

0.65 = 0.65 X 100%

65
X 100%

100

= 65%

Converting Percentage to fractions or Decimals
We can reverse the above process to convert the percentage into fraction or 
decimal.

23% 56%Percent 2%
23 562Faction

100 ion1QQ
Decimal 0.02 0.23 0.56

Parts always add to give a whole
If we know the one part of a whole then we can find the other part because all the 
parts together form a whole or 100%.

Example
If there are 25 men in the office of 100 employees then the remaining 75 would 
be women.

This means that if 25% are men the (100% - 25%) = 75% are women.

(5 Mathematics



Fun with estimation
With the help of percentage, we can estimate the parts of an area.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

i'?*"

Example
What percent of the given figure is shaded?

-•r-

Notes

Solution

First, we have to find the fraction of the shaded portion.
3Out of four parts, 3 are shaded so the fraction will be 

Percentage of the shaded portion 100 = 75%

Use of Percentages 
• Interpreting percentages

To use the percentages in real life we must be able to interpret the percentage.

Example
If we say that Seema is spending 20% of her income then it means that Seema is 
spending Rs. 25 out of every Rs. 100 she earns.
• Converting percentages to “How many”.

Example
If 20% of students get a distinction out of 45 students in a class, then how many 

students got the distinction?

Solution
The number of students got distinction = [20/100] * 45 = 9. .

Hence, 9 students out of 45 got the distinction.

Mathematics
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CLASS-10 Ratios to percent
Mathematics

Example
If the profit of Rs. 2500 is divided among three partners in such a way that A, 
B and C got the two parts, three parts and five parts of profit respectively. How 
much money will each get? What percent of the profit do they get?

Notes
Solution
The three partners are getting profit in the ratio of 2: 3: 5, so the total of the parts
is

2 + 3 + 5= 10

me ofPnrtners ’refits received by each partner Percentage of profit

2 2A
— X.2500 = 500 — X 100% = 20%

3 3B ~X 2500 = /?$. 750 — X 100% = 30%

5 5C
— X 2500 = Rs. 1250 — X 100%= 50%10

Increase or decrease as Percent
Sometimes we have to find the increase or decrease in certain quantities as a 
percentage. Like the increase in population, decrease in sale etc.

Amount of changeIncrease or decrease percentage = X 100Original amount

Example
The total marks of Charlie increased from 365 to 380 from last year’s result. Find 
the increase in percentage.

Solution
Original amount = Marks of Charlie last year = 365

Amount of change = increase in the number of marks = 380 - 365 = 15.

Qo) Mathematics
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CLASS-10Therefore,
MathematicsChange in Marks

Hie percentage of increase = X1G0Original marks

IS
X100

36S

= 4.10%
Notes

Buying and Selling

Cost Price
Cost price is the price at which you buy some product. It is written as CP.

Selling Price
Selling price is the price at which you sell something. It is written as SP.

These are the factors which tell us that the sale of some product is profitable or
not.

Profit = SP - CPProfitCP<SP

No profit no lossCP = SP

Loss = CP - SPCP>SP , Loss

Example
If the buying price (or CP) of a table is Rs 700 and the selling price (or SP) is Rs 
820, then find the profit or loss.

Solution
As the SP is more than CP, so the seller earns the profit in the table.

Profit made = SP - CP 
= Rs 820 - Rs 700 
= Rs 80

Profit or loss percentage
The profit and loss can be converted into a percentage. It is always calculated on 

the cost price.

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10
Profit Percentage: (Profit %) 

Profit x 100
toss Percentage: (loss %) 

Lossx 100
Mathematics

[ [Profit % = Loss% =C.P. C.P.

Example
If the cost price of a laptop is Rs.45000 and the selling price is Rs. 50000, then 
what is the profit or loss percentage?

Notes

Solution

CP = Rs. 45000

SP = Rs. 50000

Profit = SP - CP

= 50000-45000

= Rs. 5000

profitProfit % = X100
CP

5000
X 100

45000

= 11.11%

How to find SP if CP and profit or loss % is given?

Selling Price: (S.P.)
(100 +Profit %)

Selling Price: (S.P.)
(100-loss <*)[ i xCP.]SP* xC.P SP-100 100

Example
If the cost of a TV is Rs.25000 and shopkeeper sells it at a loss % of 5% then what 
is the selling price of the TV?

(E) Mathematics
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CLASS-10Solution
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CP = Rs. 25000

Loss%=5%
5^^

lQQ-loss%
XCPSP = y-

100 ,0

Notes100-5 X 25000
100

95= —X 25000
100

= Rs. 23750

Hence, the shopkeeper sells it at the price of Rs. 23750

How to find CP if SP and profit or loss % is given?

Cost Price: (CP.) Cost Price: (C.P.)
100 too X$.P.j[[ x$.rJC.Pv« C.P. * (100-Loss %)(100 + Profit %)

Example
If the Selling price of a bookshelf is Rs 750 and the profit made by the seller is 
10% then what is the cost price of the bookshelf?

Solution

SP-Rs. 750

Profit%~ 10%

100 XSPCP =
10Qfprofit%

100 X 750
100+10

= —X750no

-Rs.681.81 (682 roundoff)

Hence the seller bought the bookshelf at the cost of Rs. 682.
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INSTALMENT BUYING

Notes
Simple Interest
When we borrow some money from the bank then we have to pay some interest 
to the bank.

The money which we borrow is called the Principal.

The amount which we have to pay to the bank to use that money is called interest.

At the end of the year, we return the money to the bank with interest, that money 
is called Amount.

Amount = Principal + interest

PXRXTSI =
100

Where,

SI = Simple interest 
P = Principal 
R = Rate of Interest 
T = time period

Example
Sunita borrows a loan of Rs 5,0000 at 15% per year as the rate of interest. Find 
the interest she has to pay at end of one year.

Solution

P - Rs. 50000

R = 15%

T = 1 year

© Mathematics
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PXRXT

SI= Mathematics
100

50000X15X1

1Q0

= Rs. 7500

Notes
Total amount to be paid by Sunita at the end of one year = Rs.50000 + Rs. 7500 

= Rs.57500.

Interest for multiple years
If we have to calculate the interest for more than one year then we have to change 

the time period only.

Example
In the above example if Sunita takes the loan for 3 years then what will be the 

total amount after 3 years?

Solution

P = Rs. 50000

R= 15%

T =3 year

PXRXT
SI = too

50000X15X3

100

-Rs. 22500

Total amount to be paid by Sunita at the end of 3 years = Rs.50000 + Rs. 22500 

= Rs.72500.

Mathematics



CLASS-10 Summary of the module
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Percentages Formulae

1. Express x% as a fraction = x% =x/l 00
2. To express a/b as a percent = a/b = (a/b* 100) %.
3. If the price increases by R%, then the reduction in consumption so as not to 

increase the expenditure is - [R/(100+R) x 100] %
4. If the price decreases by R%, then the increase in consumption so as not to 

decrease the expenditure is - [R/(100-R) x 100] %
5. Population after n years = P (1 + R/100) An
6. Population n years ago = P/ (1 + R/100) An
7. The Value of machine after n years = P (1 - R/100) An
8. Value of the machine n years ago = P/ (1 - R/100) An
9. If A is R% more than B, then B is less than A by [R/(100+R) * 100] %.
10. If A is R% less than B, then B is more than A by [R/(100-R) * 100] %

Notes

MCQ

1. What will be the fraction of 20%
1. 1/4
2. 1/5
3. 1/10

• 4. None of above 
Answer: Option B

2. What will be the fraction of 4% 
1. 1/20 
2. 1/50 

'3. 1/75 
4. 1/25
Answer: Option D

3. The ratio 5:20 expressed as percent equals to
1. 50%
2. 125%

.3. 25%
4. None of above 
Answer: Option C

4. 2.09 can be expressed in terms of percentage as
1. 2.09%
2. 20.9%

(E) Mathematics



3. 209%
4. 0.209% 
Answer: Option C

CLASS-10
Mathematics

^ \.5. Half of 1 percent written as decimal is
1. 5
2. 0.5
3. 0.05
4. 0.005 
Answer: Option D

$*>■

sr -

___

Notes

6. What is 15 percent of 34
1. 5.10
2. 4.10
3. 3.10
4. ZIO
Answer: Option A

Review Questions

1. Fill in the blanks:
(i) The symbol of percent is................ .
(ii) The word ‘cent’ means.....................
(iii) 3910039100is same as............ .
(iv) 0.19 in percent form can be written as
(v) 725725= %

2. Express each of the following percent (%):
0) 3/5
(ii) 11/2
(iii) 3/10
(iv) 13/20
(v) 0.86
(vi) 0.73
(vii) 3.28 
(viii) 1.073

3. In each case, given below, express the second quantity as the percent of 
the first:
(05,4
004,5
(iii) 5 m, 80m
(iv) 0.8, 0.6
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(v) 3, 1.8 
' (vi/'l.S, 1.35

CLASS-10
Mathematics

4. Find the resulting (increased or decreased) quantity due to:
(i) 15 % increase in 38 kg
(ii) 121/2% increase in $ 450
(iii) 71/3 % decrease in 36

Notes
5. Mr. Sharma has a monthly salary of $ 7, 500. If he spends $ 6,250 every 

month, find his expenditure and savings in percent?
6. In a school there are 1500 boys and some are girls. If the number of boys is 

75 %, calculate the number of girls.
7. A man bought an old car and spent 20 % of the cost of repairs. If his total cost 

including repairs was $ 1,20,000, at what price did he buy the car?
8. The total capacity of a tank is 200 litres. At present it is 60 % full with water. 

Some water is taken from the tank and it is found that the tank is now 35 % 
full. Find the quantity of water taken.

9. In a mixture of two liquids A and B; 35 % is liquid B. If the total quantity of 
the mixture is 20 kg; find the quantity of A, by weight, in the mixture.

10. The price of an article increased from S 16 to $ 20; find the percentage 
increase.

11. After an increase of 20 %; a number becomes 540. Find the original number.
12. Mr. Mohan saves 33 % of his income, what percent of his income does he 

spend?
13. There are 250 students in grade V. Out of these 100 are girls. What percent of 

students are girls? What percent of students are boys?
14. David read 150 pages of a book. If the book contains 200 pages, what percent 

of the book has David read?
15. 20% of the trees in an orchard are orange trees. If there are 50 orange trees, 

what is the total number of trees in the orchard?

V
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LINES AND ANGLES . -r"

. >
«*'? •

Notes

Module ADDroach/Description

To satisfy the learner’s curiosity and to enhance knowledge about the above 

things, the lessons on Lines and Angles, congruent and similar triangles and 

circles will be introduced. Some of the important results dealing with above 

concepts would be verified experimentally while a few would be proved logi
cally. Different types of quadrilaterals would also be introduced under the les
sons on Quadrilaterals. The learners would also be given practice to construct 
some geometrical figures using geometrical instruments. In order to strengthen 

knowledge of graphing linear equations, the basic concept of coordinate ge
ometry has been introduced.

Module-HI Geometry

10. Lines and Angles 11. Congruence of Triangles 12. Quadrilaterals 13. 
Similarity of Triangles 14. Circles 15. Constructions 16. Co-ordinate 
Geometry

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about 
the basics of Lines and Angles and its application as well. Apart from that 
Circles, Constructions and topics like Co-ordinate Geometry has also been 
explained in this module.

Introduction

Basic terms and Definitions

1. Point - A Point is that which has no component. It is represented by a dot.
2. Line - When we join two distinct points then we get a line. A line has no 

endpoints it can be extended infinitely.

©Mathematics



3. Line Segment - It is the part of the line which has two endpoints.
4. Ray - Ray is also a part of the line which has only one endpoint and has no 

end on the other side.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

graphic SymbolTerm Dimensions

Zero •APoint

Notes Une Segment One AB
B ABOneRoy A

One. tine AB
5. Collinear and Non-coMinear points - Points lie on the same line are known 

as collinear points and the points that don’t lie on the same line are known as 

Non-Collinear Points.

E

D F

Collinear Points Noncolllnear Points

Angles
When two rays begin from the same endpoint then they form an Angle. The two 
rays are the arms of the angle and the endpoint is the vertex of the angle.

Types of Angles

Angie Notation Image

An angle which is between 
0° and 90°.

Acute

An angle which is exactly 
equa} to 90°.

Right

Mathematics



CLASS-10Obtuse An angle which is between 
90° and 180°. v Mathematics

Reflex An angle which is between 
180° and 360°

Notes

Straight An angle which is exactly 
equal to 180°.

Complete An angle which is exactly 
equal to 360°.

Complementary and Supplementary Angles
Complementary Angles are those which have the sum of two angles as 90°. 

Supplementary Angles are those which have the sum of two angles as 180°.

Relation between two Angles

Relation ImageAngles

If two angles have 
the same vertex 
and their one of 
the arm is common 
then these are 
called adjacent 
angles.

Adjacent
Angles

D

C

*****

A B

©Mathematics
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CLASS-10 If two angles 
have the same 
vertex and one 
common arm but 
the arms which are 
not common are 
making a line then 
these are called 
the linear pair of 

angles.

Linear pair 
of Angles

6
Mathematics

C «■ ♦
A

Notes

If two lines 
intersect each 
other at a point 
then the opposite 
angles are 
vertically opposite 
angles.

Vertically
opposite
Angles

Intersecting Lines and Non-intersecting Lines 

There are two ways to draw two lines-
1. The lines which cross each other from a particular point is calledlntersecting 

Lines.
2. The lines which never cross each other at any point are calledNon-intersecting 

Lines. These lines are called Parallel Lines and the common length between 
two lines is the distance between parallel lines.

i’ 0

<~4
R S
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Pairs of Angles Axioms

1. If a ray stands on a line, then the sum of two adjacent angles formed by 
that ray is 180°.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

H

r-

Notes
\4

M Zf0

This shows that the common arm of the two angles is the ray which is standing , 
on a line and the two adjacent angles are the linear pair of the angles. As the sum 
of two angles is 180° so these are supplementary angles too.

2. If the sum of two adjacent angles is 180°, then the arms which are not com- 
. mon of the angles form a line.

This is the reverse of the first axiom which says that the opposite is also true.

Vertically opposite Angles Theorem
When two lines intersect each other, then the vertically opposite angles so formed 

will be equal.

AC and BD are intersecting each other so DAOD = DBOC and UAOB - DOC.

Parallel Lines and a Transversal
If a line passes through two distinct lines and intersects them at distant points 

then this line is called Transversal Line.

Mathematics
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Here line “1” is transversal of line m and n.CLASS-10
Mathematics t

1
2 *<•m 4Nr$

5 .6
t> §Notes

Exterior Angles - 01, D2, 07 and D8 

Interior Angles - 03, 04, 05 and 06 

Pairs of angles formed when a transversal intersects two lines-

1. Corresponding Angles:
• □ 1 and □ 5
• 0 2 and □ 6
• 0 4 and 0 8
• 0 3 and □ 7

2. Alternate Interior Angles:
• 0 4. and □ 6
• 0 3 and □ 5

3. Alternate Exterior Angles:
* □ 1 and □ 7
• 0 2 and □ 8

4. Interior Angles on the same side of the transversal:
• □ 4 and □ 5
• 0 3 and □ 6

Transversal Axioms

o

62 o

© Mathematics
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CLASS-10If a transversal intersects two parallel lines, then
• Each pair of corresponding angles will be equal.
• Each pair of alternate interior angles will be equal’.
• Each pair of interior angles on the same side of the transversal will be 

supplementary.

,. Mathematics

!
sT

. S'- ^7-

r1i

2. If a transversal intersects two lines in such a way that
• Corresponding angles are equal then these two lines will be parallel to each 

other.
• Alternate interior angles are equal then the two lines will be parallel.
• Interior angles on the same side of the transversal are supplementary then the 

two lines will be parallel.

f-

Notes

Example
Find DDGH.

£ A
/■

7
\•v

C' Vi133 /

x .
• /'//

8
/

\
HD

Solution
Here, AB □ CD and EH is transversal.

□EFB + dBFG = 180° (Linear pair) 
□BFG= 180°- 133°
□ BFG = 47°
□ BFG =DDGH (Corresponding Angles)
□ DGH = 47°

Mathematics



Lines Parallel to the Same LineCLASS-10
Mathematics

p
*A T

i

Q
,2C D

X 3 PE

If two lines are parallel with a common line then these two lines will also be 
parallel to each other.

As in the above figure if AB □ CD and EF □ CD then AB □ EF.

Angle Sum Property of a Triangle 

1. The sum of the angles of a triangle is 180°.

□A+ DB + DC = 180°

2. If we produce any side of a triangle, then the exterior angle formed is equal to 
the sum of the two interior opposite angles.

B

A D
C
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CLASS-10□BCD = UBAC + DABC
Mathematics

Example

Find x and y.

. Notes

Solution
Here, DA+ DB + DC = 180° (Angle sum property)

30°+ 42° + x = 180°

x= 180°- (30°+ 42°) 
x- 108°

And y is the exterior angle and the.two opposite angles are DA and DB.

So,

□BCD = □ A + QB (Exterior angle is equal to the sum of the two interiors opposite 

angles).

y = 30°+ 42° 
y = 72°

We can also find it by linear pair axiom as BC is a ray on the line AD, so 
x + y = 180° (linear pair)

Questions for practice

1. In the given figure, AOC is a line, find x.

2. In the given figure, PG and ftIN intersect at O.

<3Mathematics
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(a) Determine y, when x = 60°.CLASS-10
Mathematics

i
p 0 0

N(b) Determine x} when y = 40°.
Notes

3. In the given figure, lines Ab, CD and EF intersect at 0.

Fc
*

A 40^xOs<3s* 8

Find the measure of DAGCj OCOF. e o

4. The exterior angles obtained on producing the base of a triangle both ways are 

100° and 120°. Find all the angles.

5. AABC is right angled at Aand AL-1- BC. Prove that QBAL= DACD.

6. If two parallel lines are intersected by a transversal, prove that the bisectors of 
the two pairs of interior angles enclose a rectangle.

7. The angles of a triangle are arranged in ascending order of magnitude. If the 
difference between two consecutive angles is 10°, find all the three angles.

8. In the given figure, POQ is a line. Ray OR 1PQ, OS is another ray lying between
R

1
ZROS = — (ZOOS - ZPOS). 1

rays OP and OR. Prove that 

9. Can a triangle have two obtuse angles? Give reason for your answer.

p o Q

10. How many triangles can be drawn having its angles as 45°, 64° and 72°? Give 
reason for your answer.

(uwj) Mathematics
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CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
.=»■

Notes

Congruence
If we superpose one figure over other and they fit into each other then they must 
be congruent shapes. They must have the same shape and size.

Symbol of Congruence

Congruence of 2-dimensional Shapes
In the case of 2D shapes, the two shapes will be congruent if they have the same 
shape and size. You cannot bend, stretch or twist the image.

i> .
TRIANGLE TRIANGLE

Congruence among Line Segments
To check whether the line segments are congruent or not, we can superpose one 
line segment over another and if they completely cover each other then they must 
be congruent.
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E F

Two line segments are congruent if they have equal length and if two line segments 
have equal length then they must be congruent.

Notes
Congruence of Angles

Two angles of the same measurement are congruent and if two angles are congruent 
then their measurement must be the same.

155*
♦R

155*
♦

Q

Here, DR 0 DQ

Congruence of Triangle

If we superpose one triangle over other triangle and they cover each other properly,
then they must be congruent triangles.

In case of congruent triangles-
• All the sides of one triangle must be equal to the corresponding sides of 

another triangle.
• All the angles of one triangle must be equal to the corresponding angles of 

another triangle.
• All the vertices of one triangle must be corresponding to the vertices of 

another triangle.

C D EB

(no) Mathematics



In the above triangles, CLASS-10
Mathematics

If, AABC □ AFDE then
• Corresponding vertices are - DA <-► OF, OB ++ DD and DC <-► DE
• Corresponding angles are - DA DF, DB <-*• DD and DC <-► DE ’
• Corresponding sides are - AB <-► FD, BC DE and AC «-► FE

Remark: It is the order of the letters in the names of congruent triangles which 
tells the corresponding relationships between two triangles. If we change it from 
AABC □ AFDE to ABCA □ AFDE, then it is not necessary that the two triangles 
are congruent as it is important that all the corresponding sides, angles and 

vertices are same.

f

Notes

The Criterion for Congruence of Triangles

1. SSS Criterion (Side-Side-Side)
This criterion says that the two triangles will be congruent if their corresponding 

sides are equal.

CA

If Side AB = DE

Side BC = EF

Side AC = DF

Then, AABC □ ADEF

Example
In the two given triangles, AABC and ADEF AB = 7 cm, BC = 5 cm, AC = 9 
cm, DE = 7 cm, DF = 9 cm and EF = 5 cm. Check whether the two triangles are 

congruent or not.
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Solution
In AABC and ADEF,

AB = DE = 7 cm,

BC = EF = 5 cm,

AC = DF = 9 cm

This show that all the three sides of AABC are equal to the sides of ADEF. 

Hence with the SSS criterion of congruence, the two triangles are congruent.

AABC □ ADEF

2. SAS Criterion (Side-Angle-Side)
This criterion says that the two triangles will be congruent if their corresponding 
two sides and one included angle are equal.

e

c oA

If Side AB = DE

Angle OB = DE

Side BC = EF

Then, AABC □ ADEF

© Mathematics



Example
In AJKN, JK = KN and AK is the bisector of □ JKN, then

CLASS-10
Mathematics

1. Find the three pairs of equal parts in triangles JKA and AKN.

2. Is AJKA □ ANKA? Give reasons. jr*

->
Is DJ = DN? Give reasons. -;r:

Notes

Solution
1. The three pairs of equal parts are:

JK = KN (Given)

□JKA = DNKA(KA bisects DJKN)

AK = AK (common)

2. Yes, AJKA □ ANKA (By SAS congruence rule)

3. DJ - ON (Corresponding parts of congruent triangles)

3. ASA criterion (Angle-Side-Angle)
This criterion says that the two triangles are congruent if the two adjacent angles 
and one included side of one triangle are equal to the corresponding angles and 
one included side of another triangle.

Mathematics



CLASS-10 If Angle DB - DB’ 
Side BC = EF 

Angle DC= DC’
Mathematics

Then, AABC □ AA’B’C’«5'-
Example
In ALMN and AOPN, if LMN = ANPO = 60°, LNM = 35° and LM = PO = 4 cm. 
Then check whether the triangle LMN is congruent to triangle PON or not.

*
Notes

Solution

In the two triangles ALMN and AOPN,

Given,

LMN = NPO = 60°

LNM = DPNO = 35° (vertically opposite angles)

So, DL of ALMN = 180° - (60° + 35°) = 85° (by angle sum property of a
triangle) similarly,

□0 of AOPN =180° - (60° + 35°) = 85°

Thus, we have DL = DO, LM = PO and DM = DP

Now, side LM is between OL and DM and side PO is between DP and DO.

Hence, by ASA congruence rule,

ALMN □ AOPN.

4. RHS Criterion (Right Angle-Hypotenuse -Side)
This criterion says that the two right-angled triangles will be congruent if the 
hypotenuse and one side of one triangle are equal to the corresponding hypotenuse 

and one side of another triangle.
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Notes

If Right angle DB = QE

Hypotenuse AC = DF

Side BC = EF

Then, AABC □ ADEF

Example

Prove that ARSV □ ARKV, if RS = RK = 7 cm and RV = 5 cm and is perpendicular 
to SK.

Solution

In ARSV and ARKV,

Given

RS = RK = 7 cm

RV = RV = 5 cm (common side)

If RV is perpendicular to SK then

□ RVS = □RVK = 90°,

Hence, ARSV □ ARKV

©Mathematics



As in the two right-angled triangles, the length of the hypotenuse and one side of 

both the sides are equal. '

Remark: AAA is not the criterion for the congruent triangles because if all the 
angles of two triangles are equal then it is not compulsory that their sides are also 
equal. One of the triangles could be greater in size than the other triangle.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

In the above figure, the two triangles have equal angles but their length of sides is 

not equal so they are not congruent triangles.
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Notes

Quadrilateral

Any closed polygon with four sides, four angles and four vertices are called 
Quadrilateral. It could be regular or irregular.

Sides

/Sides
V •

Sides

Angle Sum Property of a Quadrilateral

The sum of the four angles of a quadrilateral is 360°

If we draw a diagonal in the quadrilateral, it divides it into two triangles.

And we know the angle sum property of a triangle i.e., the sum of all the three 
angles of a triangle is 180°.

The sum of angles of AADC = 180°.

The sum of angles of AABC = 180°.

By adding both we get DA + DB + DC + DD = 360°

Hence, the sum of the four angles of a quadrilateral is 360°.

(m)Mathematics
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Example
Find DA and DD, if BCD AD and DB = 52° and DC = 60° in the quadrilateral 
ABCD.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

A Di

Notes

c6

Solution:

Given BC □ AD, so DA and DB are consecutive interior angles.

So DA + DB = 180° (Sum of consecutive interior angles is 180°).

□B = 52°

□A =180°- 52° = 128°

□A + QB + DC + DD = 360° (Sum of the four angles of a quadrilateral is 360°).

DC = 60°

128° + 52° + 60° + DD = 360°

□ D = 120°

□ DA =128° and □D = 120°.

IVpes of Quadrilaterals

S Quadrilateral Property Image
No.
1. Trapezium One pair of opposite sides is 

parallel.

2. Parallelogram Both pairs of opposite^sides are 
parallel.
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CLASS-10a. Both the pair of opposite sides 
is parallel.

Rectangle3.
Mathematics

b. Opposite sides are equal. mc. All the four angles are 90°.

a. All four sides are equal.Square4.
Notes

b. Opposite sides are parallel.

c. All the four angles are 90°.

Rhombus a. All four sides are equal.5.

b. Opposite sides are parallel.

c. Opposite angles are equal.

d. Diagonals intersect each other 
at the centre and at 90°.

Two pairs of adjacent sides are 
equal.

6. Kite

Remark: A square, Rectangle and Rhombus are also a parallelogram.

Properties of a Parallelogram

Theorem 1: When we divide a parallelogram into two parts diagonally then it 
divides it into two congruent triangles.

BA

CD

AABD □ ACDB

©Mathematics
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Theorem 2: In a parallelogram, opposite sides will always be equal.CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

Theorem 3: A quadrilateral will be a parallelogram if each pair of its opposite 
sides will be equal.

A B

D C

Here, AD = BC and AB = DC

Then ABCD is a parallelogram.

Theorem 4: In a parallelogram, opposite angles are equal.

D c

✓

*

A

In ABCD, DA = DC and DB = DD

Theorem 5: In a quadrilateral, if each pair of opposite angles is equal, then it is 
said to be a parallelogram. This is the reverse of Theorem 4.

(£°) Mathematics
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Theorem 6: The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. CLASS-10
Mathematics

A

m&zA
\

.v-"'

' Notes

Here, AC and BD are the diagonals of the parallelogram ABCD.

So the bisect each other at the centre.

DE = EB and AE = EC

Theorem 7: When the diagonals of the given quadrilateral bisect each other, then 
it is a parallelogram.

This is the reverse of the theorem 6.

The Mid-point Theorem
1. If a line segment joins the midpoints of the two sides of the triangle then it will 
be parallel to the third side of the triangle.

c

DB.

EA

If AB = BC and CD = DE then BD □ AE.

2. If a line starts from the midpoint of one line and that line is parallel to the third 
line then it will intersect the midpoint of the third line.

©Mathematics
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Notes B

If D is the midpoint of AB and DEO BC then E is the midpoint of AC.

Example

Prove that C is the midpoint of BF if ABFE is a trapezium and AB 0 EF.D is the 
midpoint of AE and EFO DC.

A B

E F

Solution:
Let BE cut DC at a point G.

Now in AAEB, D is the midpoint of AE and DG □ AB. 

By midpoint theorem, G is the midpoint of EB.

Again in ABEF, G is the midpoint of BE and GCO EF. 

So, by midpoint theorem C is the midpoint of BF.

Hence proved.

© Mathematics
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MCQs
1. What is the sum of angles of quadrilaterals?

I. 90
II. 180
III. 360
IV. 270

Notes

2. A quadrilateral with only one pair of opposite sides parallel is called:
I. Trapezium
II. Square
III. Rectangle
IV. Rhombus

3. The consecutive angles of a parallelogram are
I. Complementary
II. Supplementary
III. Equal
IV. None of these

4. If in a parallelogram its diagonals bisect each other and are equal then it is a,
I. Square
II. Rectangle
III. Rhombus
IV. Parallelogram

5. If in a parallelogram its diagonals bisect each other at right angles and are 

equal, then it is a
I. Square
II. Rectangle
III. Rhombus
IV. Parallelogram

6. The quadrilateral formed by joining the mid-points of the sides of a 
quadrilateral ABCD taken in order is a square only if
I. ABCD is a rhombus
II. Diagonals of ABCD are equal
III. Diagonals of ABCD are equal and perpendicular
IV. Diagonals of ABCD are perpendicular

©Mathematics
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7. Which of the following is not true?
I. Every square is a rectangle
II. Every rectangle is a quadrilateral
III. Every parallelogram is a trapezium
IV. None of these

CLASS-10
Mathematics

8. Which of the following is not true for a parallelogram?
I. Diagonals bisect each other
II. Opposite sides are equal
III. Opposite angles are equal
IV. Opposite angles are bisected by the diagonals

Notes

ANSWERS

1. Ill
2. I
3. II
4. II
5. I
6. Ill
7. Ill
8. IV

Quadrilaterals

HOTS

1. If the bisectors of angles of a quadrilateral enclose a rectangle, then show that 
it is a parallelogram.

2. L, M, N, K are mid-points of sides BC, CD, DA and AB respectively of 
square ABCD, prove that DL, DK, BM and BN enclose a rhombus.

3. PQRS is a parallelogram. PS is produced to meet M so that SM = SR and MR 
is produced to meet PQ produced at N. Prove that QN= QR.

4. In a AABC, DE is parallel to BC and D is the mid-point of side AB. Find the 
perimeter of AABC when AE = 4.5 cm, DE = 5 cm and DB = 3.5 cm.

5. If an angle of a parallelogram is 4/5 of it adjacent angle, then find the measures 
of all the angles of the parallelogram.

6. ABCD is a trapezium in which AB is parallel to CD. If L A = 36° and LB = 
81°, then find LC and LD.

7. In a AABC, DE is parallel to BC and D is the mid-point of side AB. Find AE 
and BC if DE = 6 cm and EC = 5 cm.

8. In a parallelogram ABCD find the measure of all the angles if one angle 
measures 68°.

© Mathematics
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9. The lengths of diagonals of a rhombus are 24 cm and 18 cm respectively. 
Find the length of each side of the rhombus.

10. In a parallelogram ABCD find the measure of all the angles if one its angles 
is 15° less than twice the smallest angle.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes
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SIMILARITY OF TRIANGLES

Notes
Triangles

Any polygon which has three sides and three vertices is known as Triangle.

Types of Triangles

l. There are three types of Triangles on the basis of the length of the sides.

Triangles Based on Angles
Acute Obtuse

▲ .*:•

One angle is = 90° One angle is > 90®Each angle is < 90°

2. There are three types of Triangles on the basis of angles.

Triangles Based on Sides
EquilateralScalene Isosceles

A. A
Length of all sides Length of two sides 

are different ; ^ are equal
Length of all sides 

are equal. _

Centers of the THangle

There are four different centers of the Triangle

1. Centroid of a Triangle

The point of intersection of the medians of the three sides of the Triangle is the 
centroid of that Triangle. It will always inside the Triangle.
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Notes2. Incenter of a Triangle
The point of intersection of the angle bisectors of the three angles of the Triangle 
is called the incenter of that Triangle. It is the point from where the circle is 

. inscribed in the Triangle. The radius was found by drawing the perpendicular 
from the incenter to any of the side of the Triangle.

.•7

7
f

! .'-'ffamer
/

/
x''

3. Circumcentre of the Triangle
The point of intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of the three vertices of 
the Triangle is called the circumcenter of that Triangle. It is not always inside 
the Triangle. It could be outside the Triangle for obtuse Triangle and fall at the 
midpoint of the hypotenuse of the right angled Triangle.

B -v (

Mathematics 127



4. Orthocenter

The point of intersection of the altitudes of the Triangle is the orthocenter of that 
Triangle. Like circumcenter, it also falls outside the Triangle in case of obtuse 
Triangle and it falls at the vertex of the Triangle in case of right angle Triangle.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

B €D

Congruent vs. Similar figures

Congruent Similar
Angles Corresponding angles are 

same.
Corresponding angles are 
same.

Sides Corresponding sides are 
same.

Corresponding sides are 
proportional.

Example

Explanation Both the square have the 
same angles and same side.

Both the squares have same 
angles but not the same 
sides.

Symbols

The above explanation shows that if two figures are congruent then they will be 
similar also but it is not necessary that if two figures are similar then they will be 
congruent also.

(ns) Mathematics



Similarity of Triangles

In the Triangles also we will use the same condition that the two Triangles will 
be similar if-
• The corresponding angles of the two Triangles are same and
• The corresponding sides of the two Triangles are in same proportion.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

0^

Notes

E

The above two Triangles AABC and ADEF are similar as-

AB __ BC __ AC 

DE “EF^DF

If the corresponding angles of the two Triangles are same then they are called 
equiangular Triangles.

Basic Proportionality Theorem (Thales Theorem)

According to Thales theorem, if in a given Triangle a line is drawn parallel 
to any of the sides of the Triangle so that the other two sides intersect at some 
distinct point then it divides the two sides in the same ratio.

In AKMN, if PQ ||MN and intersects KM at P and KN at Q, then,

KP _KO
PM ~ QN 

KM_KN
KP “ KQ

0) KM KN 

PM _ QN(WO

Mathematics



Converse of Basic Proportionality Theorem

It is the opposite of basic proportionality theorem, which says that if in a given 
Triangle a straight line divides the two sides of the Triangle in the same ratio then 
that straight line is parallel to the third side of the Triangle.

kp _ KO 
pm ~ QN

CLASS-10
Mathematics

In AKMNJf then.

pq||mnNotes

Criteria for the similarity of Triangles

Basically, there are three criteria to find the similarity of two Triangles.

1. AAA (angle-Angle-Angle) criteria of similarity

If in two given Triangles all the corresponding angles are equal then their 
corresponding sides will also be in proportion.

This shows that all the corresponding angles in the AABC and APQR are same so 
their corresponding sides are in proportion, that why the two Triangles similar.

Hence, AABC - APQR

Remark: If the two corresponding angles of the two Triangles are equal then 
according to the sum of angles of Triangle, the third angle will also be equal. So 
two Triangles will be similar if their two angles are equal with the two angles of 
another Triangle. This is known as AA (Angle-Angle) criteria.

2. SSS(Side-Side-Side) criteria of similarity

If in the two Triangles, all the sides of one Triangle are in same ratio with the 
corresponding sides of the other Triangle, then their corresponding angles will be 
equal. Hence the two Triangles are similar.

In AABC and ADEF

AB_ BC _ AC 
DE ” EF _ DF.

So, ZA = zD, zB = ZE, ZC = ZF

Hence, AABC ~ ADEE

Remark: The above two criterions shows that if any of the two criteria satisfies 
then the other implies itself. So we need not check for both the conditions to

Mathematics



CLASS-10satisfy to find the similarity of the two Triangles. If all the angles are equal then 
all the sides will be in proportion itself and vice versa. Mathematics

3. SAS(Side-Angle-Side) criteria of similarity
If in the two Triangles, two sides are in the same ratio with the two sides of 
the other Triangle and the angle including those sides is equal then these two 
Triangles will be similar.

S'

r-

Notes
In AABC and AKLM

AB BC
• KL

and zB - ZL

Hence, AABC ~ AKLM

Areas of similar Triangles
If the two similar Triangles are given then the square of the ratio of their 
corresponding sides will be equal to the ratio of their area.

A
\
\
\
\ >
\

V \\ \
\ \
\ \

\\ \
\z \
\XL

c ,Q S RDB

If AABC ~ APQR, then

22 _/BCN2 

~ vQR/
ar (ABC) _ 

ar(PQR)

Pythagoras Theorem (Baudhayan Theorem)

Pythagoras theorem says that in a right-angle Triangle, the square of the hypotenuse 
i.e. the side opposite to the right angle is equal to the sum of the square of the 
other two sides of the Triangle.

If one angle is 90°, then a2 + b2 = c2

Mathematics



ExampleCLASS-10
Mathematics In the given right-angle Triangle, Find the hypotenuse.

A

Notes 5 cm

CB 12 cm

Solution
AB and BC are the two sides of the right-angle Triangle.

BC = 12 cm and AB = 5 cm
VI’

From Pythagoras Theorem, we have:

CA2 = AB2 + BC 2 
= (5)2+ (12)2 
= 25+144

So, AC2 = 169

AC = 13 cm

Converse of Pythagoras Theorem

In a Triangle, if the sum of the square of the two sides is equal to the square of the 
third side then the given Triangle is a right-angle Triangle.

If a2 + b2 = c2 then one angle is 90°.

Similarity of two Triangles made in right angle Triangle
In a right-angle Triangle, if we draw a perpendicular from the right angle to the 
hypotenuse of the Triangle, then both the new Triangles will be similar to the 
whole Triangle.

<& Mathematics
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In the above right angle Triangle CP is the vertex on the hypotenuse, so

AACP ~ AACB

APCB - AACB

APCB - AACP

The laws of sines and cosines in a Ttfangle

The laws of sines and cosines are used to find the unknown side or angle of an 
oblique Triangle. Oligue Triangle is a Triangle which is not a right-angle Triangle.

. t •

1. The law of sines
This shows the relation between the angle and the sides of the Triangle.

It is used when

i) Two angles and one side is given (AAS or ASA)

ii) Two sides and a non-included angle (SSA)

sin A sin B sin C
b - Ja c

The law of sines shows that the sides of a Triangle are proportional to the sines

Mathematics 133



of the opposite angles.CLASS-10
Mathematics

2. The law of cosine 

It is used when
£2? V

i) Two sides and an included angle is given (SAS)

ii) Three sides are given (SSS)Notes

i’+e'-a1a1 = b1 +c3 -IbccosA cos =
2bc

a'+c'-b2b2 - a2 - TaccosB cos5 =
Tac

2 , 1.3 a -c
cosC =c2 = o3 +^3 —labcosC lab

When can we use such laws?

Find side e. 1806-81o-38° = 61°
D sinD sinE

d e
61°

sin61° sin380fe
23 e

\ esjflX” = 23sin38° 

38°\ sin 61°

E 23sin38° 

sin 61°
23(0.6157)

6 = 0.8746 

e = 16.2

81°
F d = 23 e =

© Mathematics
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Multiple Choice Questions

1. Choose the correct statement
(a) a triangle has two right angles
(b) all the angles of a triangle are more than 60°
(c) an exterior angle of a triangle is always greater than the opposite interior 

angles
(d) all the angles of a triangle are less than 60° i

rfT-

• Vr*

Notes

2. ‘ In two triangles, ABC and PQR, DA = 30°, DB = 70°, DP = 70°, DQ = 80° 

and AB = RP, then 
(a) AABC □ APQR 
(c) AABC □ ARPQ

(b) AABC □ AQRP 
(d) AABC □ ARQP

3. In two triangles ABC and DEF, AB = DE, BC = DF and AC = EF, then 

(a) AABC □ ADEF 
(c) AABC □ AFDE

(b) AABC AAEFD 
(d) none of these

4. Are the given triangles congruent?

EB' FC 3cm3 cm

(b) no(a) yes 
(c) can’t say

5. If AABC is congruent to ADEF by SSS congruence rule, then:
(b) DB < DE(a) DC < DF

(c) DA< DD
(d) QA= QD, DB = DE, UC = DF

6. In the given figure, the congruency rule used in proving DACD □ □ ADB is
A

B

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 (a) ASA 

(c)AAS
(b) SAS 
(d)RHSMathematics

7. Given two right angles triangles ABC and PRQ, such that DA = 20°, DQ = 
20° and AC = QP. Write the correspondence if triangles are congruent. 
(a)AABCD APQR 
(c) DABC □ ARQP

(b) DABC □ APRQ 
(d)AABC □ AQRP

8. In a triangle PQR if DQPR = 80° and PQ = PR, then OR and DQ are
(b) 80°, 80°
(d) 50°, 50°

(a) 80°, 70° 
(c) 70°, 80°

9. In the given figure, find PM

L.

Y P

n 4-M
(a) 3 cm 
(c) 4 cm

(b) 5 cm 
(d) 2 chi

10. In the given figure, AD is the median then DBAD is

A

35'
B^-j— CD

(a) 35° 

(c) 110°
(b) 70° 

'(d) 55°

(g) Mathematics



CLASS-10HOTS for TViangles
1. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AD = BC and DDAB = LICBA. Prove that 

8ABD □ ABAC.
Mathematics

Notes

2. In the given figure, triangles PQC and PRC are such that QC = PR and PQ = 

CR. Prove that DPCQ = DCPR.

3. In the given figure, AB = AD, AC =AE and DBAD = DEAC, then prove that 
BC = DE.

EA

4. APQR is given and the sides QP and RP have been produced to S and T such 
that PQ = PS and PR = PT. Prove that the segment QR || ST.

5. In the given figure, AB = BC and DABO = DCBO, then prove that UDAB = 

□ ECB. -

Mathematics
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6. In the given figure, AD is bisector of DBAC and DCPD - DBPD. Prove that 
ACAP □ ABAP.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

< c
t

D

8l

Notes 7. In the given figure, PS . is median produced up to F and QE and RF are 
perpendiculars drawn from Q and R, prove that QE = RF.

R

8. In the given figure, equilateral AABD and AACE are drawn on the sides of a 
AABC. Prove that CD = BE.

D A E

8

9. In given figure, RS is diameter and PQ chord of a circle with centre 0. Prove 
that (a) DRPO = DOQR (b) DPOQ = 2DPR0

R It *

10. In the given figure, T and M are two points inside a parallelogram PQRS such 
that PT = MR and PT || MR. Then prove that
(a) APTR D ARMP
(b) RT || PM and RT = RM

s R ,

y

Mathematics
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Notes

Circle

.Z
C^8

. ,4
4o:

Circumference

A figure made by all the points which are at the same distance from a fixed point 
is called a Circle.

:■

1. Center

The fixed point is known as the centre of the circle.

2. Radius
The distance from any point on the circle to the fixed point is the radius. Any 
line segment which joins the centre and any point on the circle is known as the 

Radius.

3. Chord
Any line segment made by joining any two points on the boundary of the circle 
is called Chord.

4. Diameter

Diameter is two times the radius. It is the longest chord on the circle which passes 
through the centre. All the diameters have the same length.

Mathematics
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5. Circumference

The length of the boundary of the circle is called the circumference of the circle.
CLASS-10
Mathematics

Arc

Notes

Sector
&

4<6

6. Arc

An arc is the part of the circle joining two points on the circumference of the 
circle.

7. Sector

An area made by an arc and two radii of the circle, by joining the centre to the 

endpoints of the arc is called Sector.

8. Segment

An area made by a chord and an arc of the circle is called Segment.

The Relation between a Circle and a Line in a Plane

There could be three situations when there are a line and a circle.

TangentSi'amt\!(m~mit r±(chn$ Une

(3> Mathematics
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CLASS-101. Non-intersecting Line
When a line and a circle have no common point then it is called a Non-intersecting 
Line with respect to the circle.

Mathematics

^ \
2. Secant
When a line intersects a circle in such a way that there are two common points 
then that line is called Secant.

.Jjp

Notes
3. Tangent

When a line touches the circle in such a way that they have only one common 
point then that line is called a Tangent. That common point is called the point of 
contact.

Tangent to a Circle
All the tangents of a circle are perpendicular to the radius through the point 
of contact of that tangent.

X/• \//
\/ \

i
i

\
\ \ /
\s

X-V

OP is the radius of the circle and Q is any point on the line XY which is the 
tangent to the circle. As OP is the shortest line of all the distances of the point 0 
to the points on XY. So OP is perpendicular to XY. Hence, OPD XY

Example
Find the radius of the circle in the given figure, if the length of the tangent from 
point A which is 5 cm away from center is 4 cm.

Solution
As we know that the radius is perpendicular to the radius, so the AABO is a right- 
angle triangle.

Given, AO = 5 cm and AB = 4 cm

Mathematics



We can use Pythagoras theorem hereCLASS-10
Mathematics OA2 = OB2 + AB2

OB2 = OA2 - AB2 
= 52-42 

= 25-16it
OB2 = 9Notes

OB = 3

So the radius of the given circle is 3 cm

Number of Tangents from a Point on a Circle
1. There could be only one tangent at one point of contact.
2. Tangent could not be drawn from any point inside the circle.
3. There could be only two tangents to a circle from any point outside the circle.

The lengths of tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are equal.

A
Tan9ent

Radius

Radius

B

Here, two tangents are drawn from the external point C. As the tangent is 
perpendicular to the radius, it formed the right angle triangle.

So AAOC and ABOC are congruent right angle triangle. Hence AC = BC.

Example
If two tangents PA and PB are drawn to a circle from a point P with' centre 0 
and OP is equal to the diameter of the circle then show that triangle APB is an 

equilateral triangle.

Mathematics
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. A0K5$\

l ******* ^
Notes

Solution
Given, AP is a tangent to the circle.

Therefore, OA □ AP (Tangent is perpendicular to the radius through the point of 

contact)

nOAP = 90°

In AOAP,

OA r
sin zOPA = — = — (OP = diameter)OP 2r

So sin zOPA = - = 30°

Likewise, we can prove that DOPE = 30° ;

Now, DAPB = □OPA+ nOPB = 30° + 30° = 60°

In APAB, PA = PB (length of the tangents from the external point is equal) 

□PAB = DPBA (Angles opposite to equal sides are equal)

□ PAB + DPBA + DAPB = 180° (Due to angle sum property)

□PAB + □PBA= 180° - 60°

2DPAB= 120

□PAB = 60°

As DPAB = DPBA = DAPB = 60°

Hence, PAB is an equilateral triangle.

143Mathematics



Example

Find the length of AB in the given circle, which is the chord in the outer circle 
and tangent to the inner circle. The radius of the inner and outer circle is 6 cm and 
10 cm respectively.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

i

Solution

Given

Radius of the inner circle (r) - 6 cm

Radius of outer circle (R) = 10 cm

As the Point T which is the tangent point is the midpoint of the chord, AT = TB

As radius is perpendicular to the tangent,

So is a right-angle triangle and we can use Pythagoras theorem.

OB2 = OT2 + TB2

TB2 = OB2 - OT2 
= 102-62 
= 100-36

TB2 = 64

TB = 8 cm

AB = TB + AT

AB = 8 + 8 (AT = BT)

AB = 16 cm

© Mathematics



Segment and Sector of the Circle
• ^ 'v 1

A segment of the circle is the region between either of its arcs and a chord. It 
could be a major or minor segment.

Sector of the circle is the area covered by an arc and two radii joining the centre 
of the circle. It could be the major or minor sector.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

-m V

V

p;:
Notes

Angle Subtended by a Chord at a Point
If in a circle AB is the chord and is making DACB at any point of the circle then 
this is the angle subtended by the chord AB at a point C.

0

8R

D

Likewise, □ AOB is the angle subtended by chord AB at point 0 i.e. at the centre 
and □ ADB is also the angle subtended by AB at point D on the circle.

Mathematics



Theorem 1: Any>two equal chords of a circle subtend equal angles at-the 

centre.
CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

Here in the circle, the two chords are given and PQ = RS with centre 0.

So OP = OS ^ OQ = OR (all are radii of the circle)

APOQ □ ASOR

□POQ = OSOR

This shows that the angles subtended by equal chords to the centre are also equal.

Theorem 2: If the angles made by the chords of a circle at the centre are 
equal, then the chords must be equal.

This theorem is the reverse of the above Theorem 1. - -

Perpendicular from the Centre to a Chord
Theorem 3: If we draw a perpendicular from the centre of a circle to any 

chord then it bisects the chord.

Perpendicular
Bisector

Chord

& Mathematics



CLASS-10If we draw a perpendicular from the centre to the chord of the circle then it will 
bisect the chord. And the bisector will make 90° angle to the chord. Mathematics

Theorem 4: The line which is drawn from the centre of a circle to bisect a 
chord must be perpendicular to the chord.

If we draw a line OB from the centre of the circle 0 to the midpoint of the chord 
AC i.e. B, then OB is the perpendicular to the chord AB.

*7. * ->**
v-C-*-r

Notes

If we join OA and OC, then

In AOBA and AOBC,

AB = BC (B is the midpoint of AC)

OA = OC (Both are the radii of the same circle)

OB = OB (same side)

Hence, AOBA □ AOBC (both are congruent by SSS congruence rule) 

□ DOBA = DOBC (respective angles of congruent triangles)

□OBA+ DOBC = DABC = 180° [Linear pair]

□OBC + QOBC = 180° [Since □OBA= DOBC]

2 x DOBC = 180°

□OBC = 90o

□OBC= □OBA=.90°

□ OB □ AC

©Mathematics



Circle through Three Points
Theorem ^ There is one and only one circle passing through three given non- 
collinear points.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

■X—QNotes

xs

In this figure, we have three non-collinear points A, B and C. Let us join AB 
and BC and then make the perpendicular bisector of both so that RS and PQ the 
perpendicular bisector of AB and BC respectively meet each other at Point 0.

Now take the 0 as centre and OA as the radius draw the circle which passes 
through the three points A, B and C.

This circle is known as Circumcircle. Its centre and radius are known as the 

Circumcenter and Circumradius.

Equal Chords and Their Distances from the Centre
Theorem 6: Two equal chords of a circle are at equal distance from the centre.

C N
D

Of

B
MA

AB and CD are the two equal chords in the circle. If we draw the perpendicular 
bisector of these chords then the line segment from the centre to the chord is the

(3> Mathematics



CLASS-10distance of the chord from the centre.
Mathematics

If the chords are of equal size then their distance from the centre will also be 

equal.

Theorem 7: Chords at equal distance from the centre of a circle are also 
equal in length. This is the reverse of the above theorem which says that if the 
distance between the centre and the chords are equal then they must be of equal 
length. 1

-r - -•r.i-

Notes

Angle Subtended by an Arc of a Circle

The angle made by two different equal arcs to the centre of the circle will also 

be equal.

There are two arcs in the circle AB and CD which are equal in length.

So DAOB = DCOD.

Theorem 8: The angle subtended by an arc at the centre is twice the angle 
subtended by the same arc at some other point on the remaining part of the 
circle.

i

!

In the above figure DPOQ = 2DPRQ.

Mathematics
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Theorem 9: Angles from a common chord which are on the same segment of 
a circle are always equal.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

i

■;

Notes

If there are two angles subtended from a chord to any point on the circle which 
are on the same segment of the circle then they will be equal.

□a = (1/2) Dc (By theorem 8) 
□b = (1/2) Dc 
□a = Db

Cyclic Quadrilaterals

If all the vertex of the quadrilateral comes on a circle then it is said to be a cyclic 
quadrilateral.

Theorem 10: Any pair of opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral has the sum 
of 180°.

□A + QB + DC + DD = 360° (angle sum property of a quadrilateral)

□A+aC=180°

□B +00 = 180°

Mathematics
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Theorem 11: If the pair of opposite angles of a quadrilateral has sum of 180°, 
then the quadrilateral will be cyclic.
This is the reverse of the above theorem.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Summary

• A circle is a closed figure m a 
plane and it is the collection of 
all fhose points in the plane, 
which are at a constant 
distance from a fixed pant in 
the plane.

• The fixed point is called the 
centre of the circle and the 
constant distance is called die 
radius of the cirde.

• There is one and only one 
circle passing through three 
given points.

Angle subtended by an arc 
of a circle

• The angle subtended by an arc 
at the centre is double the 
angle subtended by it at any 
point on the remaining part erf 
the circle.

• The angle subtended in a 
semicirde is a right angle.

• Angles in the same segment erf 
a cirde are equal.

Notes

(0
Properties of cydic 
quadrilateral

• The arm of either par of 
opposite angles of a cydic 
quadrilaterd is 180°.

« If die sum of a pair of opposite 
angles of a quadrilateral is 
180s, the quadrilateral is cydic.

lii
-IoProperties of equal chords

• Equal chords of a circle 
subtend equal angles at the 
centre of the drde.

• If the angles subtended by the 
chords of a circle at the centre 
are equal, then the chords are 
equal.

« Equal chords of cirde (or of 
congruent cirdes) are 
equidistant Iron the centre (or 
centres of respective cirdes).

• Chords equidistant from the 
centre of a cirde (or from the 
respective centres of congruent 
drdes) are equal in length.

£
o

Perpendicular from the 
centre to a chord •

■ The perpendicular drawn from 
the centre of a circle to a chord 
of the drde bisects the chord.

• The line drawn through the 
centre of a circle to bisect a 
chord is perpendicular to the 
chord.

©Mathematics
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MCQ
1. In the figure, if 0 is the centre of a circle, then the measure of DACB is:

(i) 80°
(ii) 100°
(iii) 40°
(iv) 60°

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notes

2. The angle subtended by the diameter of a semicircle is:
(i) 45°

(ii) 180°
(iii) 90°
(iv) 60°

3. In the figure, if 0 is the centre of the circle, then the measure of x is:
(i) 40°

(ii) 80°
(iii) 50°
(iv) 110°

4. In the figure, if O is the centre of the circle, then what is the measure of 

□ADC?
(i) 45°
(ii) 60°
(iii) 90°
(iv) 110°

Mathematics



CLASS-10 1/3 Jir2h r = radiusJir2 + nrl = 
jir(r +1)

Cone irrl =
Mathematics

h = height7T V h2 + r2
1 = slant 
height

Notes Sphere 4/3 Jir34jrr24tit2 r = radius

Hemisphere 2/3 7ir327rr2 37rr2 r = radius

Spherical
shell

47tR2 

(Surface 
area of 
outer)

47tr2
(Surface area 
of outer)

4/3 7t(R3 R = outer 
radius-r3)

r = inner 
radius

Prism Perimeter 
of base * 
height

Lateral 
surface area 
+ 2(Area 
of the end 
surface)

Area of 
base x 
height

pyramid 1/2 Lateral 
surface area 
+ Area of the 
base

1/3 area 
of base * 
height

(Perimeter 
of base) * 
slant height

Surface Area of a Combination of Solids

If a solid is moulded by two or more than two solids then we need to divide it in 
separate solids to calculate its surface area.

Example

Find the total surface area of the given figure.

© Mathematics
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Mathematics

SURFACE AREA AND VOLUME 

OF SOLID FIGURES
Notes

Surface Areas and Volumes

Surface Area is the area of the outer part of any 3D figure and Volume is the 
capacity of the figure i.e. the space inside the solid. To find the surface areas and 
volumes of the combination of solids, we must know the surface area and volume 

of the solids separately. Some of the formulas of solids are -

Length of
diagonal
and

VolumeTotal
Surface
Area

Name Figure Lateral or 
Curved 
Surface 
Area

V3612 13412Cube

1 = edge of 
the cube

l2+ b2 + h 22(lb + bh + IbhCuboid 2h(l +b)
hi)

1 = length

b * breadth

h = height

r = radius27ir2 + 27th = 
2jtr(r + h)

7tr2h27trhCylinder

h - height

2jth (R + r) 
+ 27th (R2

R = outer 
radius

2jth (R + r)Hollow
cylinder

• r2)
r = inner 
radius

©Mathematics
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Area of STUV = 35x20 
= 700 m2

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Area of path = Area of rectangle ABCD - Area of rectangle STUV 
= 1000-700 
= 300 m2

Notes

& Mathematics



Solution: CLASS-10
Mathematics1 ha = 10000 m2 

3.5 ha = 10000 x 3.5 
ha = 35000 m2

Applications

We can use these concepts of area and perimeter of plane figures in our day to 
day life.
• If we have a rectangular field and want to calculate that how long will be the 

length of the fence required to cover that field, then we will use the perimeter. •
• If a child has to decorate a circular card with the lace then he can calculate the 

length of the lace required by calculating the circumference of the card, etc.

Notes

Example:
A rectangular park is 35 m long and 20 m wide. A path 1.5 m wide is constructed' 
outside the park. Find the area of the path.

A 6

35 mS T

20 m

UV
1,5 m wide

O c

Solution

Area of rectangle ABCD - Area of rectangle STUV

AB = 35 + 2.5 + 2.5 
= 40 m

AD = 20 + 2.5 + 2.5 
= 25 m

Area of ABCD = 40 x 25 
= 1000 m2

Mathematics



Example
Find the area of a circle of radius 23 cm (use it = 3.14).

CLASS-10
Mathematics

wr V
I

Solution
R = 23 cm 

n = 3.14

Notes Area of circle = 3.14 * 232 
= 1,661 cm2

...

Conversion of Units
Sometimes we need to convert the unit of the given measurements to make it 
similar to the other given units.

ConversionUnit
10 mm1 cm

100 cm1 m

1000 m •1 km
, 100 x 100 m1 hectare(ha) •

ConversionUnit
100 mm21 cm2

10000 cm21 m2

1000000 m2(le + 6)1 km2

10000 m21 ha

Example: 1
Convert 70 cm2 in mm2

Solution:
1 cm = 10 mm 
1 cm2 = 10 x 10 
1 cm2 = 100 mm2 
70 cm2 = 700 mm2

Example: 2 

Convert 3.5 ha in m2

© Mathematics
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Notes
N..

Circumference Ti = 3.14159...Diameter

Note: diameter (d) = twice the radius (r)

d = 2r

Example

What is the circumference of a circle of diameter 12 cm (Take n - 3.14)?

Solution

C = Jtd
C = 3.14 x 12 
= 37.68 cm

Area of Circle

Area of the circle = (Half of the circumference) x radius 
= 7tr2

r

Arep:=irxi2

(S)Mathematics



If we join two congruent triangles together then we get a parallelogram. So the 

area of the triangle will be half of the area of the parallelogram.
CLASS-10
Mathematics

Area of Triangle = 1/2 (Area of □ gm)
= 1/2 (base x height)

#v

-■r:
.<r Example

Find the area of the figure given below:Notes

13 cm5'
cm

12 cm

Solution
Area of triangle = 1/2 (base x height) 
= 1/2(12x5)
= 1/2 x 60 
= 30 cm2

Note: All the congruent triangles are equal in area but the triangles equal in the 

area need not be congruent.

Circles

It is a round, closed shape.

The circumference of a Circle
The circumference of a circle refers to the distance around the circle.
• Radius: A straight line from the Circumference till the centre of the circle.
• Diameter: It refers to the line from one point of the Circumference to the 

other point of the Circumference.
• n (pi): It refers to the ratio of a circlos circumference to its diameter.

Circumference
itDiameter

Circumference(c) = tc x diameter 
C=7Td 
= tc x 2r

© Mathematics



CLASS-10The area of each congruent part = 1/2 (Area of the rectangle) 
= 1/2 (1 x b) cm2 
=1/2 (4 x 3) cm2 

= 1/2 (12) cm2 
= 6 cm2

Mathematics

Parallelogram

It is a simple quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel sides.

Also denoted as □ gm

Area of parallelogram = base x height

Notes

Or b x h (bh)

We can take any of the sides as the base of the parallelogram. And the perpendicular 
drawn on that side from the opposite vertex is the height of the parallelogram.

Example

Find the area of the figure given below:

6cm

*
8cm

Solution

Base of D gm = 8 cm

Height of □ gm = 6 cm

Area of □ gm = b x h 
= 8x6 
= 48 cm

Area of Triangle

Triangle is a three-sided closed polygon.

Q79)Mathematics



The area of each triangle = 1/2 (Area of the rectangle)

Likewise, if we draw two diagonals of a square then we get four equal sizes of 
triangles .so the area of each triangle will be one-fourth of the area of the square.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

0* V

Notes

The area of each triangle = 1/4 (Area of the square)

Example .

What Will be the area of each triangle if we draw two diagonals of a square with 

side 7 cm?

Solution

Area ofsquare = 7 x 7 
= 49 cm2

The area of each triangle = 1/4 (Area of the square) 
= 1/4x49 
= 12.25 cm2

Congruent Parts of Rectangles
Two parts of a rectangle are congruent to each other if the area of the first part is 
equal to the area of the second part. •

Example

(E*) Mathematics



CLASS-10Area = Length x Breadth
MathematicsPerimeter = 2(Length + Breadth) 

1 Area
(0 r =b 1/b

) Perimeter + 2b/21
(“> b = 2 Notes

Example
What is the length of a rectangular field if its width is 20 ft and Area is 500 ft2?

^>500 square feet 20 ft

/

Solution
Area of rectangular field = length x width

500 = 1 x 20 

1 = 500/20 
■1 = 25 ft

Note: Perimeter of a regular polygon = Number of sides x length of one side

Triangles as Parts of Rectangles
If we draw a diagonal of .a rectangle then we get two equal sizes of triangles. So 
the area of these triangles will be half of the.area,of a rectangle.

f

4

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 PERIMETERMathematics “0Ul. mb 2iu
£ Z.m

H1XJ mfi.
yai3wiy3dNotes

Area and Perimeter of Square

Square is a quadrilateral, with four equal sides.

Area = Side x Side

Perimeter = 4 * Side

Example

Find the area and perimeter of a square-shaped cardboard whose length is 5 cm.

5 cm

5 cm

Solution

Area of square = (side)2 
= (5)2 
= 25 cm2

. Perimeter of square = 4 * side 
= 4x5 
= 20 cm

Area and Perimeter of Rectangle

The rectangle is a quadrilateral, with equal opposite sides.

Mathematics
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Mathematics

i

iPERIMETER AND AREA OF 

PLANE FIGURES
Notes

Module Approach/Description

In this module the learners would be familiar with rectilinear figures. 
Perimeter and area of a square, rectangle, triangle, trapezium, quadrilateral, 
parallelogram and rhombus. Area of a triangle using Hero’s formula. Area 
of rectangular paths. Non rectilinear figures: Circumference and area of a 
circle. Area and perimeter of a sector. Area of circular paths. Surface area and 
volume of a cube, cuboid, cylinder, cone, sphere and hemisphere.

Module-I Algebra

17. Perimeter and Area of Plane Figures 18. Surface Area and Volume of 
Solid Figures

i

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about the 
basics of Perimeter and Area of Plane. Apart from that concept of Surface 

Area and Volume has also been explained in this module.

Introduction
Perimeter and Area

Perimeter
It refers to the length of the outline of the enclosed figure. i

Area
It refers to the surface of the enclosed figure.

Mathematics



HIGH ORDER THINKING QUESTIONSCLASS-10
Mathematics

COORDINATE GEOMETRY

1 In which quadrant or on which axis do each of the points (-2, 4), (3,-1), (-4, 
0), (2, 3) lie?

2. What is the abscissa of origin?
3. At what point the axes intersect?
4. What is the sign of y-coordinate below the x-axis? •
5. What are the coordinates of a point lying on the y-axis at negative 3 units?
6. If the y- coordinate of a point is zero, then where does this point lie?
7. What are the coordinates of a point whose ordinate is 5 and lying on the 

y-axis?
8. If the two points are A (-3,7) and B (-7,5), then what is (abscissa A)- (abscissa

Notes

B)?
9. What is the sign of x-coordinate in quadrant II?
10. A point is such that (abscissa of the point, otherthan zero) that it equals to the 

ordinate of the point. In which'quadrants can the point lie?

© Mathematics



CLASS-10(c) 2y=x+7
Mathematics

(d) y=3x+l

6. Which point lies on the left of y-axis?

(a) (2, 0)

(b) (-2,-4)
• Notes

(c) (5, 2)

(d) (3, 6)

7. Which point lies in IV quadrant?

(a) (-3,-4)

(b) (2,-4)

(c) (-2, 3)

(d) (0, 1)

8. Which point lies above x-axis?

(a) (-.1,2)

(b) (2, 0)

(c) (-1,-5)

(d) (0,-3)

ANSWERS
1. B
2. C
3. B
4. C
5. B
6. B
7. B
8. A

©Mathematics



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONSCLASS-10
Mathematics

COORDINATE GEOMETRY

1. Which graph is parallel to x-axis?

(a) y=x+l

Notes (b) y=2

(c) x=3

(d) x=2y

2. Which point lies on x-axis?

(a) (3, 2)

(b) (-3, 2) .

(c) (2, 0)

(d) (-1,-2)

3. Which point lies on y-axis?

(a) (1,3)

(b) (0, 3)

(c)(5, 2)

(d) (-2,-3)

4. Which point lies to the right of y-axis?

(a) (0, 3)

(b) (-2,-1)

(c) (3, 5) '

(d) (-3,-2)

5. Which line is parallel to y=x-2?

(a) y=2x+l

(b) 2y=2x-6

© Mathematics
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CLASS-10Illustration:
tlf P =.(x, y), FI = (3, 0), F2 = (-3, 0) and 16 x2 + 25y2 = 400; thenPFl + PF2 

equals (1998)
Mathematics

; f.,

(a) 8 (b) 6 (c) 10 (d) 12

Solution:
Given 16 x2 + 25y2 = 400 Notes

This can be written as x2/25 + y2/16 = 1

Hence, here we have a2 = 25 and b2 =16.

But, b2 = a2(l-e2)

16 = 25 (l-e2)

This gives 16/25 = (l-e2)

Hence, e2 = 9/25.

The foci of the ellipse are (±ae, 0).

3 = a.3/5

Hence, a = 5.

PF1 + PF2 = major axis =2a = 10.

Mathematics
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Illustration:

If the circle x2 + y2 + 2x + 2ky + 6 = 0 and x2 + y2 + 2ky + k = 0 intersect 
orthogonally, then k is (2000)
(a) 2 or-3/2
(b) -2 or -3/2
(c) 2 or 3/2
(d) -2 or 3/2

CLASS-10
Mathematics

-r"

Notes
Solution:

For the circles to intersect orthogonally, we must have

2glg2 + 2fl£2 = cl +c2

Here, gl = 1, g2 = 0, fl = k, f2 = k, cl = 6, c2 = k

Hence, we have the equation

2(l)(0) + 2k.k = 6 + k

This gives 2k2 - k - 6 = 0 which yields k = -3/2,2.

Hence, the correct option is (a).

Illustration:

The equation of the common tangent to the curves y2 = 8x and xy = -1 is...? 
(2002)

Solution:

Tangent to the curve y2 = 8x is y = mx + 2/m.

This must satisfy xy = -1.

Hence, x (mx + 2/m) = -1

This gives mx2 + 2/m x + 1 = 0.

Now, since it has equal roots so D = 0.

Hence, 4/m2 - 4m = 0

This gives m3 = 1 which gives m = 1.

Hence, the equation of common tangent is y = x +2.

Mathematics
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CLASS-10Example
a) y = 4x + 1
b) y = -1/4 x + 12
c) !4y = 2x - 3

Mathematics

The gradients of the lines are 4, -1/4 and 4 respectively. Hence, as stated above 
lines (a) and (b) are perpendicular, (b) and (c) are perpendicular and (a) and (c) 
are parallel.

Watch this Video for more reference

Figure right hand side shows the various topics included in the conic sections:

Circle 

\ Ellipse 

IK Parabola

f y Hyperbola
u

Generally, conic section includes ellipse, parabola and hyperbola but sometimes 
circle is also included in conic sections. Circle can actually be considered as a 
type of ellipse. When a cone and a plane intersect and their intersection is in 
the form of a closed curve, it leads to the formation of circle and ellipse. As it 
is visible from the figure above, the circle is obtained when the cutting plane 
is parallel to the plane of generating circle of the cone. Similarly, in case the 
cutting plane is parallel to one generating line of the cone, the resulting conic is 
unbounded and is called parabola. The last case in which both the halves of the 
cone are intersected by the plane, produce two distinct unbounded curves called 
hyperbola.

Conic section is a vital organ of coordinate geometry. It is easy to gain marks 
in this section as , there are some standard questions asked from this section 
so they can be easily dealt with. Some topics no doubt are difficult but can be 
mastered with continuous practice. All these sections including circles, straight 
lines, ellipse, parabola and hyperbola have been discussed in detail in the coming 

sections.

Mathematics



CLASS-10
Mathematics

0¥ V

Notes

We have listed some of the important facts here, but the rest have been covered in 
detail in the later sections.

The Midpoint of a Line Joining Two Points
The midpoint of the line joining the points (xl, yl)and (x2, y2) is:

[Vi (xl + x2), Vi (yl + y2)

Illustration:
Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the line joining (11, 2) and (3,4).

Midpoint = [1/i(ll+ 3), Vi{2 + 4)] =<7, 3)

The Gradient of a Line Joining Two Points 

The gradient of a line joining two points is given by

(y2-yl)/(x2-xl)

Parallel and Perpendicular Lines
Two parallel lines have the same gradient while if two lines are perpendicular 
then the product of their gradient is -1.

Mathematics
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CLASS-10C iMbduje-'liltg&bmetr^
Mathematics

CO-ORDINATE GEOMETRY

Notes
Co-ordinate Geometry

Co-ordinate Geometry is a method of analysing geometrical shapes. It is one 
of the most scoring topics of the mathematics syllabus of III JEE and other 
engineering exams.

Besides calculus, this is the only topic that can fetch your maximum marks. It is 
a vast topic and can further be divided into various parts like:
• Circle
• Parabola
• Ellipse
• Hyperbola
• Straight Lines

All these topics hold great importance from examination point of view but the 
Straight Line and the Circle are the most important.

These topics together fetch maximum questions in the JEE and moreover they are 
a pre requisite to conic sections as well.

The Coordinate Plane

In Coordinate geometry, points are placed on the coordinate plane. The horizontal 
line is the x-axis while the vertical line is the y-axis.

The point where they cross each other is called the origin.

A point’s location on the plane is given by two numbers, the first tells where it is 
on the x-axis and the second tells where it is on the y-axis.

Together, they define a single, unique position on the plane.

The figure given below illustrates the coordinate axis.

The position of a point is given by an ordered pair in which the order is important 
as the first in the pair always stands for the x coordinate. Sometimes these are 
also referred to as the rectangular coordinates.

©Mathematics
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8. With the help of a ruler and compasses, which of the following is not possible 
to construct?

.(i) 70°
(ii) 60°
(iii) 135°

CLASS-10
Mathematics

/ 9. With the help of a ruler and compasses which of the following is not possible 
to construct?
(i) 120°
(ii) 135°
(iii) 140°

Notes

10. If a, b and c are the lengths of the three sides of a triangle, then which of the 
following is true?
(i) a + b < c

(ii) a - b < c
(iii) a + b = c

Answers

1. (iii) 2. (d) 3. fii) 4. (ii) 5. (i)
& (iii) 7.. (b) 8. (i) 9. (ii) 10, (ii)

HOTs for Constructions
1. Construct an angle of 90DX at the initial point of a given ray and just the 

construction.
2. Construct an angle of 45 DX at the initial point of a given ray and just the 

construction.
3. Construct an equilateral triangle, given its side and justify the construction.
4. Construct a triangle XYZ in which □ Y = 30°, LIZ = 90° and XY + YZ + ZX 

= 11 cm.
5. Construct a right triangle whose base is 12 cm and sum of its hypotenuse and 

other side is 18 cm.
6. The construction of a triangle is possible only when the difference of any two

sides is.......(Fill in the blank

(3 Mathematics



CLASS-10MCQ for Constructions
1. Which of the following angle can be constructed with the help.of a ruler and 

a pair of compasses?
(i) 35°
(ii) 40°
(iii) 37.5°
(iv) 47.5°

Mathematics

Notes
2. Which of the following can be the length of BC required to construct the 

triangle ABC such that AC = 7.4 cm and AB = 5 cm?
(i) 3.5 cm

(ii) 2.1 cm
(iii) 4.7 cm

3. The construction of a triangle AABC in which BC = 6 cm, DA = 50° is not 
possible, when difference of BC and AC is equal to
(i) 4.6 cm

(ii) 6.4 cm
(iii) 5.1 cm

4. The construction of the triangle ABC is possible if it is given that BC = 4 cm, 
□C = 60° and the difference of AB and AC is
(i) 3.5 cm
(ii) 4.5 cm
(iii) 3 cm
(iv) 2.5 cm

5. Which of the following set of lengths can be the sides of a triangle?
(i) 2 cm, 4 cm, 1.9 cm
(ii) 5.5 cm, 6.5 cm, 8.9 cm
(iii) 1.6 cm, 3.7 cm. 5.3 cm

6. Which of the following sets of angles can be the angles of a triangle?
(i) 30°, 60°, 80°
(ii) 40°, 60°, 70°
(iii) 50°, 30°, 100°

1. If the construction of a triangle ABC in which AB = 6 cm, DA = 70° and OB 
= 40° is possible then find the measure of DC.
(i) 40°
(ii) 70°
(iii) 80°

©Mathematics
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Step 5: Let PQ intersect XY at B and RS intersect XY at C. Join AB and AC.CLASS-10
Mathematics ;

Then ABC is the required triangle.

n>-r- - I -.rr-

Notes

Mathematics



CLASS-10Case (ii): If AB < AC that is AC - AB is given.
Mathematics

Steps of Construction:

l M-j!

'Notes

Step 1: Draw the base BC and at point B make an DXBC.

Step 2: From ray, BX cut the line segment BD which is equal to AC - AB from 
the line BX by extending it on opposite side of line segment BC.

Step 3: Join DC and draw the perpendicular bisector of DC.

Step 4: Let PQ intersect BX at A and by joining A to C, we get the required 
triangle AABC.

Construction 3: How to construct a triangle if its perimeter and two base an
gles are given?

Given the base angles, say □ B and 0 C arid BC + CA + AB, you have to construct 
the triangle ABC.

Steps of Construction:

Step 1: Draw a line segment XY = BC + CA + AB.

Step 2: Make OLXY = DB and OMYX = DC.

Step 3: Now bisect □ LXY and □ MYX. These bisectors will intersect at a point
A.

Step 4: Draw perpendicular bisectors PQ of AX and RS of AY.

Mathematics



Steps of Construction:

Step 1: First of all, draw the base BC and at the point B make anDXBC equal to 
the given angle.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Step 2: From the ray BX, cut the line segment BD = AB + AC.

Step 3: Join DC now which make DDCY = OBDC.

Step 4: When CY intersect BX at A then it forms the required triangle i.e., ABC.Notes

Construction 2: How to construct a triangle if its base, a base angle and the 
difference of the other two sides are given?

Given the base BC, a base angle i.e., DB and the difference of the other two sides 
AB-AC or AC - AB, we need to construct the triangle ABC. There could be two 
cases:

Case (i): If AB > AC that is AB - AC is given.

X

A

bm
x92

H t:a cm
Q

Steps of Construction:

Step 1: Draw the base BC which is equal to a cm and at point B make anDXBC 
= x°.

Step 2: From ray, BX cut the line segment BD which is equal to AB - AC.

Step 3: Join DC and draw the perpendicular bisector of DC.

Step 4: This perpendicular bisector intersects BX at a point A. By joining A to C 
we get the required triangle i.e. AABC.

Mathematics



CLASS-10R

Mathematics

Notes

Step 2: Now Take B as a centre and draw an arc with the same radius as before 
which intersects the previous arc at point A.

Step 3: Now draw a ray PR which passe through Point A and the DRPQ is the 
required angle of 60°.

Join AB.

Then, AP = AB = PB (By construction)

Therefore, A ABP is an equilateral triangle and the □ APB, which is the same as 
□ RPQ is equal to 60°.

Construction of Triangles

By using the properties of the triangle and the above basic constructions we can 
construct triangles.

Construction 1: How to construct a triangle if its base, a base angle and sum 
of other two sides are given?

Given the base BC, a base angle DB and the sum of other two sides AB + AC of 
a triangle ABC, now we need to construct it.

©Mathematics



Step 2: These arcs should intersect each other at C and D. And join CD.

Step 3: Here CD intersects AB at point M so that M is the midpoint of AB and 
CMD is the required perpendicular bisector of AB.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

c*"

p|s\ Join A and B to both C and D to form AC, AD, BC and BD.

In triangles CAD and CBD,

Notes AC = BC (Arcs of equal radii)

AD = BD (Arcs of equal radii)

CD = CD (Common)

Therefore, A CAD □ ACBD (SSS rule)

So, □ ACM = □ BCM (CPCT)

Now in triangles CMA and CMB,

AC = BC (As before)

CM = CM (Common)

□ ACM = □ BCM (Proved above)

Therefore, A CMA □ A CMB (SAS rule)

So, AM = BM and □ CMA = □ CMB (CPCT)

As □ CMA + □ CMB = 180° (Linear pair axiom),

Now we get

□ CMA= EUCMB = 90°.

Therefore, CMD is the perpendicular bisector of AB.

Construction 3: How to construct an angle of 60° at the initial point of a given 
ray?

We have to draw an angle of 60° at the given point P.

Step 1: Take P as the centre and draw an arc of any radius which intersects PQ at 
point B.

(l60) Mathematics



CLASS-10Basic Constructions
Mathematics

Construction 1: How to construct the bisector of an angle?
If we have to bisect the OBOA, then we need to follow these steps to construct 
the bisector of the angle.

Step 1: Take 0 as the centre and draw an arc by any radius intersecting the rays 
OA and OB at X and Y respectively.

Step 2: Now take X and Y as the centre and Draw arcs which intersects each other 
at a point C with radius more than (1/2) XY

Notes

B
A

\

Yj :c

/
40*

0

40°
80° V

*AX

Step 3: Join OC to draw a ray which is the required bisector of the OBOA.

In the above example, OBOA = 80° and OC bisects it in DBOC and DCOA 
which is 40° each.

Construction 2: How to construct the perpendicular bisector of a given line 
segment?

We have to bisect the given line segment AB.

Step 1: Take A and B as the centres and radius more than 1/2 of Ab and draw the 
arcs on both sides.

1Ml,t I BA

Mathematics



3. Divider

It helps in measuring the length.
CLASS-10
Mathematics

.'i

Notes

K

4. Compass

It is used to draw the circles and angles.

5. Protector

It is used to mark and measure the angles.

Geometrical Construction

In the Geometrical construction, we use only two instruments - A non-graduated 
ruler also called a Straight Edge and a compass for drawing a geometrical figure. 
For measurements, we may use a graduated scale and protractor also.

Mathematics
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CONSTRUCTIONS

Notes

Introduction to Constructions
Constructions tell us about the steps of drawing of perfect geometrical figures 
like triangle, circle, polygons etc by using geometrical tools with the given 
measurements.

Geometry Box
To draw the geometrical figures, we need some geometrical instruments which 
we can find in the geometry box. Some instruments are:

1. Graduated scale
This is the scale to make the straight lines. It’s one side is marked with centimetres 
and millimetres and the other side is marked with inches.

QOMilQ JScfn
SC*lt

2. A pair of set squares
It is a set of two squares. One with 90°, 60° and 30° angles and other with angles 
90°, 45° and 45°.

1^' • SULl. •4...•**

j-
• >

If
T'-'i, ■. V

« .«'■ 4 1 .TJ ■> ■.« K
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CLASS-10 IfBC is a diameter, show that AC || OD and AC = 20D.
i .

Mathematics
is

0

Notes

Hint: □ OD □ AB therefore; D is the mid-point of AB.
9. If two intersecting chords of a circle make equal angles with the diameter 

passing through their point of intersection, prove that the chords are equal.
10. Show that the angles in the same segment of a circle are equal.

Mathematics156
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CLASS-10Answers
Mathematics1. (it) 2. (m) 3. (in) 4. (i) 5. (tv)

6. (rv) 7. (i) 8. (b) 9. (tv) 10. (i)

Review Questions
1. In the figure, OD is perpendicular to chord AB of a circle whose centre is 0. 

If BC is a diameter; prove that CA = 20D. Notes' !t •.

2. I is a line intersecting two concentric circles having common centre 0, at A,
B, C and D. Prove that AB = CD.

3. AB and CD are equal chords of a circle whose centre is 0. When produced, 
these chords meet at E. Prove that EB = ED.

EC D

4. If 0 be the centre of the circle, find the value of DxD in each of the following 

figures.

5. Prove that equal chords of a circle subtend equal angles at the centre.
6. The line drawn through the centre of a circle to bisect a chord is perpendicular 

to the chord. Prove it.
7. Prove that equal chords of a circle (or congruent circles) are equidistant from 

the centre (or centres).
8. In the figure, OD is perpendicular to the chord AB of a circle with centre 0.

Mathematics
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1,

Notes 8. In the figure, 0 is the centre of the circle. What is the value of x?
(i) 125°

(ii) 105°
(iii) 95°
(iv) 85°

9. In the figure, 0 is the centre of the circle. If DADC = 140°, then what is the 
value of x?
(i) 45°

(ii) 55°
(iii) 60°,
(iv) 45°

10. If DA and DC are in the ratio 3: 2, then we have:
and DB =.............□A =

(i) 108°, 75°
(ii) 120°, 60°
(iii) 105°, 75°
(iv) 125°, 55°

Mathematics
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■

r*

5. In the figure, 0 is the centre of the circle. What is the measure of DAOC?
(i) 120°
(ii) 136°
(iii) 128°
(iv) 158°

' ' Notes

6. In the figure, 0 is the centre of the circle and PR = QR. What is the measure 

ofDPQR?
(i) 60°

(ii) 110°
(iii) 75°
(iv) 45°

7. In the figure, 0 is the centre of the circle. What is the measure of DACB?
(i) 45°

(ii) 60°
(iii) 70°
(iv) 90°

©Mathematics
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Mode for continuous series:CLASS-10
Mathematics h - hM ode — + * i

2/i ~h~h

where, 11 = Lower limit of the modal class
fl = frequency of the modal class
ft) = frequency of the class preceding the modal class
f2 = frequency of the class succeeding the modal class
i = The size of the modal class

•■i Notes

Symmetric distribution: A distribution is a symmetric distribution if the values 
of mean, mode and median coincide. In a symmetric distribution, frequencies are 
symmetrically distributed on both sides of the centre point of the frequency curve.

7
■ N,

mean “ median " mode

A distribution which is not symmetric is called a skewed distribution.

Empirical relation:

Mode = 3 median - 2 mean
• A distribution is said to be positively skewed when it has a tail extending out 

to the right.

The following figure illustrates the positively skewed distribution wherein mean 
is greater than the median and so we have the relation

Mean > Median > Mode

pM

1
•:X
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CLASS-10If each of the value of a variable X is multiplied or divided by some constant k 

then the arithmetic mean is also multiplied or divided by k. Mathematics

Median is the score that divides the distribution into halves, half of the scores 
are above the median and half are below it when the data is arranged in numerical 
order.

Individual series: In order to compute the median, follow the following steps:

Arrange the data in ascending or descending order. Let n be the number of 

observations.
• If n is odd, Median = value of (n+1 /2)th item.
• If n is even, Median = Vz [ value of (n/2)th item + value of (n/2 + l)th item]

Discrete series: In order to compute the median, follow the following steps:
• Arrange the data in ascending or descending order.
• Compute the cumulative frequencies
• Median = (n/2 + l)th item, where n is the cumulative frequency.

Grouped or continuous distribution: In this case, the formula is given by
N/2-G

Median = / -f *?,
f

where, 1 = Lower limit of the mediamclass 
f = frequency of the median class 
N = the sum of all frequencies 
i = The width of the median class
C = The cumulative frequency ofthe class preceding the median class

Quartile: As median divides a distribution into two parts, similarly the quartiles, 
quantiles, deciles and percentiles divide the distribution into 4, 5, 10 and 100 

equal parts.
• The jth quartile is given by

jN/10 - C .
Qj = t + *?.

/

Mode is the most frequent score in the distribution.

If a distribution has one mode, it is termed to be unimodal, distribution with two 
modes is bimodal and it is termed to be multimodal if it has more than two modes.

Mathematics



Arithmetic mean of individual series (ungrouped data): If the series in this 
case be xl, x2, ... xn then the arithmetic mean is given by

CLASS-10
Mathematics

xl+x1+x3+....+xn_ 1 ^I*X =
NSSIP

F--

Arithmetic mean for discrete frequency distribution: If the terms of series 

be xl, x2, ... xn and the corresponding frequencies be fl, f2, ... , fn then the 
arithmetic mean is given by

Notes

5*1 + AX2+....+ fX_l-x =
N i=i

Arithmetic mean for grouped or continuous frequency distribution: If A is
the assumed mean, f the frequency and x - A = deviation of each item from the 
assumed mean then the arithmetic mean is given by

aPPOs-a)X =

Combined Arithmetic Mean: If xi (i = 1, 2, 
component series of sizes ni (i = 1,2, ... ,k) respectively, then the mean x of the 
composite series obtained on combining the component series is given by the 
formula

, k) are the means of k-

vfc> — ——\—NflEi=l "i

Weighted Arithmetic Mean: Weighted arithmetic mean refers to the arithmetic 
mean calculated after assigning weights to different values of variable. It is 
suitable where the relative importance of different items of variable is not same. 
It is given by.

Sfci ^
Xw =

If each of the value of a variable X is increased or decreased by some constant k 
then the arithmetic mean is also increased or decreased by k.

Mathematics
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MEASURES OF CENTRAL 

TENDENCY
Notes'

Measures of Central Tendency
Facts, observations and information that come from investigations are termed as 
data. Generally, there are three types of data:
• Ungrouped data, raw data or individual series
• Discrete frequency or ungrouped data
• Continuous frequency or grouped data

!!: •'

Measures of central value give rough idea about where data points are centered.
• .Mean, mode and median are three measures of central tendency.
• Mean is defined as the average of a distribution and is equal to EX/N.
• Mean can be calculated for various distributions like:

*«
A.M. of 

individual 
series

(

Weighted maiscife: 
frequency 

* distribution i
AM. i i ■

■j ■

N

continuous 

frequency 

* distribution

3
"f. ■

■tl,.
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CLASS-10 By using these angles draw a pie chart.
Mathematics

Comedy 

0 Action

Romance
,5#*®

l Horror

□ Foreign

Science
fiction

Mathematics
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If we represent the data in a circle form then it is said to be a pie chart. This graph 
shows the relationship between the whole and its part. We have to divide the 
circle into sectors and each sector is proportional to its respective activity.

We use it when we have information on percentage or fraction.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Drawing of a Pie Chart
If we have the information in percentage then we need to calculate the respective 
angles to show them in the pie chart.

As we know that a complete circle is of 360°, so we need to calculate the fraction 
of 360° for every sector.

Notes

Example
Draw a pie chart of the following percentage of genres of movies liked by the 
public.

Genres of Movie Percentage of the no. of people
Comedy 27%
Action 18%

Romance 14%
Drama 14%
Horror 11%
Foreign 8%

Science fiction 8%

Solution
To draw the pie chart first we need to calculate the angle by taking the fraction 
of 360°.

Genres of 
Movie

Percentage of 
the no. of people

Fraction of 360°In
fractions

27% 27/100 27/100 x 360° = 97.2°Comedy

Action 18% 18/100 x 360° = 64.8°18/100

14% 14/100 14/100 x 360° = 50.4°Romance

14/100 x 360° = 50.4°14% 14/100Drama

11/100 x 360° = 39.6°11% 11/100Horror

8/100 x 360° = 28.8°Foreign 8% 8/100

8/100 x 360° = 28.8°8% 8/100Science fiction

©Mathematics
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Example
Draw a histogram for the wages of 30 workers in a company. The wages are as 
follows: 830, 840, 868, 890, 806, 840, 835, 890,840, 885, 835, 835, 836, 878, 
810, 835, 836, 869, 845, 855, 845, 804, 808, 860, 832, 833, 812, 898, 890, 820.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Solution
Make the grouped frequency distribution of the given data.

Notes
FrequencyClass Interval

3800-810

810-820 2

1820- 830

9830- 840

840 - 850 5

1850- 860

3860- 870

1870- 880

1880 - 890

4890 - 900

Draw the histogram by taking the class interval on the horizontal line and the 

frequency on the vertical line.
i ;

10-

ti
QJ
-£ S-
I 4.
*5 j.
a) * & 2*
□ 1z

o m 810 m 810 849 850 8*0 870 m 84*l <**> 
Weekly wages (Rs}'

Remark: As the class interval does not start from zero, so we will put a jagged 
line which shows that there is no number between 0 - 800.

Circle Graph or Pie Chart

© Mathematics
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CLASS-10Example
There is a list of marks of 40 students in a school. Arrange this in grouped 
frequency distribution table.

Mathematics

37 50 57 57 42 46 33 44SS 63 44 44
70 6054 65 39 27 28 56 38 4558 40

6128 6030 35 56 78 55 27 50 28 44
Notes39 37 65 43

Solution
As we can see that the lowest number in the above data is 27 and the highest 
number is 78, so we can make intervals if 20 - 30, 30 - 40 so on.

Frequency

Students
Class (Rs.) Tally Marks

.M20 - 30 5

J4tt Ml30 - 40 8

m INI40 - SO 9

m. mSO - 60 10

44tt I60 - 70 6

70 - 80 2

Total 40

Remark: As number 30 comes in two classes interval but we cannot count it in 
• both the intervals. So it is to remember that the common observation will always 

be counted in the higher class. Hence 30 will come in 30-40, not in 20-30.

Histogram
Basically, the bar graph of the grouped frequency distribution or continuous class 
interval is called Histogram.

The class intervals are shown on the horizontal line and the frequency of the class 
interval is shown as the height of the bars.

There is no gap between each bar.

©Mathematics
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Terms Related to Data OrganizingCLASS-10
Mathematics

1. Frequency
Frequency tells us the no. of times a particular quantity repeats itself.

cS

2. Frequency Distribution Table
Frequency can be represented by the frequency distribution table.Notes

Frequency of Colors in a Bag of Skittles
Tally MarksColor Choices Frequency

Purple 4111

muYellow 7

Rtf II 7Red

mi 6Green

5Blue Mtf
mnOrange

The above table shows the no. of times a particular colour repeat in the bag of 

skittles.

Frequency can also be shown by the tally marks. A cut over four lines represents 

the number 5.

1. Grouping Data
If we have a large number of quantities then we need to group the observation and 
then make the table. Such a table is called a Grouped Frequency Distribution 

Table.

Some Important terms related to grouped Frequency Distribution Table
• Class Interval or Class: When all the observations are classified in several 

groups according to their size then these groups are called Class Interval
• Lower-class Limit: The lowest number in every class interval is known as its

Lower-class Limit.
• Upper-class Limit: The highest number in every class interval is known as 

its Upper-class Limit.
• Width or Size or Magnitude of the Class Interval: The difference between 

the upper-class limit and the lower-class limit is called the Size of the Class 

Interval.

(gj Mathematics
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Pet Survey Mathematics

10
0
s
7
6

4*

2 *<
3
2 Notes
i
0

rabbil hdfnstOf

Here, the names of pets are represented on the horizontal line and the values of 
the respective pets are shown by the height of the bars. There is an equal gap 

between each bar.

3. Double Bar Graph

To compare some data we can use the double bar graph as it shows the information 

of two quantities simultaneously.

Double Bar Graph

Marks *Tes$l
■ Tes2

Name of Students

Here, in the above graph, it represents the marks of the students in two different 
tests altogether. So we can compare the marks easily.

Organizing Data

Any data which is available in the unorganized form is called Raw Data.

This raw data is arranged or grouped in a systematic manner to make it meaningful 
which is called the Presentation of Data.

©Mathematics
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Introduction

Introduction to Data Handling .
Data handling means to collect and present the data so that it could be used in 
further studies and to find some results.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

VV v
'^2^. v

Data
Any information collected in the form of numbers, words, measurements, symbols, 
or in any other form is called data.

Notes

Graphical Representation of Data
The grouped data can be represented graphically for its clear picture and it is the 
easiest way to understand the data.

Types of Graph 

1. Pictograph
When we represent the data through pictures or symbols then it is called
Pictograph.

'jOne

Number of TreesName

Apple

Peach

Guava

Pear

Here one tree represents 10 trees. And we can easily read the pictograph. 

The graph shows that there are 30 trees of apple and so on.

2. Bar Graphs
In the bar graph, the information represented by the bars of the same width with 
equal gaps but the height of the bars represents the respective values.

Mathematics212
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19 DATA AND THEIR 

REPRESENTATIONS r*

Notes

Module Approach/DescriDtion

To make the learners acquainted with the methods of recording, presentation 
of data, condensing and culling out relevant information from the given data 
in the lesson on Data and their Representation. Sometimes it is required to 
describe data arithmetically like average age of a group median score of a 
group or modal collar size of a group.

To be able to do this, the learners would be introduced to the lesson on 
Measures of Central Tendency. They would also be taught characteristics 
and limitation of these measures. The learners would be introduced to the 
study of elementary probability as measure of uncertainty, through games of 
chance- tossing a coin, throwing a die, drawing a card at random from a well 
shuffled pack etc

Module-Vl Statistics

19. Data and their Representations 20. Measures of Central Tendency 
21. Introduction to Probability

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about the 
basics of statistics including mean, median and mode with practical examples. 
Apart from that data and its representation has also been discussed in this 
module.

©Mathematics



The value of sin A increases from 0 to 1, as A increases from 0° to 90° 
The value of cosA decreases from 1 to 6, as A increases from 0° to 90° 
The value of tan A increases from 0 to infinity, as A increases 0° to 90° 
V2 = 1.414 and V3 = 1.732

CLASS-10
Mathematics

i ..."
INTRODUCTION TO TRIGNOMETRY

Notes HOTS
. .. , tanfHcote =l+sec|cosec[= Htanl+cotl
1. Prove that----  —r*

1-cotg 1-tan8
2. If tanA=n tanB and sin A =m sin B, prove that cos2A= m2-1 n2 -1
3. Prove that following identity, where the angle involved is acute angle for 

cdsA^siri A+1 = cosec A+ cot Afessed
cosA+sin A-1
using identity cosec2 A= l+cot2A

4. If x sin3|+ y cos3|=sin|cos| and xsin|=ycos|, prove x2+y2=l.
5. Find the value of (sin°45- cos°45)
6. If tan|+sin|=m and tan|- sin|=n, show that (m2-n2) =4Vmn
7. If cosec |-sin |=1 and sec |- cos |=m, prove that 12m2(12+m2+3) =1
8. If sin A=l/2, then find the value of cos A.
9. If cosec |=3x and cot |=3/x. then find the value of (x2-l/x2)
10. What is the value ofs*fl2l+- ?

1+tan2l
11. Given cosec|=4/3, calculate all other trigonometric ratios.

. Cos60*-cot45+CQsec S)0EvalU3te12.
Sec 60°+tan 456-siri30e

Mathematics
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Note: If one of the sides and any other part (either an acute angle or any side) of 
a right angle triangle are known, the remaining sides and angles of the triangle 
can be determined.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Summary

Trigonometric ratios
Notes

♦ The certain ratios involving the sides of a right-angled triangle are called 
Trigonometric ratios.
Suppose: b is the base 
h is the hypotenuse 
p is perpendicular
then.
sin A= PerpefKficular= p 
hypotenuse h

cosA= Base = b 
Hypotenuse h

tan A= Perpendicular = p 
Base

Reciprocals of the ratios are:
Cosec A= 1/sin A= h/p 
Sec A= 1/cos A= h/b 
Cot A= 1/tan A=b/p

• Sin □ is a single symbol and sin cannot be detached from ‘o’. And sin □ ^ sin 
Xa
This remark is true for other ratios as well 
Trigonometric /Ratios of some specific angles
The specific angles are 0°, 30°,45°, 60°, 90°. These are given in the following 

• table

i
b

Specific
angle

0* 30° 45* 60* 90°

t- ratio
Sin A 0 17V21/2 Y3/2 1

Cos A 1 V3/2 1N2 1/2 0

1/V3 Y3Tan A 0 1 Not defined

Cosec A Not (termed V2 2/V32 1

2m V2Sec A 1 2 Not defined

V3 1N3Cot A Not defined i1 0

Mathematics



CLASS-10 OC is height from ‘O’ upon AB and it is a angle
bisector.Mathematics

then, Z COB = 30°.

Consider ACOB

BC osin 30°= —OBNotes
& %

_L_BC 
2” 6 A

-=3.
2

BC =

But, length of the chord AB=2BC 

= 2 x 3 = 6 cm

Therefore, length of the chord=6 cm

Example-5. In APQR, right angle is at Q, PQ = 3 cm and PR = 6 cm. Determine 
□ QPR and DPRQ.

Solution: Given PQ = 3 cm and PR = 6 cm

R

PQ
= sin RTherefore. PR
3 1

or sin R = t6 2
So, zPRQ = 30°

and therefore, zQPR=60° (why?)

($ Mathematics



CLASS-10Therefore, > t

Mathematics
AB/BC = tan C

5 1i.e. —=,an3o° = 3

which gives BC=5 V3 cm

id.
- =Ani* '>"

r

Notes

Now, by using the Pythagoras theorem

ac2=ab2+bc2

AC2 = 52 + 5 V3 2

AC2 = 25 + 75

ac = Tiro = 10 cm

A

s
o

w-j

cB

Example 4: A chord of a circle of radius 6cm is making an angle 60o at the centre. 
Find the length of the chord.

Solution: Given the radius of the circle OA = OB = 6cm

□ AOB = 60o

Mathematics



Example 2: If □ A and □ P are acute angles such that sin A = sin P then prove that
□A=□P■ „ . .

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Solution: Given sin A = sin P
■;T

BC;x.-;

we have sin A = ~ 
AC

r:

QR
and sinP =Notes PQ

BC _ QR 
AC ” PQ

Then

BC ^ QR _k 
AC PQ "Therefore,

Q -C

RB PA

By using Pythagoras theorem

AB >VAC2-BC2 VaC2-^2BC2 AC 

>/PQ2-QR2 j?Q2-k2QR2 PQ

AC _ AB _ BC 
PQ ~ PR ” QR

(From(l))PR

then AABC - APQRHence

Therefore, ZA = ZP

Example 3: In AABC, right ahgle'is atB, AB - 5 cm and DACB = 30o. Determine 

the lengths of the sides BC and AC.

Solution: Given AB-5 cm and

□ACB=30o.
*

To find the length of side BC, we will choose the trigonometric ratio involving 
BC and the given side AB. Since BC is the side adjacent to angle C and AB is the 

side opposite to angle C.

(55 Mathematics



CLASS-10Example-1
'iv'.' Mathematics

If tan A = 3/4, then find the other trigonometric ratio of angle A.

Solution:
flV-:.*

•t —c
Notes

ik

BA 4A-

Given tan A = 3/4

Hence tan A = Opposite side/Adjacent side = 3/4

Therefore, opposite side: adjacent side = 3:4

For angle A, opposite side = BC = 3k

Adjacent side = AB = 4k (where k is any positive number)

Now, we have in triangle ABC (by Pythagoras theorem)

ac2=ab2 + bc2
= (3*)2 + (4Ji)2 = 25/t2 

AC =

= 5k = Hypotenuse

Now, we can easily write the other ratios of trigonometry

3k 3
sinA=—= 7 and cosA=T7 

5k 5
4k 4
5k '5

1 _ 4
tan A 3 ’

1 5
r, secA =—““.-7, cotA = 
3 cos A 4

1
And also cosec A = sin A

Mathematics



CLASS-10 TABLE
MWte mstismmwm cosec aa equalsMathematics ■Mm

-6 -sine jCOSB -tane -cot6 secQ -cosec0
90c-e cose sine cote tane cosece se<^

7: ^ • > ^

90e + e cose -sine -cote -tan8 -cosece sec8
180°-e sine -cose -tane -cote -sec8 cosece
18O6+0 -sine -cose tane cote -sec8 -cosece
360111 -sine cose -tane -cote sees -cosece
3S01I1 sine cose tane seedcote coseceNotes

Complementary Angle:
• sin#^cos(90fl-f?)

*. cos 0 = sin(90° - 8)
• tan £?-001(90° - #)

• cot^^taii(90°-^)
• sec ^ = cosec(90° - 6)
• cosec^ = sec(90° -0)

Origin of Trigonometric Ratios

The first use of the idea of ‘sine’ in the way we use it today was in the work 
Aryabhatiyam by Aryabhata, in A.D. 500. Aryabhata used the word ardha-jya 
for the half-chord, which was shortened to jya or jiva in due course. When the 
Aryabhatiyam was translated into Arabic, the word jiva was retained as it is. The 
word jiva was translated into sinus, which means curve, when the Arabic version 
was translated into Latin. Soon the word sinus, also used as sine, became common 
in mathematical texts throughout Europe. An English Professor of astronomy 
Edmund Gunter (1581-1626), first used the abbreviated notation ‘sin’.

The origin of the terms ‘cosine’ and ‘tangent’ was much later. The cosine function 
arose from the need to compute the sine of the complementary angle. Aryabhatta 
called it kotijya. The name cosinus originated with Edmund Gunter. In 1674, the 
English Mathematician Sir Jonas Moore first used the abbreviated notation ‘cos’.

Sin Cos Tan are the main functions used in Trigonometry and are based on a 
Right-Angled Triangle.

Solved Examples on Trig Ratios:

Mathematics204
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CLASS-10Curly Black Hair is for
• Cos 0= Base/Hypotenuse.

Through Proper Brushing is for .
• Tan 0= Perpendicular/Base

Trigonometric Ratios of Some Specific Angles .

We already know about isosceles right angle triangle and right angle triangle with 
angles 30°, 60° and 90°.

Can we find sin 30° or tan 60° or cos 45° etc. with the help of these triangles? 

Does sin 0° or cos 0° exist? '•

Mathematics

Notes

45°0° 30° 60° 90°ZA

£11
sin A 0 1722 2

73 1 J 0cos A 1 72 22

1
73 not definedtan A 0 1a uv*.

i
£not defined

VM?: •
cot A 1 73‘.V -

52
not defined72 2sec A 1 75

2
not defined 72 1cosec A 2 £

Trig Table
Trig Ratios of Complementary Angles

We know complementary angles are pair of angles whose sum is 90° Like 40°and 
50°; 60°and 30°; 20°and 70°; 15° and 75° ; etc.
• sin (90° - 0) = cos 0
• cot (90° - 0) = tan0
• cos (90° - 9) = sin 0
• sec (90° - 0) = cosec 0
• tan (90° - 0) = cot 0
• cosec (90° - 0) = sec 0

vs)Mathematics
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The Trigonometry Ratios of the angle 0 in the triangle APM are defined as 
follows.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Sin6 Perpendicular 1
(sin 0) Hypotenuse . r

BaseCosine 9
(cos 0)

x
Hypotenuse r

Notes
PerpendicularTangent 6

(tan 0)
l

Base x

HypotenuseCosecant 6
(cossec 0)

r
Perpendicular y

HypotenuseSecant 6
(sec 0)

r
Base x

BaseCotangent 0
(cot 0)

x
Perpendicular y

Opposite over Hypotenuse - Sin, Adjacent Over Hypotenuse - Cos, Opposite 
over Adjacent - Tan, Hypotenuse over Opposite - Cosec, Hypotenuse Over 
Adjacent - Sec and Adjacent over Opposite - Cotangent,

The ratios defined above are abbreviated as sin 0, cos 0, tan 0, cosec 0, sec 0 and 
cot 0 respectively. Note that the ratios cosec 0, sec 0 and cot 0 are respectively, 
the reciprocals of the ratios sin 0, cos 0 and tan 0. So, the trigonometric ratios of 
an acute angle in a right triangle express the relationship between the angle and 
the length of its sides. f

Opposite of Sin: Cosecant

Opposite of Cos: Secant

Opposite of Tan: Cotangent

Opposite of Cosecant: Sin 1

Opposite of Cotangent: Tan

Opposite of Secant: Cosecant

Trig Mnemonics - Some People Have, Curly Black Hair Through Proper 
Brushing.

Here, Some People Have is for 
• Sin 0= Perpendicular/ Hypotenuse.

Mathematics
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(by simplifying the denominator and by Pythagoras identity)

sin sin x -h cos cosxi 
sin sin x cos cos x

CLASS-10
Mathematics

{ - sinsinx^cps cosxi
Hence, L.H.S = R.H.S

Notes

Trigonometric Ratios
The ratios of the sides of the sides of a right triangle with respect to its acute 

angles.

Let us take a right triangle APM as shown in Figure. Here, DRAM (or, in brief, 
angle A) is an acute angle. Note the position of the side PM with respect to angle 
A. It faces □ A. We call it the side opposite to angle A. AP is the hypotenuse of 
the right triangle and the side AM is a part of □ A. So, we call it the side adjacent 
to angle A.

B

y

A M Cx

□ A = 0, AP = r (Hypotenuse) and PM = y (Perpendicular), AM = x (Base), □ 

PMA = 90o

Angle: A figure generated by rotating a given ray along of its end point.

Measurement of an Angle: Amount of rotation of the ray from initial position to 
the terminal position.

Hypotenuse Definition: the longest side of a right-angled triangle, opposite the 
right angle.

Perpendicular: at an angle of 90° to a given line, plane, or surface or to the 

ground.

Base: Side on which right angle triangle stands is known as its base

©Mathematics
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In APQR, right angled at Q, we can say thatCLASS-10
Mathematics PQ2 + QR2 = PR2

Divide each term by PR2, we get

PQ2 QR2 PR2 
PR2 + PR2 "" PR2r

Notes
PQ)2 . (QR 2 PR)2+p: Ipi PR

r .

(sin R)2 + (cos R)2 = 1

sin2 R + cos2 R=1

Likewise, other trigonometric identities can also be proved. So the identities are-

sin2 R + cos2 R = 1

1 + tan2 R = sec2 R

cot2 R + 1 = cosec2 R

How to solve the problems related to trigonometric ratios and identities? 

Prove that

sec secx-f cosec x = sin sin x + cos cos xtan tan x + cot cotx

L.H.S

1 1
sec secx +cosec x cos cos x sin sin

sin sin x 
cos cos x ' sin sin z

cos cosxtan tan x +cot cotx

(by reciprocal identity and quotient identity)

sin sin x 4-cos cosx 
sin sinxcos cosx

Mathematics
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CLASS-10tan 30°
Mathematics25 1

BC V3

BC = 25^3 cm

To find the length of the side AC, we consider Notes

AB
sin 30° =

AC

1 _2S
2 “AC

AC = 50 cm

Trigonometric Ratios of Complementary Angles

If the sum of two angles is 90° then, it is called Complementary Angles. In 
a right-angled triangle, one angle is 90 °, so the sum of the other two angles 
is also 90° or they are complementary angles.so the trigonometric ratios of the 
complementary angles will be -

sin (90° - A) = cos A, 
cos (90° - A) = sin A, 
tan (90° - A) = cot A, 
cot (90° - A) = tan A, 
sec (90° - A) = cosec A, 
cosec (90° - A) = sec A

Trigonometric Identities (Pythagoras Identity)

An equation is-said to be a trigonometric identity if it contains trigonometric 
ratios of an angle and satisfies it for all values of the given trigonometric ratios.

RQ

Mathematics



Trigonometric Ratios of Some Specific AnglesCLASS-10
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Trigonometry Table
o° 30° 45° 60° 90°

J >/310 1>/22 2
Notes

& 1 i
1 0y/2 22

1
V3tan 0 Not defined0 1Vf
2

a/2cosec 0 Not defined 2 1V3
2

a/2 Not definedseed 21

1Not defined V3 0cote 1 V3

Use of Trigonometric Ratios and Table in Solving Problems

Example

Find the lengths of the sides BC and AC in A ABC, right-angled at B where AB = 
25 cm and DACB = 30°, using trigonometric ratios.

A

CB

Solution
To find the length of the side BC, we need to choose the ratio having BC and the 
given side AB. As we can see that BC is the side adjacent to angle C and AB is 
the side opposite to angle C, therefore

ABtan C = BC

Mathematics
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MathematicsB/H AB/ACcos A

hypotenuse

Perpendicular
BC/ABP/Btan A

base

Hypotenuse
perpendicular

AC/BCH/Pcosec A
Notes

Hypotenuse
AC/ABH/Bsec A

6a.se

Base
AB/BCB/Pcot A

perpendicular

Remark

• Ifwe take DC as acute angle then BC will be base and AB will be perpendicular. 
Hypotenuse remains the same i.e., AC. So, the ratios will be according to that 
only.

• If the angle is same then the value of the trigonometric ratios of the angles 
remain the same whether the length of the side increases or decreases.

• In a right-angle triangle, the hypotenuse is the longest side so sin A or cos A 
will always be less than or equal to 1 and the value of sec A or cosec A will 
always be greater than or equal to 1. i 1

Reciprocal Relation between Trigonometric Ratios.

Cosec A, sec A, and cot A are the reciprocals ofsin A, cos A, and tan A respectively.

1
cosec 6 = -~ sin 6sin0 = cosec 6 sin 8 cosec 0=1

1
sec0 = —~r 

cos 9cos 0 =
sec 9 cos 6 sec 6 =1

1 c°t0 = —i-r 
tan 6tan8 = —r cot0 tan 9 cot 6 =1

quotient Relation

sin0
tan9 = cos 0

cos0
cot0 = sine

Mathematics
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Introduction to Trigonometry

<**•
Trigonometry
To find the distances and heights we can use the mathematical techniques, which 
come under the Trigonometry. It shows the relationship between the sides and 
the angles of the triangle. Generally, it is used in the case of a right-angle triangle.

7 j?*”

Notes

Trigonometric Ratios

c

Hypotenuse Opposite

0
A B

Adjacent

In a right-angle triangle, the ratio of its side and the acute angles is the trigonometric 
ratios of the angles.

In this right-angle triangle UB'= 90°. If we take DA as acute angle then - 

AB is the base, as the side adjacent to the acute angle.

BC is the perpendicular, as the side opposite to the acute angle. 

Ac is the hypotenuse, as the side opposite to the right angle. 

Trigonometric ratios with respect to DA

Ratio Formula Short form Value

Perpendicular
sin A P/H BC/AC

hypotenuse

& Mathematics
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1 Q SURFACE AREA AND VOLUME 

, OF SOLID FIGURES
Notes

Module Approach/Description

In astronomy one often encounters the problems of predicting the position and 
path of various heavenly bodies, which in turn requires the way of finding the 

remaining sides and angles of a triangle provided some of its sides and angles 
are known. The solutions of these problems have also numerous applications 
to engineering and geographical surveys, navigation etc. An attempt has been 
made in this module to solve these problems. It is done by using ratios of the 
sides of a right triangle with respect to its acute angle called trigonometric 
ratios.

The module will enable the learners to find other trigonometric ratios 
provided one of them is known. It also enables the learners to establish well 
known identities and to solve problems based on trigonometric ratios and 
identities. The learners would be acquainted with measurement of accessible 
lengths and heights. The learners will be able to distinguish between angles 
of elevation and depression and use trigonometric ratios for solving simple 
real-life problems based on heights and distances. .

Module-V Tnponometrv

22. Introduction to Trigonometry 23. Trigonometric Ratios of some Special 
Angles

Objective of the module

The main objective of this module is to make student understand about the 
basics of Trigonometry and its ratios with practical examples.

Qss)Mathematics



8. In the cylindrical container, the base radius is 8 cm. If the height of the water 
level is 20 cm, find the volume of the water in the container.
(a) 5.6721 1
(b) 4.02181
(c) 3.8925 1
(d) 4.97 1

CLASS-10
Mathematics

9. A well with 10 m inside diameter is dug 14m deep. T 2‘% taken out of it is
4—fn.

spread all around it to make an embankment of height 3 Find the width of 
the embankment.
(a) 5 m
(b) 4 m ' '
(c) 4.3 m ,
(d) 6 m

Notes

Answers

1. lb) 2. (a) 1 (a) 4. (b) 5. (d)
6. {c) 1. (c) 8. (b) 9. (a)

Hots for Surface Areas and Volumes
11. A brick measures 30 cm x 10 cm x /-cm. How many bricks will be required 

for a
3wall 30 m long. 2 m high and —m thick?
4

32. The surface area of a cube is 18-m2. Find its volume.
3. A hemispherical tank is emptied by a pipe at the rate of 5 litres per minute. 

How
long will it take to half empty the tank if it is -ji metre in diameter:

22 * ^ •
[Take n= — and 11 -1000 cm3]

4. If the heights of two cylinders are in the ratio of 4: 3 and their radii are in the 
ratio of 3: 4 then what is the ratio of their volumes?

5. If the radius of the base of a solid cone is <r> and its slant height is 1 then what 
is its lateral surface area?

6. What is the total surface area of a cone, whose radius = and slant height =
O

31?

7. If a right circular cone has radius 4 cm and slant height 5 cm then what is its 

volume?
8. The radius of a hemisphere is r. What is its volume?
9. If the radius of a sphere is 2 r, then what is its volume?
10. If the radius of a sphere is doubled then what is the ratio of their volumes?

Mathematics



MCQ for Surface Areas and Volumes

1. If the radius of cylinder is halved and height is.dopbled, then what will be the 
curved surface area?
(a) increase by 1
(b) the same
(c) double
(d) triple

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Notesr
2. What is the total surface area of a cone having radius 2 and height 21?

-N) "H) wN)(a) (b) (c) (d)

3. If a right circular cone has radius 4 cm and slant height 5 cm then what is its 
volume?
(a) 16 jr cm3
(b) 14 jr cm3
(c) 12 7r cm3
(d) 18 it cm3

4. The radius of a hemisphere is r. What is its volume?

<a)inr3 (c) 4m3 (d) 2nf®00 3

5. What is’ the total surface area of a hemisphere of radius r?
(a) 47tr2
(b) 7tr2
(c) 27Er2
(d) 3Jtr2

6. If the radius of a sphere is doubled, then what is the ratio of their surface 
area?
(a) 1:2
(b) 2: 1
(c) 1:4
(d) 4: 1

7. Two right circular cones of equal curved surface areas have slant heights in 
the ratio of 3 : 5. Find the ratio of their radii.
(a) 4: 1
(b) 3: 5
(c) 5: 3
(d) 4: 5

© 'Mathematics



CLASS-10 Surface area of a cube = 6a2
Mathematics Note: I. Sometimes a cuboid does not have bottom and top faces, is called the 

lateral surface area.
II. Lateral surface area of a cuboid is 2(1 + b) h.
III. Lateral surface area of a cube is 4a2.
IV. Surface area of a cuboid or cube means total surface area.

Notes

© Mathematics
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Facts that Matter

• Three measures of central tendency of ungrouped data are: (i) mean, (ii) 
median and (iii) mode.

• Total surface area of a cuboid * 2[lb + bh + lh]
• Total surface area of a cube = 6(side)2
• Lateral surface area of a cuboid = Area of walls of a room = 2(l + b) * h
• Lateral surface area of a cube = 4a2
• Curved surface area of cylinder = 27irh
• Total surface area of a cylinder = 27cr(r + h)
• Curved surface area of a cone = nrl
• Total surface area of a cone = 7rr(r +1)
• Surface area of a sphere = 47tr2
• Curved surface area of a hemisphere = 2^r2
• Total surface area of a hemisphere = 37tr2
• Volume of a ‘cuboid = 1 * b x h
• Volume of a cube = (side)3
• Volume of a cylinder = 7rr2rh

Notes

1
Volume of a cone = j nr^h

2
Volume of a hemisphere = y nr3 

4
Volume of a sphere = — Tir3 

1000 cm3 = 1 litre

SOLIDS AND THEIR SURFACE AREAS

The bodies occupying space are called solids, such as a cuboid, a cube, a cylinder, 
a cone, a sphere, etc. n* 1

These solids have plane or curved surfaces.

SURFACE AREA OF A CUBOID AND A CUBE
The outer surface of a cuboid is made up of six rectangles. If we take the length 

of the cuboid as 1, breadth as b and the height as h, then

Surface area of a cuboid = 2[lb + bh + hi]

Let us recall that a cuboid whose length, breadth and height are equal is called a 

cube. Let each edge of the cube be Da’, then

Mathematics



CLASS-10 Volume of the frustum of the cone 1
-7ih(R2 -f r2 -f- Rr)Mathematics

The curved or Lateral surface area of 
the frustum of the cone tt!(R + r)

Total surface area of the frustum of 
the cone

Area of the base + Area of 
the top + Lateral surface area

nR2 + irr2 + Ttl(R + r)
Notes

Slant height of the frustum
1 = Vh2 + (R - r)2

Example
Find the lateral surface area of the given frustum of a right circular cone.

1.8 in
I—1

4.5 m>
- - w.

4 in

Solution
> e&diJO

Given, r =1.8 in.

R = 4 in.
1 = 4.5 in.

The lateral surface area of the frustum of the cone = Til (R + r) 
= 71x4.5(4+1,8)
=3.14x4.5x5.8 
= 81.95 sq. in.

© Mathematics
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iiTTiTiIrffiVi'lTihim

2ox<:'

x-x-xw:*:*:-:-:-
22 3.Sm

•>r*i*r*X'*x*x*t'*!*t'

Solution
We know that the volume of the cuboid is equal to the volume of the cylinder.

Volume of cuboid = volume of cylinder

1 x b x h = 7tr2h

20 x 22 x h = 22/7 x 1 x 3-.5 
440 x h =11 
H = 2.5 cm

Frustum of a Cone
If we. cut the cone with a plane which is parallel to its base and remove the cone 
then the remaining piece will be the Frustum of a Cone.

Upper part 
containing 
the vertex

jet'll) fk»

j-

•n::

frustum of 
a right conei

I

1

TQsS)Mathematics
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6 in.

5 in.Notes

4 in: 4 in.

Solution

The given solid is made up of two solids i.e. Pyramid and cuboid. 

Total volume of the solid = Volume of pyramid + Volume of cuboid 

Volume of pyramid = l/3 Area of base x height 

Given, height = 6 in. and length of side = 4 in.

Volume of cuboid = Ibh

Given, 1 = 4 in., b = 4 in, h = 5 in.

Total volume of the solid = 1/3 Area of base x height + Ibh 
= 1 /3 x 4 x 4 x 6 + (4) (4) (5)
= 32 + 80 
= 112 in3

Conversion of Solid from One Shape to Another

When we convert a solid of any shape into another shape by melting or remoulding 
then the volume of the solid remains the same even after the conversion of shape.

Example

If we transfer the water from a cuboid-shaped container of 20 m x 22 m into a 
cylindrical container having a diameter of 2 m and height of 3.5 m. then what will 
be the height of the water level in the cuboid container if the cylindrical tank gets 
filled after transferring the water.

(m) Mathematics



CLASS-1016 cm<e Mathematics✓ ^7\\\

6 cmi 4

Li '' Notes*
t

5 cm

Solution
This solid is the combination of three solids i.e. Cone, cylinder and hemisphere.

Total surface area of the solid = Curved surface area of cone + Curved surface
1__

— Jirjh2 + r2
*~Lpherearea of cylinder + Curved

Curved surface area of cone

Given, h = 5cm, r = 3cm (half of the diameter of hemisphere)

Curved surface area of cylinder = 27rrh

Given, h = 8cm (Total height - height of cone - height of hemisphere), r = 3cm

Curved surface area of hemisphere = 27ir2

Given; r = 3 cm

Total surface area of the solid

7ir-\/hz + r2 -I- 2iixrh -h 2itr2
*?.■

= tt(3)V 52 + 32] + 2n(3)(8) + 2n32

= 3V34te + 48ti 4- 18ti 

= (66 4- 3 + V34)n cm2

Volume of a combination of solids 

Find the volume of the given solid.

Qst)Mathematics
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A negatively skewed distribution has an extended tail pointing to the left and 
reflects bunching of numbers in the upper part of the distribution with fewer 
scores at the lower end of the measurement scale.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

The figure below illustrates negatively skewed distribution in which Mean 
Median < Mode

<

r-’’”

Notesr*$gafi¥i% %kmm4 disfrlbMtion

I:
I / \

4/1

uuui.L..

moelemmn
median

Coefficient of skewness = (mean - mode)/o

Measures of spread/ dispersion/ variability provide information about the degree 
to which individual scores are clustered about or deviate from the average value 

in a distribution.

There are four measures of dispersion:

vIwmiiPi Piiflle
ilViolM I-

V M

mmsu
m

msmmtm
w
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Range is the difference between the highest and lowest score in the distribution. 
Coefficient of range = (L - S)/(L + S).

The arithmetic average of the deviations from the mean, median or mode is called 
as mean deviation.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Mean deviation from ungrouped data:

Notes
Meandeviaiion = — ^ |^- — M\

1=1

where N is the number of terms.

Mean deviation from continuous series:

1 n
MeandeviaUon = — ^ fi |rGj — M \

where N = summation of all frequencies.
• The variance is a measure based on the deviations of individual scores from 

the mean.

Variance of individual observations:
Ifxl, x2..... . xn are n values of a variable x, then

\ 2

VarX = -Y ^ n4-f *
1 "
n “

*
i=l t=l

Variance of discrete frequency distribution:
If xl, x2,..... xn are n values of a variable x with corresponding frequencies as
fl.C, , fh, then

2 •(^)

VarX = ^ E -
t=i

<0 Mathematics



Variance of a grouped or continuous frequency distribution: CLASS-10
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21ii* sE/■*$-

■ VarX =
A7

if®- -s"-
, h = class’widthwkereiii ==

Notes

Properties of variance:

• ?If xl, x2, , xn be n values of a variable X. If these values are changed
, xn + a, where a □ R, then the variance remainsto xl + a, x2 + a, 

unchanged.
• ?If xl, x2, ...., xn be n values of a variable X and let ‘a’ be a non-zero real 

number. Then the variance of the observations axl, ax2,
Var(X).

, axn is a2

r

The positive square root of variance is termed as the standard.deviation.

If there are two sets of observations containing nl and n2 items with means as ml 
and m2 and standard deviations cl and c2, then combined mean m is

n\mx + «2m2m =
«i 4- «2

[«i H+4) + "2 K+4)]ni + ?i2

where dl = m - ml and d2 = m - m2.

The measure of variability which is independent of units is called coefficient of 
variation. The coefficient of variation is given by

CY. = * TOO
X’

where c and irare the standard deviation and mean of the data.

A graph which displays the data by using vertical bars of various heights to 
represent frequencies is called a histogram. The horizontal axis can be either the 

. class boundaries, the class marks or the class limits;

A frequency polygon is basically a line graph in which the frequency is placed 
along the vertical axis and the class mid-points are placed along the horizontal 
axis. These points are connected with lines.

Mathematics 225



A frequency polygon of the cumulative frequency or the relative cumulative 
frequency is termed as ogive. The vertical axis represents the cumulative or 
the relative cumulative frequency while the horizontal axis represents the class 
boundaries.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

The graph of the ogive always starts at zero at the lowest class boundary and ends 
up at either the total frequency (for a cumulative frequency) or 1 (for relative 
cumulative frequency).Notes

Questions for practice

Question: 1

Find the median of the data:

83,37, 70, 29, 45, 63,41,70, 34, 54

Solution:

Numbers are 83, 37, 70, 29,45, 63,41, 70, 34, 54

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

29, 34, 37,41,45,54, 63, 70, 70, 83

n = 10 (even)

^th value + (j +1) th value
Median = 2

y th value + (-y * l) th value
2

5th value + 6th value
2

45 + 54
2

99
— = 49.5

© Mathematics



CLASS-10Question: 2
Find the median of the data: Mathematics

*******

133, 73, 89, 108, 94, 104, 94, 85, 100, 120

Solution: 0

^ •Numbers are 133, 73, 89, 108, 94, 104, 94, 85, 100, 120
Notes

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

73, 85, 89, 94, 94,100, 104, 108, 120, 133

n = 10 (even)

| th value -f Q + l) th value
Median -

2

10\alue + (f + 1f value2
2

Sth value f 6th value
2

94 4-100
2

194
ir=97

Question: 3
Find the median of the data:

31,38, 27,28, 36, 25,35,40

Solution:

Numbers are 31, 38, 27, 28, 36, 25, 35, 40

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

25,27,28,31,35,36,38,40

n = 8 (even)

©Mathematics



CLASS-10 nth /n -xth
2 value + ^ +1 j valueMathematics Median =

2
;

oth xi . th
f value+ (|+l) value

2

4th value + 5th valueNotes
2

31 + 35
2

66
7 = 33

Question: 4
Find the median of the data:

15,6, 16, 8,22,21,9, 18, 25

Solution:
Numbers are 15,6,16, 8, 22,21,9,18, 25

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

6, 8, 9,15,16,21,22, 25 
n = 9 (odd)

refMedian = value

ref value

= 5th value = 16

Question: 5
Find .the median of the data:

41,43, 127,99,71,92,71,58,57

Mathematics
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Solution:

Numbers are 41,43,127,99, 71,92, 71, 58, 57 r-

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

41,43,57,58,71,71,92,99, 127 ,?p-

n = 9 (odd)
Notes

n + i th valueMedian =

th•9+1 value
2

= 5th value = 71

Question: 6

Find the median of the data:

25, 34, 31, 23, 22, 26, 35, 29, 20, 32

Solution:
Numbers are 25, 34, 31, 23, 22,26, 35, 29, 20, 32

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

20, 22, 23,25,26, 29,31, 32, 34,35

n = 10 (even)
thfv,„e + g+l) value

Median ~ 2

value
2

5th value + 6th value
2

26 + 29
2

55- = 27.5

©Mathematics
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Question: 7

Find the median of the data:
CLASS-10
Mathematics

12,17,3,14, 5, 8, 7,15

Solution:

Numbers are 12, 17, 3, 14, 5, 8, 7, 15
Notes

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

3,5,7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17

n = 8 (even)

f value+ g+l)th

oth .o th
2 value + '^ + i)

value
**• Median

2

value
2

4th value + 5th value
2

8 + 12
2

20
T = 10

Question: 8

Find the median of the data:

92,35,67, 85,72,81,56,51,42, 69

Solution:

Numbers are 92, 35, 67, 85, 72, 81, 56, 51, 42, 69

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

35,42,51,56, 67, 69, 72, 81,85, 92

n = 10(even)

Mathematics
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thnth value + + ij value Mathematics2••• Median =

S’6® . ,

value-f(y + l)
th

value
^2;

2

5th value + 6th value
, Notes2

67 + 69
2

136— = 68
2

Question: 9
Numbers 50,42, 35,2x+ 10, 2x-8, 12, 11, 8 are written in descending order and 

their median is 25, find x.

Solution:

Given the number of observation, n = 8

thnth »value4-i2 +1J va^ue2Median =
2

QUl yfQ 4 Wl

2 value-f^^1) vaJue
2

4th value 4- 5th value
2

2x 4 10 + 2X-8
2

= 2x + 1

Given Median = 25

□ 2x + 1 = 25

□ 2x = 24

□ x = 12

Mathematics
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Question: 10
Find the median of the following observations: 46, 64, 87, 41, 58, 77, 35, 90, 
55, 92, 33. If 92 is replaced by 99 and 41 by 43 in the above data, find the new 
median?

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Solution:
Given the numbers are 46, 64, 87, 41, 58, 77, 35, 90, 55, 92, 33Notes
Arranging the numbers in ascending order

33,35,41,46, 55, 58,64, 77, 87, 90, 92

n^ll (odd)

••• Median - value

/ii+i\th
l 2 ) value

= 6th value = 58

If 92 is replaced by 99 and 41 by 43

Then the new values are: 33, 35, 43, 46, 55, 58, 64,77, 87, 90, 99 

n = 11 (odd)

••• New Median = value

value

= 6th value = 58

Question: 11
Find the median of the following data: 41, 43,127/99,:6'1,92, 71, 58, 57. If 58 is 
replaced by 85, what will be the new median?

Solution:
Given the numbers are 41,43, 127,-99, 61, 92, 71, 58, 57

Arranging the numbers in ascending order
i(S) Mathematics
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41,43, 57, 58,61,71,92,99,127 CLASS-10
Mathematics

n = 9 (odd)

«x>
th

valueNew Median =
2'

•9 4-1'
value ./Votes2

If 58 is replaced by 85

Then the new values be in order are: 41, 43, 57, 61, 71, 85, 92, 99,127

,v thn 4-1
New Median = value2

th•9 + 1
value

= 5th value = 71

Question: 12
The weights (in kg) of 15 students are: 31, 35, 27, 29, 32, 43, 37, 41, 34, 28, 36, 
44, 45, 42, 30. Find the median. If the weight 44 kg is replaced by 46 kg and 27 
kg by 25 kg, find the new median.

Solution:
Given the numbers are 31, 35, 27, 29, 32, 43, 37, 41, 34, 28, 36, 44, 45, 42, 30

Arranging the numbers in ascending order

o27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45.

n = 15 (odd)

n 4-1'th
New Median = value2

IS + li
vable

= 8th value = 35 kg

Mathematics 233
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If the weight 44 kg is replaced by 46 kg and 27 kg is replaced by 25 kg

Then the new values be in order are: 25,28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37,41, 42, 
43,45,46

CLASS-10
Mathematics

value**• New Median =

Notes
value

= 8th value = 35 kg

Question: 13
The following observation s have been arranged in ascending order. If the median 
of the data is 63, find the value of x: 29, 32, 48, 50, x, x + 2, 72, 78, 84, 95.

Solution:
Total number of observation in the given data is 10 (even number). So median 
of this data will be mean of 10/2 i. e, 5th observation and 10/2 + 1 i. e, 6th 
observation. So,

5th observation + 6th observationMedian of data = i
2

x + x + 2
=>63 = 2

2x+2
=>63 = 2

□ 63 = x + 1
□ x = 62

0

(S) Mathematics
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MCQ for Statistics

Find the mean ofx + 77, x + 7, x + 5, x + 3 and x - 2?
(a) x + 8
(b) x + 18
(c) x - 8
(d) x - 18

CLASS-10
Mathematics1.

)

2. If the mean of n observations xl, x2, x3,.... xn is x then what is £(xi “x)? Notes
(a) 0
(b)l
(c) 2
(d) 3

3. If each observation of the data is increased by 5, then what happens to its 
mean?
(a) is increased by 4
(b) is increased by 5
(c) is decreased by 4
(d) is decreased by 5

4. In the class intervals 40 - 50, 50 - 60, the number 50 is included in which,of 
the following?
(a) 40-50 ■ .
(b) 30-40
(c) 50 - 60
(d) 60 - 70 ...........

5. If the mean of x, x + 3, x + 5, x + 7 and x + 10 is 9 then what is the means of 
last three observations? ;' *

(a) 9jr
b

(b) 10|

(C)14
(d) 12

6. If x be the mid-point and 1 be the upper-class limit of a class in a continuous 
frequency distribution. What is the lower limit of the class?
(a) x-l
(b) 3x + 8
(c) 2x + 2
(d) 2x -1

Mathematics



The mean of five numbers is 30. If one number is excluded, their mean 
becomes 28. What is the excluded number?
(a) 38
(b) 35
(c) 33
(d) 36

7.CLASS-10
Mathematics

f

What is the median of the data 78, 56, 22, 34, 45, 54, 39, 68, 54, 84?
(a) 54
(b) 53
(c) 55
(d) 51

8.Notes

Answers

1. (b) 2* (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)
5. (c) 6w (d) 7. (a)8. (a)

Hots for Statistics

1. The mean of 100 observations is 50. If one of the observations which was 50 
is replaced by 150 then what will be the resulting mean?

2. There are 50 numbers. Each number is subtracted from 53 and the mean of the 
numbers so obtained is found to be -3.5. What is the mean of given numbers?

3. What is the mean of first 10 natural numbers?
4. The mean of 10, 15, x, 5, 15 is 15. What is the value of x?
5. In the frequency distribution.

Class intervals 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50

• What is the cumulative frequency corresponding to class 40 - 50?
6. What is the median of the data 10, 16, 7, 9, 8, 4 and 12?
7. What is the mode of the observations 11,8, 10, 8, 15, 6, 7, 8, 12,7 and 9?
8. What is mode of the data 14,20,19,14, 15,16,15, 14, 15,18,19, 14,15,18,

!

Frequencies
5
15
10
2
3

i

15?
9. What is median of the following numbers: 4, 3, 4, 5, 12, 7, 7, 6, 7

(3) Mathematics
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INTRODUCTION TO 

L PROBABILITY
^v'.’

-..v'rr-

■<-

Notes
Introduction to Probability

The word probability refers to the measure of possibility of occurrence of an 
event. The value of probability can range between 0 and 1. Higher degree of 
probability implies that the event is most likely to happen.

If n represents the total number of equally mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
possible outcomes of an experiment and m of them are favourable to the event A, 
then the probability of the event A is defined as

P (A) = n €/ n(S) = m/n

This is known as classical definition of probability

Mutually Exclusive

If either event A or event B or both events occur on a single performance of an 
experiment this is called the union of the events A and B denoted as P(A □ B). 
Two events are said to be mutually exclusive if the occurrence of one event does 
not affect the occurrence of the other.

Therefore, if there are n possible outcomes of an experiment which are mutually 
exclusive, exhaustive and equally likely then, since the probability associated 
with each outcome is the same (say x) and since they are mutually exclusive, the 
probability of occurrence of one of them is the sum nx which must be equal to 
1 (because they are also exhaustive).

That is, nx = 1 => x = 1/n.

If two events are mutually exclusive then the probability of either occurring is

P (A or B) = P(A □ B) = P (A) + P (B).

If El, E2, , En are mutually exclusive events, then

UEn) =£Si^(£3*P(E1 □ E2 □

Mathematics
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For example, the chance of rolling a 3 or 5 on a die isCLASS-10
Mathematics P (3 or 5) = P (3) + P (5) = 1/6 +1/6 = 1/3

Not Mutually Exclusive
If the occurrence of one event affects or is dependent on the occurrence of the 

other then the events are not mutually exclusive.
Notes If the events are not mutually exclusive then

P (A or B) = P (A) +P (B) - P (A and B)

For example, when drawing a single card at random from a regular deck of cards, 
the chance of getting a heart or a face card (J,Q,K) (or one that is both) is given 
by 13/52 + 12/52 - 3/52 = 11 /26, because of the 52 cards of a deck 13 are hearts, 
12 are face cards, and 3 are both: here the possibilities included in the "3 that are 
both” are included in each of the “13 hearts” and the “12 face cards” but should 
only be counted once.

Conditional Probability
The probability of occurrence of some event A, given that the event B has already 
occurred is called the conditional probability. Conditional probability is written 
as P (A| B), and is read as “the probability of A, given B”. It is defined by

P(A|B) = P(An B) / P (B)

As is clear from the above expression that if P (B) = 0, then P (A| B) is undefined.

For instance, consider a bag containing 4 rings, 2 orange and 2 purple. The 
probability of taking out an orange ring is XA, but when the second ring is selected, 
the probability of it being either an orange ring or a purple ring depends on the 
ring previously taken, such as, if an orange ring was taken, the probability of 
picking a orange ring again would be 1/3 since only lorange and 2purple rings 
would be remaining.

Some Basic Rules
(i)p(o>) = o,P(n) = i.

and Q are both events and hence their probabilities are defined. The event 0 
denotes the event that is impossible and never happens and hence its probability 
is zero. The event Q has probability 1 and is certain or necessary. In general, P 
(A) is the probability of event A; «A takes place or occurs with probability P (A).»

& Mathematics



(2) The probability function (or, as it is most commonly called, measure) is 
required to be additive: for two disjoint events A and B, i.e. whenever A D B = <I>, 
P (ADB) = P (A) + P (B)

CLASS-10
Mathematics

(3) P (ADB) = P (A) + P (B) - P (A fi B).

This result can also be derived from the previous result. In fact, by assuming all 
the sets A-B, B-A, AH B are disjoint, we get:

Notes
P(A) +P(B) = [P(A-B) + P(AflB) ] + [P(B-A) + P(AflB)] 

= P (A-B) + P (AflB)] + [P (B-A) + P (AlTB)]

= P (ADB) + P (A 0 B)

which is exactly the required result.

(4)P(ni>lAi) = II>lP(Ai).

Complement of an Event

The complement of an event A is the set of all outcomes that is not in A. The 
complement of event A is expressed as Ac.

The probability of an event and its complement always add up to 1 (An event 
either occurs or it doesn’t occur).

P (A) +P (Ac) = 1

P(Ac) = l-P(A)

Some key points:
(i) For any event A, ADS.

(ii) 0 < P(A) < 1, P(A) □ R

(iii) P (A) + P (Ac) = 1

(iv) If ‘a’ case are favourable to an event A and ‘b’ cases are favourable to an 
event Ac (i.e. unfavourable to A) then P (A) = a/ (a+b) and P (Ac) = b/ (b+a).

We say that odds in favour of A are a: b

And odds against of A are b: a

(v) Since A and A’ are mutually exclusive events, P (AUA’) = P (A’) =1.

Notation: Let A and B by two events, then

Mathematics 239



CLASS-10 (i) A’ or ^ or Ac stands for the non-occurrence of negation of A.

(ii) AUB stands for the occurrence of at least one of A or B.

(iii) AHB stands for the simultaneous occurrence of A and B.

(iv) A’O B’ stands for the non-occurrence of both A and B.

(v) A □ B stands for “the occurrence of A implies occurrence of B”.

Mathematics

Notes

Illustration:

A die is rolled. What is the probability that outcome will be an even number?

Solution:

When the die is rolled the possible outcomes are 

S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,} and A = outcome will be even number i.e.

{2,4,6}

So, P (A) = n (E)/n(S) = 3/6 = 1/2

Illustration:

Two dice are thrown simultaneously. What is the probability of obtaining a total 
score of seven?

Solution:

There are six possible ways as to the number of points on the first die; and to each 
of these ways, there corresponding 6 possible numbers of points on second die. 
Hence total number of ways

S = 6 x 6 = 36

We now find out how many ways are favourable to the total of 7 points. This may 
happen only in following ways: (1,6), (6, 1), (2, 5), (5, 2), (3, 4), (4, 3).

Hence, required Probability = 6/36 =1/6.

Illustration:

Suppose a die is rolled, can we find the probability that either odd number or a 
number divisible by 4 comes?

(mo) Mathematics



Solution:

When a die is rolled 1,2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are possible outcomes. So,
CLASS-10
Mathematics

S= {1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.

Let event A: odd number i.e. A= {1, 3, 5} 

event B: number divisible by 4 i.e. B = {4}

Here, we have represented the sample space and event in Venn diagram.
Notes

S

We have to find probability of either A or B, i.e. P(A U B) 

Clearly, AUB= {1,3,4, 5} i.e.A+B 

Hence, P (A U B) = P (A) + P (B)

= 3/6+1/6 = 2/3.

Now, think about a different situation: A die is rolled, can we calculate the 
probability that the number, which comes is either odd or divisible by 3?

Sample space is S = {1,2, 3,4, 5,6}.

Define, event A: odd number i.e. A= {1, 3, 5}

event B: divisible by 3 i.e. B = {3, 6}

We can represent sample space and even in Venn diagram.

S

Mathematics



Now, we have to find probability that either A or B occurs i.e. P(A U B)CLASS-10
Mathematics Clearly, AU B = P{1, 3, 5, 6}

Can we write A U B = A + B?

Let’s do it, A U B = 1, 3, 5, 3, 6; this is incorrect for obvious reasons since we 
counted 3 twice.

Notes From above illustration, it can be concluded that when we write

AUB=A + Bwe count the common element twice, once while counting the 
elements of A and once while counting the elements of B. Therefore, in order to 
get correct result, we should subtract it (common) element once i.e.

AUB=A + B- AB {AB element common in both A and B}

= 1,3,5, 4, 6,-3

= 1,3, 5, 6

Hence the probability

P (A U B) = P(A) + P(B) - P (A B) = (3/6) + (2/6) - (1/6) = 2/3

Note:

l.In previous case, P (AUB) = P (A) + P(B) was incorrect because AflB^ □. So, 
we get a very important result.

P (AUB) = P (A) + P (B) when A and B are mutually exclusive events.

P (AUB) = P (A) + P (B) - P (AOB), when A and B are not mutually exclusive 
events.

2. This particular case of two events can easily be generalized for the three events 
A, B and C

P (AUBUC) = P(A) + P(B) + P(C) - P(AflB) - P(BnC) - P(CnA) + P(AnBflG).

Illustration:
The probabilities that a student passes in Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry are 
m, p and c respectively. Out of these subjects, the student has a 75% chance of 
passing in at least one, a 50% chance of passing in at least two and a 40% chance 
of passing in exactly two. Prove that m + p + c = 27/20.

Mathematics



Solution:

From the given information we derive the following equations
CLASS-10
Mathematics

1 -(1 -m)(l -p)(l -c) = 0.75 (i)

\(1 - m) pc + m (1 - p) c + mp (1 - c) + mpc = 0.5 (ii)

(1 - m) pc + m (1 - p) c + mp (1 - c) = 0.4 (iii)
Notes

(ii) - (iii) gives: mpc = 0.1 = 1/10 From equation (i), we get

p + c + m - (mp +mc + pc) + mpc = 0.75 (iv)

From (ii),

pc + me + mp - 3mpc + mpc = 0.5

=> pc + mc + mp = 0.7

Substituting in (iv), we get

m + p + c = 0.75 - 0.1 + 0.7 = 1.35 = 135/100 = 27/20

> •.
Intersection and Union of Sets of Events

Let El, E2,
probability of occurrence of at least one of the events from El, E2, 
P(EinE2n

UEn), represents the 
, En and

, En be n events, then P (E1UE2U

DEn) represents the occurrence of all the events together.

In general, we have

P(EinEjnEk)-...+(-l)P(E1UE2U ... UEn)= 
n-lP(EinE2D...nEn).
Corollary: If A and B are any two events,

P (AUB) = P (A) + P (B) - P (AflB). 

Note that P (AflB’) = P (A) - P (AflB).

Also, for any two events A and B,

P (exactly one of them occurs)

Mathematics



= P(El) + P(E2)-P(EinE2) 

= P(E'lUE2)'-P(EinE2).

CLASS-10
Mathematics

!

mmm. >

Notes

If El, E2 and E3 be three events, then

(i) P (at least two of El, E2, E3 occur)
= P (E2DE3) + P (E3DE1) + P (E10E2) - 2P (EinE2nE3),

(ii) P (exactly two of El, E2, E3 occur)
= P (E2HE3) + P (E3DE1) + P(E1 nE2) - 3P(E1 nE2nE3),

(ii) P (exactly one of El, E2, E3 occur)
= P(E1) + P(E2) + P(E3) - 2P(E3DE1) + 2P(EinE2) + 3P(EinE3).

UEn)If events are mutually exclusive, P (E1UE2U

Illustration:
There are 4red, 5 green and 1 blue marble and 2 black marbles in the bag. Suppose 
you select one marble at random. Find each probability:

P (Black), P (Red), P (Red or Black), P (not blue), P (not purple).

Solution:

There are 12 marbles in total and so sample space =12. We know by the definition
that

Probability= Number of ways a certain outcome can occur/ Total .possible 
outcomes (Sample Space)

Now there are four red balls in the bag. So P (Red) = 4/12=1/3

Similarly, there are 2 black balls so P (Black) = 2/12 = 1/6.

P (Blue) = 1/12.

So P (not Blue) =1-1/12 *11/12.

P (Red or Black) = P (Red) + P (Black) = 4/12+2/12 = 6/12 =1/2.

Mathematics



P (not Purple) = 1. CLASS-10• c? - j :v ■

Since there is no purple marble in the bag so there are 100% chances of selecting
■ ■ »’ - i ■ . ■

a non-purple marble.

Mathematics

Illustration:

In a single cast with fair dice, what is the chance of throwing
(ii) a doublet,
(iv) a sum of 7.

(i) two 4>s, 
(iii) five - six,

Notes*>• '*1

Solution:

(i) There are 6 x 6 equally likely cases 

(as any face of any die may turn up)

=> 36 possible outcomes. For this event, only one outcome (4,4) is favourable

probability =1/36=>

(ii) A doublet can occur in six ways {(1,1), (2,.2), (3, 3), (4,4), :

(5, 5), (6, 6)} ir ■

Therefore, probability of a doublet = 6/36 = 1/6.

(iii) Two favourable outcomes {(5,6), (6, 5)}:

This probability = 2/36 = 1/18.

(iv) A sum of 7 can occur in the following cases: {(1, 6), (2, 5),

(3, 4), (4, 3), (5, 2), (6, l)}which are 6 in number. Therefore probability =
6/36 = 1/6.

Illustration:
Tickets numbered 1 to 20 are mixed up and then a ticket is drawn at random. 
What is the probability that the ticket drawn has a number which is a multiple of 
3 or 5?

Solution:

Here, S = {1,2, 3, 4, ....,19,20}.

Let E = event of getting a multiple of 3 or 5 = {3, 6, 9, 12,15, 18, 5,TO, 20}. 

Hence, P (E) = n (E) / n(S) = 9/20. ..

Mathematics
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Illustration:

Seven accidents occur in a week. What is the probability that they happen on the 
same day?

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Solution:

Total number of cases = Total no. of ways in which 7 accidents can happen in a 
week = 77.

Notes
Favourable number of cases out of these = number of those in which all 7 happen 
on one day (any day of the week) = 7. Hence the required probability = 7/77 = 
1/76.

Illustration:

From a bag containing 5 white, 7 red and 4 black balls a man draws 3 balls at 
random. Find the probability that all are white.

Solution:

Total number of balls in the bag = 5 + 7 + 4=16

=> The total number of ways in which 3 balls can be drawn

= 1603 = (16*15*14)/ (3*2*1) = 560.

Thus, sample space S for this experiment has 560 outcomes

i.e., n(S) = 560.

Let E be the event of all the three balls being white. Total number of white balls 
in the bag is 5.

So, the number of ways in which 3 white balls can be drawn = 5C3

= (5*4*3)/ (3*2*1) = 10.

Thus, E has 10 elements of S, i.e., n(E) = 10

=> Probability of E, P(E) = n(E)/n(S) = 10/560 = 1/56.

Illustration:

From a pack of 52 cards two cards are drawn at random. Find the probability of 
the following events:

(i) Both the cards are spades.

(ii) One card is of spade and the other is a diamond.

Mathematics
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Solution:

The total number of ways in which 2 cards can be drawn
CLASS-10
Mathematics

= 52C2 = (52*51)/(1*2) = 26 x 51 = 1326.

- / ^'Z***'^=> Number of elements in the sample space S are n(S) = 1326.

(i) Let the event that both cards are of spade, be denoted by El. Then n(El) = 
Number of elements in El = Number of ways in which 2 cards can be selected 
out of 13 cards of spade = 13C2 = (13*12)/(1*2) = 78.

Hence the probability of El = P(E1) = n(El)/n(S) = 78/1326 = 1/17.

(ii) Let E2 be the event that one card is of spade and one is of diamond. Then 
n(E2) = number of elements in E2 = number of ways in which one card of spade 
can be selected out of 13 spades and one card of diamond can be selected out of 

13 diamond cards

Notes

•

= 13C1 x 1301 = 13x13 = 169

=> P(E2) = n(E2)/n(S) = 169/1326 = 13/102.

u;Illustration:
A has 3 shares in a lottery containing 3 prizes and 6 blanks: B has one share in a 
lottery containing one prize and 2 blanks. Compare their chances of success.

Solution:
Total number of tickets in the first lottery = 3 + 6 = 9

A may select any three tickets out of these 9 tickets. Therefore, the number of 
elements in the sample space S is given by

= n(S) = 9C3 = (9*8*7)/(3*2*l) = 84.

Let El be the event of winning the prize in the first lottery by A. So,.Elc is the 

event of not winning the prize by A. Then number of elements

in Elc is given n(Elc) = number of ways of selecting 3 tickets out of six blank 
tickets = 6C3 = (6*5*4)/ (1*2*3) = 20.

=> The probability of not winning the prize by A = P(E1 c) = n(E 1 c )/n(S) = 20/84 

= 5/21.

Since P (El) + P (Elc) = 1, P(E1) = 1 - P(Elc) or P(E1) = 1 - 5/21 = 16/21.

©Mathematics



For Second Lottery
n(S) = number of ways of selecting 1 ticket out of 3 tickets.

CLASS-10
Mathematics

Or n(S) = 3C1 -3.

Let E2 be the event of winning the prize by B.

n(E2) = number of ways of selecting one ticket out of 1 prize ticket
Notes

= 1C1 = 1

=> The probability of winning the prize by B

= P(E2) = n(E2)/n(S) = 1/3 so that the ratio of the probabilities of winning the 
prizes by A and B = P(E2)/P(E2) = (16/21)/(l/3) = 16/7.

Illustration:
From a pack of cards, four are drawn at random. What is the chance that there is 
one card of each suit?

Solution:
A pack of cards has 52 cards. Let S be the sample space. Then

n(S) = 52C4 = (52*51 *50*49)/(4*3*2*l) = 13 x 17 x 25 * 49.

Let E be the event of drawing one card from each suit.

There are four different suits and each suit has 13 cards.

n(E) = number of total ways of drawing one card from each suit.

= 13C1 x 13C1 x 13C1 x 13C1 = 13x13x13x13

6 Required probability = P(E) = n(E)/n(S) =(13*13*13*13)/(13*17*25*49)

= 2197/20825.

View the video for more examples on probability theory

Illustration:
In a given race the odds in favour of four horses A, B, C, D are 1:3,1:4, 1 ;5, 1:6 
respectively. Assuming that, a dead heat is impossible, find the chance that one of 
them wins the race.

© Mathematics



Solution: CLASS-10
MathematicsLet P(A), P(B), P(C) and P(D) be the responsibilities of winning of the horsey 

B, C and D respectively. Then

P(A) = 1/4, P(B) = 1/5, P(C) = 1/6, P(D) = 1/7.

Since the above events are mutually exclusive, the chance that one of them wins
"T?'= P(AUBUCUD) - P(A) + P(B) + P(C) + P(D) 

= (1/4)+ (1/5)+ (1/6)+ (1/7).

Notes

Illustration:
Ten passengers get into an elevator on the ground floor of a 20-floor building. 
What is the probability that they will all get out at different floors?

Solution:
Total no. of ways in which the 10 passengers can get out = 2010.

Favourable no. of ways = number of those cases in which not more than one 
passenger gets out at each floor = 20P10 = 20! /10!

Required probability = 20! /(10!(20)10).

Mathematics
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SummaryCLASS-10
Mathematics

Different Approaches
There are following three types of 
approaches to theory of probability:

(i) Experimental approach, empirical 
approach or observed required 
approach.

(i) Ctasscal approach.
(ii) Axiomatic approach.

Some special sample spaces 
(i) A die is thrown once

S=fl£)14,5,6in(S)=6

(n) Two dice are thrown together
orNotes

A die is thrown twice

(3.1) ,{32),{3^),(3,4),(3,5),(316)
(4.1) ,(4^)l(4^),(4,4),(4^),(4l6)
(5.1) ,(52)1(5,3),(5,4),(5.5),(516) 
(6f1)1(62MW),(6,4),(615),(6^)

/KS)=62

S =

_i
CD
<

00Probabifity of occurrence of si 
event Some special sample spaces

(i) A com is tossed once 
S=(H,Tjn(S)=2

(ii) A coin is tossed twice

0
00Number of outcomesfavourabfetoETO- Q.Totatnumber ofpossibteout comes

Complementary event: Let E be an 
event and (not E) be an event which 
occurs only when E does not occur.
The event (not E) is called the 
complementary event of £
Clearly, P[E)+P[not £) = 1.

TO=1-P(not£).
0 < P(E) 51

Sum of the probabifibes of all the 
outcomes of random experiment is 1

or
Two corns are tossed simultaneously 

S = n(S)=4 = 22
fra) A com is tossed three times

or
Thee coins are tossed simultaneously

S=( ;/KS)«=8=28iTTT.TTTiTHT.HTT ^ '

MCQ FOR PROBABILITY

1. IfP(E) = 0.37, then P (not E) will be 
(a) 0.37 
(c) 0.57

(b) 0.63
(d) None of these

Mathematics
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2. Probability of getting even number in a single throw of dice is CLASS-10
Mathematics1 1(b) - v 6

(d) None of these m/ ^

-t-r.. >

4 5(c) t
3. There are 5 prizes on 1000 tickets of a lottery of company. Probability of 

winning prize is Notes
1199 (b) — 1 200(a) 2̂00

198 (d) None of these(c) 200

4. Probability of drawing an ace from a deck of 52 cards is
11

® 26 

(d) A
(a) 52

(C) " ‘Tn 5213

5. There are 5 red and 3 blackballs in a bag. Probability of drawing a blackball is
1/ X 5

(a) t (b)2 :

(d) None of these .
8

, x 3(c) -8

6. If the probability of winning a game is 0.3, then probability of losing it is
(b) 0.7
(d) None of these

(a) 0.6
(c) 0.5

7. Probability of drawing 10 of a black suit from a deck of 52 cards is
11 (b) —(a) 2652

1 (d) None of these(c) ttt13

8. A dice is thrown once. Probability of getting a number 3 or 4 is

«i
(d) l

9. There are 50 tickets numbered from 1 to 50 in a box. Probability of drawing a

1
<a> 6

1
(c) 5

©Mathematics
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ticket bearing prime number isCLASS-10
[

w 4Mathematics 13
(a) ^

50 10
17 (d) None of thee(c) 50

i
10. Probability of a leap year having 53 Sundays is

<M f
(d) None of thee

Notes 1
(a) y

(0 f
ANSWERS . *

l.(b) 2. (a) 4. (c) 5. (c)3.(b)
6. (b) ?• (b) 8.(d) 9. (b) 10. (c)

Hots for Probability

1. The record of a weather station shows that out of the past 250 consecutive 
days, its weather forecast was correct 175 times.
(i) What is the probability that on a given day it was correct?
(ii) What is the probability that it was not correct on a given day?

2. A die is thrown once. Find the probability of getting a prime number.
3. A coin is thrown once. Find the probability of getting a head.
4. From a group of 2 boys and 3 girls,, we select a child. Find the probability of 

this child being a girl.
5. If we throw a die, then the upper face shows 1 or 2; or 3 or 4; or 5 or 6. Suppose

we throw a die 150 times and get 2 for 75 times. What is the probability of 
getting a 2?

6. A coin is tossed 200 times and is found the tail comes up for 120 times. Find
the probability of getting a tail.

7. If a coin is tossed for a certain number of times. How many times the coin 
was tossed, if the probability of getting a head is 0.4 and it appeared up for 
24 times?

8. In a GK test a student was given 50 questions one by one. He gave the correct
answer for 30 questions. Find the probability of giving correct answers.

9. Define a (i) Theorem, (ii) Axiom and (iii) Conjecture.
10. Prove that the product of two even natural numbers is divisible by 16.,
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